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Abstract
Strengthening of reinforced concrete structures using FRPs has emerged as a potential

solution to the problems associated with
reported significant increases

in

civil

infrastructure. Many researchers have

strength and stiffness

of

FRP retrofitted concrete

structures. Nevertheless, possible brittle failures of the retrofìtted system could limit the

use of the

full

debonding

of the FRP, which could occur at load levels signifìcantly

eff,rciency of the FRP system. These brittle failures include premature

less than the

strength of the FRP material used in the retrofitted system. Therefore, there is a need for
an improved understanding of various failure mechanisms of FRP strengthened concrete
structures as a basis for a reliable retrofit design. Innovative structural detailing is also
needed to utilize the FRP system more effectively.

The work reported in this thesis deals with the development of a comprehensive approach

towards understanding the flexural behaviour of FRP strengthened concrete structures.

This study presents a comparison among various FRP strengthening techniques
develops fundamental criteria governing the choice

of a specific

and

technique. The

applicability of cracked section analysis as well as non-linear fìnite element simulations

for the

analysis

of

concrete structures strengthened ',vith FRP reinforcement is

enumerated. Design guidelines regarding the use of FRP in retrofitting applications are

provided. Mathematical models are proposed to quantify the bond characteristics and
load transfer mechanisms of various FRP strengthening schemes using bars and strips for
near surface mounted configurations as

well

as extemall,v* bonded sheets and strips.

lll

A

two-phase experimental program was conducted at the University

of Manitoba

to

examine the structural performance of concrete structures strengthened with various FRP

systems. The experimental program was designed

to

ensure

full utilization of

the

strengthening schemes and to avoid possible premature failure of the retrofitted system.
Three half-scale models of a tlpical concrete bridge slab rvere constructed and tested in
the first phase of the investigation. The performance of near surface mounted FRP bars
and strips as well as externally bonded FRP sheets and strips was evaluated. The three
specimens rvere used to perform a total of nine tests in this phase.

A cost analysis for

each of the FRP strengthening techniques considered in this investigation was performed.

Complementary

to the experimental program, numerical simulations were performed

using finite element analysis to predict the behaviour of concrete members strengthened

with near surface mounted FRP reinforcement. Based on test results, the investigation
was extended to a second stage to provide fundamental data for the bond characteristics

of efficient FRP techniques. A total of 24 concrete T-beams were tested to characterize
the load transfer mechanisms between FRP and concrete. Three different strengthening

techniques were investigated. For each technique, different bond lengths were
considered. Based on the experimental results, development lengths

for various

FRP

strengthening techniques are proposed.

The thesis also presents three anal¡ical models, proposed to predict the behaviour of
concrete structures strengthened with near surface mounted FRP bars, near surface

mounted FRP strips and externall¡' bonded FRP sheets. New methodologies

are

introduced as a basis for design. V/ith the formulae proposed in this thesis, the risk of

lv

premature failure of concrete structures strengthened ',vith various FRP systems can be

estimated. The entire investigation leads
theoretical basis,

to

simple design rules, with a profound

to allolv an economical, safe and reliable FRP retrofit design for

concrete structures and bridges
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xvl
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P
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:
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P
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:
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:
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:
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:
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:
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Reinforcement ratio of FRP
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Reinforcement ratio of steel
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:

Normal stress in the concrete
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Tensile stress at the concrete-epoxy interface

Normal stress in the CFRP striP
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stress at the FRP-epoxy interface

on
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T
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tf
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Peak bond stress
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shear strength

0,
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Parameters defined by Equations 5.22 and 5.47 , respectively
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1

lntroduction
This chapter gives an introduction to the main topic of this doctoral thesis and highlights the needs

strengthening using innovative FRP techniques. Background information and

lack of

for

knowledge

concerning various strengthening techniques are discussed. Research obiectives as well as the research
approach ere enumerated. Finally, the aims and the outline of this doctoral thesis are clarified.

1.1 General
The need for repair and strengthening of deteriorated, damaged and substandard civil
infrastructure has become an important challenge confronting the repair and rehabilitation

industries worldwide. Deterioration

of

structures begins shortly after completion of

construction due to environmental influences and/or due to the structures' routine use.

Deficiency

of

structures may be the result

of

insufficient reinforcement, excessive

deflections, poor concrete quality, reinforcement corrosion,

or insufficient bearing

capacity. In some cases, strengthening and repairing are necessary to account for human
mistakes at the designing stage or to solve execution errors during the construction. For
these purposes, various strengthening techniques have been developed
demand

to increase the load canying capacity and/or to fulfrll certain

to satisfy

the

serviceability

I . lntroduct¡on
requirements. Some

of the traditional strengthening techniques for concrete

structures

are:

introducing extra supports to shorten the span of flexural members;
adding reinforcement by subseqqently removing and casting concrete;

applying additional internal or external prestressing;
bonding external steel plates; and
using advanced composite materials.

Continuous development of Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) materials in various forms

and configurations offers an alternative design approach for the construction of new
structures and rehabilitation

of existing civil engineering infrastructure.

Nevertheless,

their applications to bridges and structures are still relatively few. FRPs offer designers
an excellent combination of properties not available for other materials and present

a

potential solution to civil infrastructure's crisis. High strength-to-weight ratio, ease of
installation and corrosion resistance characteristics make FRPs ideal for strengthening
applications. Externally bonded FRP sheets and strips are currently the most commonly

used techniques

for

strengthening bridges and concrete structures.

In

spite

of

the

significant research being reported on their structural mechanism and performance, there

are still heightened concerns regarding possible premature failure due

to debonding,

especially in zones of combined high flexural and shear stresses. In addition, externally
bonded FRP reinforcements are relatively unprotected against wear and impact loads.

Thus, their structural perfornance could be greatly affected by harsh environmental
conditions.

1,

lntroduct¡on

The work presented in this doctoral thesis demonstrates an alternative use of FRPs for
strengthening concrete bridges. It was conducted in response to the heightened demand

towards increasing the flexural capacity of bridges to accommodate new truck loads.
Theoretical knolvledge and design guid.elines are provided to ensure a safe, reliable and
cost-efficient use of FRP materials. It is expected that the use of FRPs will lead to radical
changes

in construction methods, final forms and

maintenance regimes

for structures.

Innovative strengthening techniques are becoming increasingly important to enable the
extension of service life of deteriorated civil infrastntcture.

1.2 Research Objective
The main objective of this research is to study and examine the structural performance

of

various FRP strengthening techniques for concrete structures and bridges. The study
focuses also on fundamental research to evaluate and characteúze the bond and load
transfer mechanisms betlveen FRP materials and concrete. The analytical phase attempts
to provide mathematical models describing the interaction between the flexure, shear and
debonding failure mechanisms of the FRP reinforcement from the strengthened zones.

The research utilizes a non-linear finite element analysis to model the response of
concrete structures strengthened with FRPs. The thesis provides some references to the
cost-effectiveness of each of the strengthening techniques considered in the study. The

study includes f,rve different strengthening techniques: near surface mounted Leadline
CFRP bars, C-Bars, CFRP strips and externally bonded CFRP sheets and strips. The
specific objectives of this research study could be summarized as follows:

1 . lntroduction

a) study the various flexural limit

states behaviour

of

concrete members

strengthened with near surface mounted FRP bars and strips as well as externally

bonded FRP sheets and strips, including behaviour after cracking and modes

of

failure;

b)

investigate the load-deformation response, as well as the cracking behaviour

of

concrete members strengthened with different FRP systems;

c)

present an overview

of the cost-effectiveness of

each

of the strengthening

techniques considered in this study;

d)

determine experimentally the development length of near surface mounted FRP
bars, strips and externally bonded FRP sheets;

e) propose anal¡ical

models

to predict the interfacial

shear stresses and the

minimum anchorage length needed for near surface mounted FRP bars, strips

as

well as externally bonded FRP sheets;

Ð

develop fundamental criteria governing the failure behaviour of concrete beams
strengthened with near surface mounted FRP bars, strips and externally bonded
FRP sheets.

g)

investigate the influence of various geometric parameters such as groove width,
spacing between near surface mounted bars and minimum edge distance on the
debonding process; and

h) provide design guidelines and

establish

a

general methodology

strengthening of concrete structures with various FRP systems.

for

the
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1.3 Research Approach
The research approach followed in this study consisted of a literature survey, extensive

experimental program, numerical simulations using

finite element analysis

and

theoretical analysis using rational models. Fig. 1.1 shows a schematic representation of
the research approach adopted in this study.

RESEARCH STUDY

fChapter 2]

APPLICATIONS

PROBLEM
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ì
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for e ffi ci ent te chniquej
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Sftengthening ofconcrete
using efficient
techniques

t'''-"

Fig. 1.1 Schematic representation of research approach

A

state-of-the-art literature survey was carried out

to collect information on various

strengthening schemes. Research gaps and limitations

of

different techniques were

categorized The necessity for innovative strengthening techniques to overcome current
problems \,vas recognized. The experimental program consisted of testing three largescale specimens to failure

to examine the performance of various FRP strengthening

techniques and to determine the efficiency of each technique. Bond characteristics of the

most efficient techniques were investigated by testing 24 concrete beams. Test results

í .

lntroduct¡on

were used to introduce analytical models developed to predict the interfacial
stresses and the minimum anchorage length needed
techniques. The models rvere validated also

shear

for various FRP strengthening

by non-linear finite element modelling.

Finally, design guidelines for retrofitting damaged concrete beams using near surface
mounted FRP bars, strips and externally bonded sheets are provided. The effectiveness of

these techniques, as influenced by debonding/delamination
presented. Each phase of this study is discussed

of FRP reinforcement is

brieflf in the following

subsections:

Experimental lnvestiqation: The experimental program was designed to provide
fundamental understanding of the behaviour of concrete members strengthened in flexure

with different FRP strengthening techniques. The experimental program included two
phases.

The first phase, Phase I, consisted of three half-scale models of a typical prestressed
concrete bridge slab. The post-tensioned solid slabs represented typical bridge slabs over

intermediate pier columns. The specimens were tested

in simple

span

with a double

cantilever configuration. The specimens represented also a portion of continuous bridges
between the inflection points beyond two adjacent supports. Each specimen was tested
three times using loads applied at different locations in each test. The first and second
tests were performed on the tr.vo cantilevers r.vhere the load was applied at the edge of
each cantilever. The third test was conducted using a load applied at the mid-span. Prior

to the third test of the mid-span, the cracks resulted from testing the two cantilevers were
sealed entirely by injecting a high strength epoxy resin adhesive into the concrete. The
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simply supported span was then strengthened using FRPs and tested. Five different
strengthening techniques were investigated including near surface mounted Leadline
bars, C-Bars, CFRP strips and externally bonded CFRP sheets and strips.

The second phase, Phase II, was designed to evaluate the bond characteristics and load
transfer mechanism between the FRP and concrete for the most efficient techniques. A

total of 24 concrete beams were constructed and tested under monotonic loading. The
bond specimens were designed to fail either due to rupture or debonding of the FRP
reinforcement. Variables considered

in this phase r.vere the bond length and the

strengthening technique.

Analvtical Modellinq:

The anal¡ical modeling included two phases:

The first phase, focused on the behaviour of the concrete specimens tested in the first
phase of the experimental program. The analysis included both rational and non-linear

finite element analysis to predict the behaviour of concrete members strengthened with
FRPs. The rational analysis is based on a strain compatibility approach. The analysis used

the mechanical properties of the FRP materials to predict the moment-curvature and the
load-deflection behaviour of concrete specimens stren-ethened with near surface mounted
FRP reinforcement.

The second phase, introduced three different design methodologies to evaluate the bond
strength of near surface mounted FRP bars, strips and externally bonded FRP sheets,
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respectively. The anal¡ical models were calibrated by comparing the predicted values

with test results

as

well as non-linear finite element modelling.

Desiqn Guidelines: Based on the exp-erimental results of the tested specimens and

the

proposed anal¡ical models, the efficiency of various FRP strengthening techniques is

quantified. Design recommendations for flexural strengthening

of

concrete structures

using near surface mounted FRP reinforcement are introduced. The influence of various

parameters including material properties, groove dimensions

and internal

steel

conf,rguration is discussed.

1.4 Outline of the Thesis
The following is a brief description of the contents of each chapter in the thesis:

Chapter 2 reviews the use of advanced composite materials to strengthen concrete
structures through a literature survey and evaluates the commonly used retrofit materials,

properties and application procedures. The content is placed within the framework of the
knowledge and the aim of this doctoral thesis.

Chapter 3 describes the experimental program conducted at the University of Manitoba
including Phases I and II. The mechanical properties of the FRP materials, steel, epoxy
and concrete are presented.

1.
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Chapter 4 presents the results of the first phase of the experimental program including
the effects of various parameters as well as different failure modes. The overall behaviour

of concrete members

strengthened with various FRP techniques is discussed.

A

cost-

effective analysis for each of the strepgthening techniques considered in this study is
enumerated. The chapter also describes the numerical simulations car¡ied out using non-

linear finite element analysis. The flexural behaviour of the large-scale specimens tested
in the first phase of the experimental program is predicted.

Ghapter 5 presents both experimental and anal¡ical investigations undertaken
evaluate bond characteristics

of various FRP strengthening

to

techniques. This chapter

provides detailed steps of the proposed anal¡ical models introduced to predict the
interfacial shear stresses for near surface mounted FRP bars, strips and extemally bonded

FRP sheets. The models are calibrated by comparing the predicted behaviour to test
results as well as non-linear finite element modelling.

Chapter 6 summarizes the thesis'uvith a retrospective view on the research.study
draws conclusions from the work. Recommendations
highlighted in this chapter.

for future

and

research are also

Chapter 2
Strengthening

of

Reinforced

Goncrete

Structures with FRPs
This chapter presents a state-of-the-art overuiew of various FRP strengthening techniques. Diferent
aspects and specific considerations of externally bonded reinforcement are discussed. Materials' choice

and the corresponding advantages and disadvantdges are highlighted. Failure modes ofFRP strengthened
concrete structures are reviewed with equations governing their behaviour. Mechanical characteristics
FRPs are examined and various applications

for

of

strengthening reinforced concrete structures with FRP

mqterials øre presented. Existing design procedures

for

delamination failures are enumerated. Finally,

environmental concerns ofvarious FRP strengthening techniques ere reviewed.

2.1 lntroduction

In an aggressive environment, concrete may be vulnerable to chemical attacks such as
carbonation and chloride contamination which breaks down the alkaline barrier in the
cement matrix. Consequently, the steel reinforcement

in concrete structures becomes

susceptible to corrosion. Such a phenomenon leads to delamination of the concrete at the

reinforcement level, cracking and spalling of the concrete under more severe conditions
due to the volume increase of the steel reinforcement. In the United States, nearly one-

a¡
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third of the nation's 581,000 bridges are structurally deficient or functionally obsolete
IUS DOT, 1997]. A large number of these deficient bridges are reinforced or prestressed
concrete structures, and are in urgent need of repair and strengthening.

In the United

Kingdom, over 10,000 concrete bridges need structural attention.

Europe,

In

it

is

estimated that the repair of reinforced concrete structures due to corrosion of reinforcing

bars costs over $600 million annually [Tann and Delpark, 1999].

In

Canada,

it

is

estimated that the required repair costs for parking garages alone is in the range of 56

billion fBenmokrane and Wang,

2001 ].

A possible solution to combat reinforcement corrosion for new construction is the use of
non-corrosive materials

to

replace conventional steel bars. High tensile strength,

lightweight and corrosion resistance characteristics make FRPs ideal

for

such

applications. FRPs also provide cost effectiveness and a practical technique for the repair

and strengthening

of

structures and bridges using externally bonded sheets or

prefabricated laminates. FRP tendons can also be used

to strengthen old

prestressed

concrete girders as well as to prevent corrosion from occurring in tendons in salty regions

[Corry and Dolan,200l].

2.2 Strengthening of Concrete Structures

2.2.1 Histor¡cal Background
During the last decades, several strengthening techniques have been investigated to
discover nelv ways towards extending the service life of existing concrete structures. This

situation confronts the construction industry 'with a distinctive challenge, along with

il

popular techniques for strengthening concrete structures. These techniques included
external prestressing, hand-applied repairs with concrete mortar, shot concrete, injection

techniques, and different kinds

of concrete castings. One of the most remarkable

techniques developed during the mid 1960's was bonding of steel plates, which could be

glued by epoxy and/or anchored. Strengthening through the attachment of external
materials has become popular because it is often the most economical choice. In Europe,
records indicate that the use of epoxy to glue steel plates for the last 30 years still remains
and functions very well even with the limited manufacturing technology available at that

time [Beber et al., 2001].

The use of externally bonded steel plates started in France, where L'Hermite

and

Bressson (1967) carried out tests on strengthened concrete beams. Nevertheless, the
method has been used all over the world since then, in places such as Israel [Lerchental,
19671, Switze¡land fi-ander, 1983], Japan [Raithby, 1980], United Kingdom fJones et al.,
19881, Australia [Palmer, 19791, Sweden fTaljsten, 1994], Germany [Kaiser, 1989] and

the United States [Klaiber et al., 1987]. Small-scale on site applications using externally
bonded steel plates were executed in Belgium [Van Gemert, 1980]. The f,irst large-scale

application

'uvas

the strengthening of a concrete bridge over the Nete Canal at Lier,

Belgium fBrosens and Van Gemert, 2001].

The method performs quite rvell technically. Horvever. it has some drawbacks such as the

self-r.veight

of the steel plates,

w'hich are quite heavy and require costly erection

T2
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equipment for field installation. It has been demonstrated that steel plates are vulnerable

to corrosion, especially at the steel-epoxy interface [He et al., 1997].It is also necessary
to apply an outer pressure to the plate during the erection until hardening of the epoxy is
achieved. Furthermore, use of the steel plate method is inflexible, expensive and difficult

to apply to curved surfaces. Due to the foregoing reasons, researchers worldwide

have

been seeking alternative materials. Their attention has been drawn to the use of nonmetallic composite materials as a substitute to steel plates

In the early nineties of the last century , a real explosion of research and development took
place through the use of FRPs for strengthening applications. FRPs offer an excellent
alternative to steel plates because of their high tensile capacity, non-corosive nature and

light weight. Commercially available FRP products are made of continuous fibres of
Aramid (AFRP), Carbon (CFRP), or Glass (GFRP) impregnated in a resin matrix. The
most imperative characteristic of FRPs in repair/strengthening applications is the speed

and ease of installation. FRPs may be bonded to the tension side of concrete beams,
girders and slabs to provide additional flexural strength, and/or onthe sides of beams and
girders to provide additional shear strength. For seismic zones, FRPs may also be used to

wrap columns to enhance the ductility due to the induced confinement of the concrete.
FRP material's selection should be based on strength, stiffness and durability required for

a specific application. Resins are selected based on the environment to which the FRP

will

be exposed, as well as the method by which the FRP is manufactured. FRP plate

bonding technology was first investigated at the Srviss Federal Laboratory for Materials
Testing and Research (EMPA) [Meier, 1992]. FRP composites have been used in other
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areas such as the aerospace industry for many years and their superior properties are well

known [Teng et al., 2002].

2.2.2 Concrete Beams Strengthenpd with Steel plates
Since the early work in South Africa by Fleming and King (1967) and in France in the

mid 1960's fl'Hermite and Bresson, 1967), the technique of strengthening reinforced
concrete members by bonding thin steel plates to their surfaces has been used worldwide.

This technique extended to FRPs as they became economically feasible. Consequently,
the research into the use of bonded steel plates is very relevant to the use of bonded FRP

sheets/strips and for this reason a literature survey on the research

in this area was

conducted.

For thirty )'ears, strengthening with externally bonded steel plates was investigated both

experimentally and anal¡ically. The prime objective of various investigations was to

focus on understanding different failure mechanisms, safety measures and detailing
provisions. MacDonald and Calder (1982) studied the behaviour of reinforced concrete Ibeams strengthened with externally bonded steel plates. The concrete beams were tested

under four-point bending. Full composite action betw'een the concrete and the steel plate
was achieved. Significant improvement in performance was observed in terms of crack

control, stiffness and strength. Exposure tests \.vere carried out on 0.5
unreinforced concrete beams, with steel plates bonded

m

long

to one face. Considerable

corrosion of the steel plate rvas observed. As a result. loss of bond strength at the steel-
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epoxy interface was detected. The reduction in the overall strength of the beams was
attributed to corrosion.

Van Gemert and Vanden Bosch (1985) -leported durability test results on concrete beams
strengthened with epoxy-bonded external steel plates. The effects of long-term exposure,

fatigue, and temperature loading were investigated. Cyclic loading tests r,vere performed

on two 6.0 m long simply supported beams. The beams were reinforced with a double
layer of glued steel plates. The cross-section of the beams was 300 mm deep by 250 mm

wide. The steel plates were 5 mm thick by 200 mm rvide. The beams were tested under
four-point bending and rvere subjected to cyclic loading resulting in a maximum tensile
stress

of 40 MPa in the steel plates. Test results showed that no redistribution of

stresses

took place by deformation in the glue or by any failure in the glued connection. Full-scale

temperature loading tests

in a temperature

conducted on beam specimens.

ranged between

10oC to +90oC were

It was found that the cold-hardening epoxy glue had a

poor thermal resistance. There was no decrease

in the ultimate load for

lower

temperatures. However, at higher temperatures, the behaviour was quite different. The
epoxy

joint rvas not able to transfer the shearing stresses from the steel plate to

the

concrete surface, and a crack propagated from the plate end into the concrete beam. The
performance of the cold-hardening epoxy was considerably reduced at high temperatures.

Srvamy et al. (1987, 1989) investigated the influence of glued steel plates on the frrst

cracking load. cracking behaviour, deformation, serv'iceability, and ultimate strength of
reinforced concrete beams. Forty beams were tested.

l5
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cross-section of 225 mm deep by 155 mm wide. The beams were 2.5 m long. The beams
were strengthened by bonding steel plates of 1.5 mm,3 mm and 6 mm thick. In addition,
the thickness of the epoxy resin bed was varied from 1.5 mm to 6 mm thick. Test results
indicated that the presence of the steel plates substantially increased the flexural stiffness,

strength and reduced the crack width and deflections at

all load levels. Due to

the

significant increase in the sectional stiffness, the service load of the strengthened beams

was increased.

At the plate cut-off region, the local bond stresses were considerably

higher than those predicted by simple elastic theory and could result

in premature

debonding of the plates. Different techniques were studied to prevent premature plate
debonding. Test results showed that by providing a mechanical anchorage to the plate
ends, the ultimate load capacity and mode

of failure of the plated beam could

be

positively improved. Simple design guidelines were provided by restricting the width-tothickness ratios of the plates and neutral axis depth of the concrete sections, both to
maintain ductility and to avoid premature debonding of the plates.

Oehlers (1988, 1990, 1998) conducted
mechanism

of

a

series

of

detailed studies on the failure

steel plated beams. Different identif,red failure mechanisms rationally

categorized by the author are illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
diagonal crack

rbi
!!

{

E

cross section

flexural peeling
steel plate

Fig.2.l Failure modes in steel-plated reinforced concrete beams [Oehlers, 19SS]
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Test results on concrete beams strengthened with steel plates in the constant moment
region showed that the increase in the applied load resulted in a corresponding increase in
the curvature of the beam, which could induce flexural peeling. In this mode of failure,
separation of the steel plate occurred gradually. The formation of diagonal shear cracks
induced shear peeling as the steel plates terminated close to the support where high shear
stresses were located. This type of peeling failure occurred

rapidly and was very brittle.

If

a shear span was partially plated, a combined shear flexural peeling occurred. Peeling
failure modes for concrete beams strengthened with externally bonded steel plates are
illustrated in Fig. 2.2. AII peeling failure modes occurred at the level of the internal steel
reinforcement.

Ø
shear peeling

Fig.2.2 Peeling failure modes fOehlers 1988, 1990, 1998]
According to test results, the stress concentration at the ends of the steel plate depended
not only on the externally applied forces, but also on the non-linear behaviour of the three
material components of steel, adhesive, and concrete. The effects of flexural cracks and
the tension-stiffening induced by these cracks at plate cut-off points created a complex
region that was difficult to simulate on a computer. Oehlers concluded that flexural and
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shear cracks, bond stress along the bottom reinforcement, and aggregate interlock forces
across peeling cracks played a major role in the failure mechanism.

The efficiency of various anchorage details was investigated to overcome anchorage
problems due to high shear stress concentration at the plate ends [Jones et al, 1988]. Tests

by Roberts and Haji-Kazemi (1989) on concrete beams strengthened with mechanically
connected steel plates shor,ved that a significant improvement in stiffness and strength
was achieved by fixing the steel plates with bolts. However, full composite action was
not accomplished due to excessive slip of the steel plate at the bolted connections.

Hussain et al. (1995) investigated the influence of a bolted end anchorage on ductility and
strength. Bolts r.vere installed to 50 percent of the beam depth. Tests results showed that

bolted anchorages could not prevent premature debonding failure. However, the ductility
was significantly improved. It was concluded that an additional anchorage had a marginal

effect on improving the ultimate strength.

Rutz (1995) studied the structural performance of concrete structures strengthened with
extemally bonded steel plates and subjected to high temperatures. Test results showed
that at ambient temperatures higher than 50oC, the contribution of the stiffness of the
adhesive became negligible. Rutz concluded that fire protection provisions should be
provided for steel plated concrete beams.
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Hankers (1997) investigated various failure mechanisms that might occur under repeated

loading conditions for concrete members strengthened with externally bonded steel
plates. The failure mechanisms were categorized as follows:

'

plate separation by concrete foilure: failure occur¡ed in the concrete above the
epoxy layer;

'

plate separation by interface failure: failure was initiated at the root of a flexural
crack and subsequently propagated to the end ofthe steel plate;

'

plate separation by epoxy failure: failure occur¡ed at the epoxy when the steel
plate was highly stressed;

.

fatígue failure of steel plate; and

.

plate separation at the level of the internal reinforcement.

Hankers (1997) concluded that members strengthened in flexure with externally bonded
steel plates are not sensitive to repeated loading conditions

if

the plates are properly

bonded to the concrete.

Front the above discttssíon, it is concluded that most studies focused on the flexural
behaviour, anchorage capacity and shear strengthening. Accordingly, the

basic

mechanism of shear failure r,vithout shear reinforcement was hardly investigated. Various
research projects are currently focusing on plate-end shear and its influence on plate
separation [Jansze, 1997 ; Hearing and Buyukozturk, 2000].
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2.2.3 Concrete Beams Strengthened with FRps
Externally bonded FRP systems come in a variety of forms, including wet lay-up systems

and precured systems. Wet lay-up FRP systems consist of dry unidirectional or
multidirectional fibre sheets or fabrics impregnated rvith a saturating resin on-site.
Precured FRP systems consist of a wide variety of composite shapes manufactured offsite. Typically, an adhesive along with the primer and putty is normally used to bond the

precured shapes to the concrete surface. Precured FRP systems include unidirectional
laminates, multi directional grid and precured shells.

Since 1982, extemally bonded FRP sheets/strips have been successfully applied to
reinforced concrete beams [Meier et al., 1995]. Meier et al. suggested that CFRP
laminates could replace steel plates with overall cost savings emanating from the
simplicity of the strengthening method because:

.

FRPs do not corrode;

r

FRPs are easy to handle in the construction site and can be bonded to structure

without expensive scaffolding; and

'

FRPs are available in long lengths, therefore no joints are necessary.

Most of the failure modes observed in the beam tests carried out by Meier (1995)
illustrated in Fig. 2.3.
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(s) (6)
(1) Failure of steel bars
(2) Tensile failure of FRP
(3) Cohesive failure within the adhesive
(4) Adhesive failure at the FRP/adhesive interface

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

(7)

Adhesive failure at the concrete/adhesive interface
Interlaminar shear within the FRP
Continuous peeling of FRP sheets/strips
Crushing of concrete

Fí9.2.3 Failure modes in reinforced concrete beams strengthened with FRPs
Externally bonded FRP sheets were used for strengthening concrete beams by Kaiser
(1989). The experimental program consisted of testing a series of rectangular beams, 300
mm wide by 250 mm deep and2.0 m long. The beams were strengthened with different
thicknesses of externally bonded CFRP strips. Test results confirmed the validity of the

strain compatibility hypothesis in the cross-section analysis. Kaiser also investigated the
fatigue behaviour of a beam strengthened with CFRP laminates. The beam with the same
dimensions as the previous static loading test specimens was strengthened with a strip

of

0.3x200 mm of glass/carbon hybrid sheet without end laminate anchoring. The results
depicted that the hybrid sheet could still withstand after the fatigue failure of the steel
reinforcement. Kaiser studied the temperature effect over 100 freeze-thaw cycles from
+25oC

b

-25oC on concrete beams strengthened with CFRP laminates and found no

adverse influence on the flexural capacity.
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Ritchie et al. (1991) used iterative analysis procedures to predict the flexural stiffness and

strength

of FRP laminated concrete beams. The anal¡ical model was not verified

completely by experimental testing due to lack of failures within the constant moment
region. Horvever, for those beams that failed in flexure, the model appeared to predict the
fl exural behaviour

fairly accurately.

Saadatmanesh and Ehsani (1991) studied the structural behaviour

beams strengthened

of reinforced concrete

with GFRP laminates. Test results showed that concrete

preparation and selection

of the adhesive were of primary importance.

surface

Furthermore,

strengthening with externally bonded FRP laminates u,as particularly effective for beams

with relatively low internal steel reinforcement ratios.

Meier et al. (1995) performed a fatigue test on a reinforced concrete beam strengthened

with CFRP laminates applied to its soffit. The beam rvas tested under six point loading
using a realistic fatigue load range (130 MPa to 260 MPa in steel bars) up to 10.7 million

loading cycles
resistance.

to verify the excellent performance of CFRP laminates in

A method for

prestressing the laminates

fatigue

to increase the service load of

the

structure was also proposed. Meier et al. pointed out that shear deformations between

cracks

in

reinforced concrete members could initiate premature debonding

laminates as shown in Fig. 2.4.
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P,l4 shear

Pl4

Pl4

crack

Flexural-shear cracks

relative
clisplacement

peeling of FRP laminate
laminate

Fig.2.4 Peeling of FRP laminate due to shear cracks [Meier et al., 1995]
Meier et al. (1995) suggested ways to use FRP sheets to act as shear reinforcement and to
effectively clamp the ends of the laminate as shown in Fig. 2.5.

shear strengthening
element

Fig.2.5 Cross-section of a beam with shear strengthening arrangement fMeier et al., 1995]
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2.3 Goncrete

-

Steel/FRP lnterface Bond Strength

In the design of retrofit schemes incorporating externally

bonded reinforcement, the

concrete-to-steel/FRP interface bond strength is an imperative design variable that needs

to be evaluated. Experiments have been carried out using several test-setups, including
single shear tests as shown in Fig. 2.6a. [Taljsten, 1994, 1997; Chajes et aI. 1995, 1996;

Bizindavji and Neale, 19991, double shear tests as shown in Fig. 2.6b lYan Gemerl, 1980;
swamy et a1., 1986; Kobatake et al., 1993; Maeda et al., 1997; Neubauer and Rostasy,
1997; Brosens and Van Gemert, 2001] and modified beam tests [Van Gemert 1980;

Ziraba et al., 19951.

A literature survey of the research work

conducted up to date is

reviewed in this section.

ql Single shear tests

iLi

P<_
bt Double shear

tests

FRp/ steel

P<_
Fig.2.6 Single and double shear tests
The earliest study on normal and shear stress distributions in glued joints was published

by Goland and Reissner (1944). The analysis led to a more general form of

the

differential equations describing the normal and shear stresses in glued joints in an elastic
medium.

Research on the force transfer mechanism in epoxy bonded steel-to-concrete joints was
started by Bresson (1971). A mathematical model was proposed to describe the behaviour
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ofjoints loaded in the elastic region. Ladner (1983) derived

a mathematical

model, which

coincided with experimental test results. According to Ladner's study, a relatively small

amount

of the total

anchorage length was efficient

for load transfer, when all

the

materials behaved elastically. Using linear material properties, a hyperbolic distribution

of the shear

stresses along the interface was obtained as shown

in Fig. 2.7. The total

anchorage length would only be needed when the peak value of the bond stress moved
towards the unloaded end of the sheet and a redistribution of the bond stresses took place
as shown

inFig.2.7.

nlate

{-

Bond stress
redistribution

Hyperbolic distribution

\,/i

^\

i
I

distribution

I

{_P
Fig.2.7 Bond stress redistribution [Ladner 1983]

For practical design procedures, the hyperbolic stress distribution was simplified by

a

triangular approximation [Van Gemert, 1990]. Based on an extensive experimental
program, Van Gemert concluded that the bond strength at the concrete-steel interface was
equivalent to the tensile strength of the concrete.

Swamy and Jones (1987, 1989) used the elastic theory

to

study the bond

stress

concentration at plate cut-off point. Based on the analysis, the bond strength was related
to the concrete cube strength, proposing that it varied from 6 to 8 MPa for cube strengths
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varying betrveen 25 to 70 MPa.In a later study using full-scale beams, Swamy et al.
related the bond strength to the splitting tensile strength of the concrete, claiming that
the

bond strength is equal

to .6 ,i*.,

the tensile strength

of

concrete. Since the tensile

strength of concrete is unlikely to exceù'4 to 5 MPa, the bond strength was estimated to
be about 6 to 7 MPa. Test results indicated that the peak interface bond stress had a value

of 24 where ris the bond stress derived using elastic theory.

Roberts (1988) proposed an anal¡ical model using practical interaction theory to predict
shear and normal stress concentrations

in

adhesive joints. Roberts concluded that the

shear and normal stress concentrations in the adhesive layer at plate cut-off point could
be reduced

significantly by:

.

using a more flexible adhesive;

.

reducing the thickness of the steel plate; and

¡

terminating the steel plate as close as possible to the beam supports.

Test Results showed that failure of the epoxy-bonded steel plates was likely to occur at
bond stresses ranged from 3 to 5 Mpa.

Kaiser (1989) modified Ladner's model and accounted for the non-linearity inthe bond
stress distribution for CFRP laminates as shown in Fig. 2.8. The study focused on

finding

an analytical model to calculate the anchorage len-eth of CFRP laminates used for
increasing the flexural capacity of reinforced concrete beams. A bond strength of 8 Mpa

was proposed based on theoretical and experimental investigations. However, the
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influence of the concrete strength was neglected in the analytical model. The concrete
cube strength adopted in the model was 40 MPa.

Fig.2.8 Bond stress distribution on CFRP laminate [Kaiser, 1989]
Sharif et aI. (1994) canied out double shear tests on FRP laminates bonded to concrete
specimens. Test results showed that the maximum sustainable interface shear stress
ranged from 3.5 to 4 MPa, with failure occurring in the concrete in all cases.

Arduini et al. (1997) concluded that the bond strength of the FRP{o-adhesive interface
was about three times the bond strength of concrete-to-adhesive interface. As a result,
FRP-to-concrete bond strength was controlled by failure at the concrete-to-adhesive

interface.

A

recommended bond strength

of 5 MPa

was proposed for concrete of

compressive strength of 30 MPa.

Quantrill et aL (1996) performed shear pull-off tests using GFRP laminates, bonded with
1 mm thick adhesive to a concrete prism of 65 MPa cube compressive strength. Test
results indicated an average bond strength of 6.4 MPa. Doubling the thickness of the
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occurred within the concrete adjacent to the GFRP laminates.

2.3.1 Ênfect of surface Preparation on Bond performance
In order to achieve a good bond, the surface of the concrete must be clean, dry and free of

all loose materials. Typical methods for

concrete surface preparation prior

to

the

application of externally bonded FRP systems are: grinding; mechanical abrasion with a

wire wheel; sand-blasting; or hydro-blasting with high pressure water. In separate bond
tests, Chajes et al. (1996) concluded that mechanical abrasion with a wire wheel resulted

in better bond performance than the grinding technique. Yoshizawa et

al. (1996) found

that high pressure hydro-blasting increased the bond strength by a factor of two when
compared

to

grinding. For applications using FRP sheets, a primer

is

applied to

strengthen the clean concrete surface. The primer is usually chemically similar to the

impregnation resin to provide good adhesion to the concrete, but less viscous for good
penetration into the concrete. In bond tests conducted by Yoshizawa et al. (1996), the use

of different primers had no noticeable influence on the bond perforïnance.

2.3.2 Effect of Adhesive on Bond performance
Load is transferred from the FRP sheet/strip to the concrete through shear flolv, and the

relative stiffness of the FRP and the adhesive influence how the load is transferred
fChajes et al., 1996]. Hamada

et al. (1997) conducted bond tests ro compare the

performance of flexible and rigid adhesives using beam specimens. The flexible adhesive
had a modulus of elasticity

of

1.0 GPa and an ultimate strain of 3 percent, rvhile the
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adhesive had a modulus of elasticity of

3.i5

GPa and an ultimate strain of 0.8 percent.

According to test results of specimens fabricated with the rigid adhesive, the maximum

load increased with increasing the stiffness of the FRP. By comparison, no

such

relationship was observed for the speciùens with the flexible adhesive.

2.3.3 Effect of FRP Stiffness on Bond performance
Maeda et al. (1997) observed a significant increase in the average bond strength with
increasing the stiffness of the FRP sheets. The increase in average bond strength was not

directly proportional to the increase in the stiffness of FRP. An increase in the FRp
stiffness by a factor of three resulted in an increase in bond strength that was less than

two. Yoshizawa et al. (1996) also reported an increase in bond strength with higher
modulus FRP sheets and increased layers of sheets.

2.3.4 Effect of Concrete Strength on Bond performance
Horiguchi and Saeki (lgg7) tested three different types of bond specimens rvith three
different concrete compressive strengths, 11 MPa,31 MPa and,46 Mpa, foreachtype of
specimen. An increase in bond strength with increased concrete compressive strength was
observed for all types of specimens. However, the effect of concrete strength on the bond

performance lvas less for the shear type test compared rvith the bending test and the
tensile test as sholvn in Fig. 2.9.
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Fig.2.9 Bond strength vs. concrete compressive strength for three types of
bond specimens fHoriguchi and Saeki, l9g7]
Substrate strength

is an important parameter for bond-critical applications, including

flexure or shear strengthening. The existing concrete substrate should possess the
necessary strength to develop the design stresses of the FRP system through bond. The
substrate, including all bond surfaces between repaired areas and the original concrete,

should have sufficient direct tensile and shear strength to transfer force to the FRp
system. The tensile strength

of the concrete should not be less than i.4 MPa

as

recommended by the draft report of the ACI-440 (2002).

2.4 Failure Mechanisms of concrete Beams Strengthened with FRps
2.4.1 General
This section reviews the behaviour of FRP retrofitted concrete beams at the ultimate limit
state

to

describe the state beyond which

a structure no longer satisfies the

design

performance requirements. Flexural failures are reviewed first, including both FRP
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rupture and concrete crushing modes. Then shear failures are examined, including new
types of shear failure observed in plated structures. Finally, debonding failures involving
separation of the FRP from the concrete substrate are discussed. Various failure modes in
FRP retrofitted concrete beams are illustrated in Fig. 2.10.

Rupture of FRP laminate

f--____-lt t/__

----1
Crushing of concrete

Shear failure

Delamination of FRP

._Ut1-,

Peeling due to shear crack

Fig. 2.10 Failure modes in FRP retrofitted concrete beams

2.4.2 Flexural Failures
Reinforced concrete beams strengthened with FRPs have been observed to fail in flexural

failure modes similar to traditional reinforced concrete beams. Flexural failures of
retrofitted beams include either rupture of the FRP or compression failure in the concrete.

To assure adequate ductility, Meier and Kaiser (1991) ïecommended that failure of
concrete beams strengthened with FRPs should occur with yielding
ultimately rupture of the FRP before compression failure.
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Many researchers have investigated flexural failures of retrofitted concrete systems and
have observed a variety ofstrength increases. Typically, the strength increase percentage

reported is the ratio of the ultimate load after strengthening to the yielding load of the
unretrofitted system. Experimental studies of Jones et al. (1988) showed that the strength

of

under reinforced concrete beams could be increased up

to 96 percent while

maintaining failure modes of rupture of the FRP. Strength increases up to 26 percent
were also observed with rupture failures in GFRP retrofitted concrete beams
[Sharif et

al., 19941. Other research programs have reported concrete crushing failures in beams
with increased yield loads of 33 percent fsaadatmanesh and Ehsani, 1990]. Therefore, the
flexural failure modes of the retrofitted system can vary depending on many factors of the
retrofit scenario.

The American Concrete Institute, IACI 440,2002), proclaims that flexural behvaiour

of

strengthened systems can be analyzedusing the followìng assumptions:

'
r

FRPs have a linear elastic stress-strain relationship up to failure;

strain compatibility and equilibrium;

.

maximum concrete strain of 0.003; and

.

tensile strength of concrete could be ignored.

The stress in each material is calculated based on strain compatibility, force equilibrium,
and the governing failure mode. The strain in the FRP has been shown to exhibit three

distinct stages of beam behaviour corresponding to: uncracked section of the beam,
cracked section with elastic steel, and finally the section r.vith plastic steel ending with
rupture of the FRP fMeier and Kaiser, 1991]. Consequently, flexural failures are highly
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governed by the amount of FRP relative to the amount of the existing steel and beam
dimensions.

Many researchers have presented analyses of the flexural behaviour of concrete beams
strengthened with FRPs lZirabaetal., 1994;Plevris et al., 1995; Malek et al., 19981.

A

compilation of these analyses is presented herein.

A typical cross-section of

a concrete beam strengthened

with FRP is shown in Fig. 2.1 1.

concrete

{{
Fig.2.1 1 Cross section of a reinforced concrete beam strengthened with FRP laminate

The FRP has a reinforcement ratio of p7(defined as the cross-section area of the FRp
divided by the effective area of the concrete section); Young's modulus E¡and, tensile
failure strain e¡u.The concrete has a compressive strengthy''and Young's modulus E";
and the steel has a reinforcement ratio p"; Young's modulus Er; andyield

stressí.

Plevris et al. (1995) showed that properly designed CFRP strengthened concrete beams

might fail in bending according to one of the following failure mode sequences: steel

yielding-CFRP rupture or steel yielding-concrete crushing. If the total area of

steel

and CFRP reinforcement were relatively high, a third failure mode occurred, in which the

concrete crushed

in a

catastrophic manner. The ultimate moment capacity M,

corresponding to these failures can be expressed by:

5J

2.
Steel yielding

-
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CFRP rupture

Y? +,'(,
Jc
bd'fc'
\
=

Steel yielding

-

-*).'t#,'(* - *)

(2.1)

Concrete crushing

#;'=
Concrete crushing

o

8s

-Steel

Pr

;(* #) * "(* -')

in the elastic range,

same as

(2.2)

in (2.2) withf'replaced

by

o

oo¡lt-el
\ d)"s
c
d

where c is the depth of the neutral axis-H from the top section; h is the total height of the

section; d is the distance from the steel reinforcement to the maximum compression
fibres; y is the distance from the centroid of the concrete stress block to the FRP given in
terms

of t¡,, h/d, eo (the initial strain at the concrete bottom fibre resulting from loads

carried by the member at the time when strengthening was applied); and c/d (described in

terms of e¡u Ad,

€o, Pr,

p¡fy,fc',

and E¡); and p¡ is an empirical constant which depends

on the concrete compressive strength. Debonding of the FRP was not considered in this
analysis, as the failure load for such mechanism is highly dependent on quality control
during strengthening and on the properties of the adhesive employed.
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2.4.3 Shear Failures
Shear failure is typically brittle and should be avoided as a failure mode of the
retrofitted

system (ACI 440,2002). Many types of failures have been attributed to shear such

as

peeling due to the shear force at the plate end. Traditional shear failures similar to
that of
unstrengthened reinfo¡ced concrete beams have been observed by researchers. These

failures are termed flexural-shear failure

and,

diagonal tension failttre. Reports on

flexural shear failure in plated members date back

to

1967 [L'Hermite and Bresson,

19671' Shear failures have also been attributed to the presence of the retrofit plate; these

types

of failures are termed plate-end shear failures. Failures must be distinguished

between those that appear

to originate at the end of the plate and propagate into

debonding-type failures and shear failure

of the section. Plate-end shear was clearly

defined and studied in depth with steel plated reinforced concrete beams
fJansze, IggT].

The basis for Jansze's model was the formulae for shear capacity given by CEB-FIB

MC90' The model ll'as verified with an extensive experimental program and by
numerical simulations using non-linear fìnite element modelling. Recently, Jansze,s
model was extended to FRP retrofitted concrete members by Ahmed (2000). Empirical
parameters were introduced based

on the ACI code, 1992 and calibrated with

experimental data.

Recently, many shear-strengthening configurations have been proposed to increase the
shear capacitl' of reinforced concrete beams through FRP retrofit.

Multiple options exist

for shear strengthening as shoun in Fig. 2.12, including laminate bonding to the sides of
the beam, U-jacketing a¡ound the bottom, and total rlrapping of the beam. The shear
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can be oriented either perpendicular to the axis of the beam or perpendicular to the
potential shear cracks, or a combination of both orientations. Sufficient development
length must be provided to assure anchorage of the shear reinforcement.

(a) bonded surface

configurations

i- wrapped

ii- bonded to sides

(b) FRP reinforcement

distribution

i- continuous

sheets

(c) frbre orientation

ii-

450

Fig.2.I2 Various shear strengthening configurations using FRp

2.4.4 Debonding Failures
Debonding failures are often brittle, occur with little or no visible warnings, and take
place at load levels significantly lower than the flexural or shear strength of the retrofitted
system. This mode of failure starts in the form of a horizontal crack at one of the edges

of

the bonded strip/plate below the internal steel reinforcement level and propagates toward

mid-span, leading eventually to a complete separation of the strip/plate with the adjacent
concrete cover layer. This brittle mode of failure is a result of high shear and normal
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area

in the close vicinity of the bonded strip edge, proves to be among the most critical

regions of the strengthened beam. Debonding failures arc characteÅzed,by propagation

of

the failure process parallel to the plane of the laminate, while other failures such

as

flexural or shear failures propagate perpendicular to this plane. Debonding includes
failure of the concrete layer between the FRP and flexural steel followed by delamination
or peeling of the FRP from the concrete as shown in Fig. 2.13.

Fig.2.I3 Peeling of the FRP from the concrete

beams [Ritchie et al., 1991]

Debonding failures have been observed and reported by many researchers fsaadatmanesh
and Ehsani, 1989; Ritchie et al., 1991; Sharif et al., 19941.It has been concluded that
peeling failures can occur in different modes, including failure in the concrete substrate,
adhesive shear failure, interlaminar shear failure, and interfacial failure at the concreteadhesive interface or at the adhesive-FRP interface. Shear crack peeling is chara cterized

by differential vertical displacements at crack tips in the retrofitted concrete beam that
cause a stress intensity in the local bond region, as illustrated in Fig. 2.14. This stress

intensity can initiate fracture and results in delamination propagation under increased
loading [Neubauer and Rostasy, 1997].
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Fig.2.I4 Differential crack mouth opening displacements fNeubauer
Peeling failures

in the concrete substrate were first

and Rostasy, 19971

observed

in an experimental

investigation involving concrete beams strengthened with steel plates [Johnson and Tait,
1981]. To investigate the delamination process, strains in the retrofitted plate around the
cracks in the shear span of concrete beam specimens were measured. It was shown that

delamination could be monitored with strain gauges.

Other research programs studied the premature failure due to separation between the steel

plate and concrete. The research took many forms that could be categorizedin terms of

the forces that were present near the ends of the plates where separation or peeling
always commenced. Ong and Cusens (19S2) tested specimens in which the plates were
terminated in regions of bearing stresses; Van Gemert (1981) in regions of pure shear;
Jones et al. (1988) in regions ofshear and flexure.

One

of the first

large-scale research programs involving the use

of FRP to retrofit

concrete members concluded that shear peeling significantly influenced the capacity
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of

the retrofit system [Kaiser, 1989]. Although delamination was not the focus of the
investigation, peeling failures from shear cracks were reported. Strains in the laminates
were monitored

in the vicinity of the crack tips in the concrete

beams. Peak strains

relative to the mean laminate strains were found to be similar among all specimens that

failed through delamination. Peak strains were used to develop a criterion governing
delamination

in the tested specimens. The experimental program was limited to

one

retrofit scenario with a fixed laminate length and shear capacity, so conclusions regarding
peeling process were limited.

Deuring (1993) reported peeling failure in concrete substrates of FRP retrofitted concrete
beams. Acoustic emission results were used

load stages. Strains

to evaluate delamination activity at various

in the laminate as well as crack tip

displacements were also

monitored, but because delamination was not the focus of the program many beams were
tested

with clamps to prevent peeling. Delamination in actual rehabilitated structures was

reported by Karbhari et al. (1997), as well as

in

research programs involving slabs,

beams, joints and columns fMeier, 1991; Arduini et al., 1997].

Basis of Adhesion: In bonding FRP materials to concrete, mechanical interlocking is
the dominant mechanism of adhesion. Mechanical interlocking assumes that the major
source of adhesion is the interlocking of the resin into the irregularities of the concrete
surface.

A rougher surface topography, created through surface abrasion, allows the resin

to penetrate into the irregularities of the concrete and increases the adhesion. In general,
the use of FRP composites although attractive, makes this mode even more critical due to
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the anisotropy of the material and the sensitivity of most resin systems to moisture uptake
and plasticization. The concern is further heightened through debonding and peeling seen

in

some existing structures [Karabhari et al., 1997]. Interfacial crack propagation can

actually proceed due to a number of reasons including imperfect bonding between the
FRP and concrete, flexural cracking in the concrete, peel stresses due to non-uniformity

of the concrete surface, cyclic loading, environmental degradation, and the presence of
large resin-rich zones. The presence of any of these flaws obviously can lead to further
degradation and deterioration including ease ofvandalism at loose edges.

Stress intensities can initiate mircocracking

in laminated concrete beams. Microcracks

can form in any of the constituent materials or their interfaces as shown in Fig. 2.15.

Upon further loading these microcracks can ultimately form macrocracks causing
delamination failure [Hankers, 19971.

Concrete

FRP

Fig. 2.15 Possible microcrack locations

Adhesives: In recent years,

adhesives have found many applications

engineering. The growing demand

in

for the use of FRP composites in repair

civil
and

strengthening applications created a great need of understanding both the short- and long-

term behaviour of these materials. Generally, adhesives used in retrofitting applications
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display similar characteristics as the FRP composites. The mechanical properties
of the
adhesives are significantly affected

by

service temperature, relative humidity and

sustained loadings. Most adhesives display higher compressive and shear capacities
than
tensile and peeling capacities [Mosallarn and Dutta, 2001].

There

is very limited published research regarding

suitable adhesives

for

concrete-

composite joints. Saadatmanseh and Ehsani (1990) conducted an experimental study
to
evaluate the performance of four different adhesives used to bond composite plates
to the

tension surface of reinforced concrete beams. It was concluded that the success of such a
strengthening technique strongly depends on the suitability of the epoxy bonding agent.

The epoxy should have sufficient stiffness and strength to transfer the shear force
between the concrete beam and the composite material. The epoxy should also be tough
enough to prevent brittle failure caused by cracking of the concrete. Ritchie et al. (1991)

reported that

a two-part,

rubber-toughened epoxy would be the most appropriate

selection. Other researchers such as Meier et al. (1992) used epoxies that were developed
for purposes such as bonding steel reinfo¡cement to concrete.

4l

Theoretical work on the bond strength and delamination models can be roughly classified
into three main categories:

'

Empirical models, based direct_ly on regression

of test data [Tanaka,

1996;

Hiroyuki and Wu, 19971;

'

Mechanics

of materials approach fNeubauer and Rostasy, 1997; Malek et al.

19981; and

r

Fracture mechanics approach [Holzenkampfer,1994; Taljsten, 1996; Wu and Niu,
2000, Hearing and Buyukozturk, 2000].

Many experimental programs reporting debonding failures in the literature do not have

provisions

for

detecting the exact origin, propagation, and secondary mechanisms

involved with the debonding process. Thus an improved experimental technique for
monitoring debonding failure is enormously required. This section presents a review of
various models and an assessment of their performance.

(a) Empirical Models

Hiroyuki and Wu (1997) conducted a set of double shear tests on reinforced concrete
members strengthened rvith CFRP sheets.

An empirical relationship was proposed

relating the bond length, z (cm), and the average bond strength, .r*o,(Mpa), as follows:
rnlax,

=;'aa (z-

o'669)

(2.3)

Tanaka (1996) presented another simple expression for the bond strength

rmax=6'13-lnL

(2.4)

where Z is the bond length in mm and r,,o* is the bond strength in Mpa.
Âa
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(b) Mechanics of Materials Approach
Neubauer and Rostasy (1997) classified bonding mechanisms into three different types as

illustrated in Fig. 2.16.

ZoneI

ZoneII

anchorage

ZoneIlI
bendi

2.16 Bonding zones in retrofitted concrete beams fNeubauer and Rostasy,l997l
The first zone colresponded to anchorage bonding at the end ofthe plate, the second zone
described regions of mixed shear force and moderate bending, and the last zone was used

to describe regions of primarily high bending moments with low shear forces.

Zone l: Anchorage Bondinq: Within the zone of anchorage bonding, the plate receives
its share of the tensile force through high bond stresses in the adhesive line, as shown in

Fig. 2'17' These stresses can initiate debonding from the end of the plate, which
propagates parallel to the plane

of the laminate, typically near the adhesive-concrete

interface or along the flexural rebar layer.
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Normal stresses

Shear stresses

Fig.2.r7 zone I: anchorage of plate end [Neubauer and Rostasy, 1997]
Anchorage debonding was the failure mode of beams strengthened with GFRP, even after

external clamps were added in the anchorage zone [Saadatmanesh and Ehsani, 1990].
Anchorage failures were also observed in retrofitted concrete beams made with steel-

fibre reinforced concrete fArduini et al., 1994]. A major study of anchorage failures was
conducted where a high-speed camera captured frames of the anchorage failure process,
as shown in Fig. 2.18

[Hankerc,l997l.

ri

ri

Fig.2.18 High speed video clips of plate end zone failures fHankers, 19971
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researchers [Roberts, 1989; Ziraba et al., 1994; Malek et a1., 1998]. The interfacial shear
stresses between

the FRP plate and adhesive were calculated by considering the

equilibrium of an infinitesimal portion of the plate as shown inFig.2.l9.
FRP

P

v
¡FRP

Fig.2.I9 Equilibrium of

ptatei &

i

an infinitesimal portion of FRp stripisheet

-il'r'*)

do,(x) _co (au , aul
dx

where

u and v

are horizontal and vertical displacements

longitudinal stress in the FRP plate,

f

(2.s)

in the adhesive layer,

oy

is the

is the thickness of the FRP plate and. Go is the shear

modulus of the adhesive. Differentiating Equation 2.5 with respect to x and expressing
n2 t^
^
ô'u/&Ø

,

in terms of interfacial strains results in:

d2o¡(x) Ga (r¡ _"r)
- d.j- ,"rf'
where e¡ : o¡ /E¡ and

e"

: f",/8"

assuming uncracked section for concret e, E¡

(2.6)

and.

E"

are the

elastic modulus of the FRP plate and concrete, respectively,f"is the tensile stress in the

bottom of the concrete beam and to is the thickness of the adhesive. The solution of
Equation 2.6 is given by:
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o

¡ ( x ) = c r sinh(Ø' x) +

c

2 cosh(ø' x) + b I x2 +

b2

x + bj

(2.7)

where:

-,,2

LU =-

bt-

'

Go

tar¡E¡

ycrtLt
't

IftE,

ln

'
øt:fr(2aflo*nz)
u,

+a2rs*or)*rr.tf
u2 to -r u3
=lELþ,,o,
l-r "l
Lc
¿

\itr

c1,2 àrc constants solved

'f

%

'o\
)

for given boundary conditions,

, i, ,n" distance from the FRp

plate to the section neutral axis, 1¡, is the transformed moment of inertia
strengthened section, the variables a¡ are used

M(x)=alxz +ct2x+a3

and.

to

of

the

express the applied moment by

Io is the unplated length as shown

in Fig. 2.I9.

The

derivative of Equation 2.7 gives the interfacial shear stress, which reaches its maximum
intensity at the termination of the plate.

c(x) =

do¡(x)
dr

,

-f =, fþ1a'

cosh(at'

r)+ c2al

sính(at'

*)+

2b1x+b2f

e.B)

These types of solution assume linear elastic behaviour of both concrete and adhesive and

a linear strain distribution over the

full depth of the section. Consequently,

such type

analysis is limited to regions of low- damage, such as inflection points or areas

of

of

zerc

moment r.vhere the normal stresses are generally low. Furthermore, the analysis can only
be used to evaluate the initiation of constituent failure: in non-linear softening materials

such as concrete this mav not coincide with failure
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of the entire system, which

is

to represent scenarios with crack tips, such as peeling from existing cracks in a concrete
beam. Other analyses of anchorage zone behaviour were concentrated on a shear-lap type

specimens, shown

in Fig. 2.20, where the bond was subjected to pure shear loading

fChajes et a1., 1996; Maeda et al., 19971.

laminate
Stuain gauges

l*

i.0

t"t

1.0

idl 1.. I

along

lDistance
the bonded

.0 in

Concrete block

r

rF

9.0in

,

Fig.2.20Investigation techniques of bond integrity through shear-lap type specimens
fChajes et al., 1996]

In this type of analysis, concrete prisms were bonded with a lap joint. During the action
of the load P, the load joint displaced a distance

{

and the crack increased by an amount

da. The work done by the external force, W, is givenby:

w

p4!
=f-(
U¡\ da-duu\
do

)

(2.e)

where å7is the width of the FRP plate and (J, is the elastic energy.

,, =Ipõ =!p2c
Using the chain rule and solving for the load P results in:
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(2.r0)
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(2.1r)
Using simple beam theory, the compliance C =

2 b¡87 r7

is inserted into Equation

2.11, results in:
D_a

(2.t2)

where t¡aîd E¡are the thickness and modulus of elasticity of the FRP plate, respectively.
This approach rvas used to derive maximum plate forces and anchorage lengths, which
were compared to experimental results. The analysis provided a maximum allowable
force in the laminate at a certain distance from the end of the laminate known as
the

development length' Lap-shear analysis also assumed that

the materials were

homogeneous, isotropic and linear elastic. Therefore, these approaches are also
applicable to regions of lo',v damage. Furthermore, the geometry subjected the adhesive

to shearing force only. As a result, the analysis is limited to regions of constant forces
where uniform force transfer is possibre over the length of anchorage.

Zone ll: Mixed Bendinq and Shear: The second zone

describes regions of mixed shear

force and moderate bending. In this region, bond stresses are caused by variation of
bending moments along the strengthened member and by force transfer at cracks.
Less

experimental work

is available on this type of

debonding failure. Kaiser (1939)

concluded that vertical crack opening displacements

in this region could initiate

debonding. This process was studied more in depth rvith reÌation to shear capacity
by
Deuring (1993). Shear peeling and interaction between shear peeling and flexural peeling
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with steel plated members was studied with simply supported reinforced concrete beams
[Oehlers, 1992].Interaction between debonding due to shear forces and moment forces

was quantified by a moment-shear interaction equation for design and was given by
Oehlers and Moran (1990) as:

,o

Mtt

*(L =r.r,
Vu

(2.r3)

where Mp 1 M,, is the ratio of the applied moment to peeling moment and Vo<V,, is the

ratio of the applied shear to the ultimate shear capacity of the beam. This type of
approach did not incorporate any capabilities for analysis of different peeling failures,

where the interaction of these processes with flexural behaviour might differ from the
type of failures observed in the experimental program used to derive this empirical value.
Thus, this analysis is limited to retrofrt scenarios rvith parameters similar to that of the
tested specimens.

Zone lll: Bending zone: This zone describes

areas

of high bending moments

and

relatively lor,v shear forces. Bonding stresses are mainly caused by force transfer at
flexural cracks. Meier et al. (1992) concluded that cracks in this region do not have

a

significant influence on the delamination process. Analysis of pure flexure-type cracks
was conducted by Hankers (1997), where the stress distribution around the crack was
derived for delamination originatin,e from the crack. The influence of bonded laminates
on the development of flexural cracks rvas studied by Kaiser (1989) and was concluded to

not signifìcantly affect the carrying capacity of the sysrem.
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Arduini et al. (1997) performed a discrete element analysis to predict the flexural
behaviour of reinforced concrete members. The proposed model took into account the
mechanical properties of the constituent materials and the characteristics of the concrete-

to-FRP interface. At the concrete-adhesjve interface of each segment, the shear stress

e,

was generated from the difference between the normal forces // acting on the FRP
reinforcement at the two ends of the segment. The distribution of the shear stress was
considered

to be triangular in shape. The shear stress, r, for the generic segment was

equal to:

__2laN¡*t_N¡)

(2.t4)

bdt
where å is the beam width and dx is the length of the segment.
In this model, the failure mechanisms that can be detected are:

¡

FRP rupture r,vhen the ultimate tensile strain of the material is reached;
shear failure in concrete when the shear stress rreaches r,,or;

tensile fracture of concrete ',vhen the maximum tensile stress reaches the tensile
strength of the concrete; and

The analysis carried out by Arduini et al. was also compared to a numerical solution

using non-linear finite element analysis and shorved good agreement with the
experimental results. Arduini et al. concluded that changing the thickness of the FRP,
changing the bonded length, or adding shear reinforcement significantly modifies the
crack distribution along the beam and changes the failure mechanism.

A simple solution

to model the behaviour of the retrofitted system u'as provided. However, the model did
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not consider the effect of diagonal shear cracking, which would affect the realistic bond
stress distribution of the retrofitted system.

Finite element models of strengthened concrete beams were performed by Quantrill et al.
(1995). The adhesive layer and the FRP strip were each represented only by one element
through the thickness. Although the overall behaviour of the member was well predicted
by the model, it could not provide a suitable description of the edge stresses. It should be
noted that an accurate analysis of the edge zone using the finite element method could be

problematic due to the singular character of the stress distribution atthat edge as shown

inFig.2.ZL

p/2

.{_

p/2

/41-:---ìr'\

lV

,r--l+
l.-.ÐV

Normal stress distribution
Shear stress distribution

t

Fig.2.2I Interlaminar shear and normal stresl
stress concentration at edges
This singularity might lead to divergence of the numerical solution with refinement of the

finite element mesh. Various analytical models of strengthened concrete beams used the

elastic foundation concept

in which the adhesive was modelled as continuously

distributed horizontal and vertical springs. Karam (1992) used a one-parameter elastic
foundation model consisted of shear springs only, thus neglecting vertical peeling stresses
and bending effects in the FRP strip.
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the lack of fulfillment of point equilibrium r.vithin the thickness of the adhesive layer,
because no interaction betrveen the distribüed shear and vertical springs exist. Second is

the inability to control the fulfillmept of the boundary and continuity conditions
concerning the shear stress within the adhesive layer and at edges. These two obstacles,
accompanied with the presumed linear deformations pattern through the thickness of the

adhesive layer and the uniform shear and peeling stresses distribution through the
thickness, yields solutions that roughly approximate the edge stresses and in many cases
conservative.

A different approach that overcame

these obstacles was developed by Rabinovich and

Frostig (2000) in which a closed-form high-order anal¡ical solution for the analysis of
concrete beams strengthened with externally bonded FRP strips was proposed. The model
was based on equilibrium and deformation compatibility requirements in and between all
parts of the strengthened beam, i.e., concrete beam, FRP strip and the adhesive layer. The

governing equations representing the behaviour of the strengthened beam along with the

appropriate boundary and continuity conditions were derived and solved with closed

form anal¡ical solutions. In the mathematical formulation of the model, the concrete
membeiluvas described by an elastic linear beam element governed by the classical beam

theory (Bemoulli-Euler assumption). The FRP strip r.vas modelled as an ordinary
laminated beam using the lamination theory. The adhesive layer r,vas assumed to be
homogeneous, linear elastic and orthotropic with negligible longitudinal stiffness. The
composite infinitesimal element is shor,i,n inFig.2.22.
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Fig.222Infinitesimal subelements of concrete, adhesive and FRP
fRabinovich and Frostig, 2000]
The material denoted by c represented the concrete beam, whereas the material denoted

by ø represented the adhesive and, finally/denoted the FRP laminate. The mathematical
formulation of the strengthened beam was derived using the principle of virtual work and

compatibility

of

deformations. The shear was assumed

to be constant through the

thickness of the adhesive. The vertical and longitudinal displacements were assumed to
have quadratic and cubic patterns, respectively. The closed-form solution consisted of a

third order polynomial and eight exponential functions. Due to the exponential character
of the solution, the algebraic set of equations solved for the unknown constants involved
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computer codes and hardware floating point accuracy [Rabinovich and Frostig, 2000].

(c) Fracture Mechanics Approach
Quantitative studies of FRP delamination through fracture mechanics concepts offer great

potential in understanding the role of relative materials and design properties on the
overall failure process through delamination. Interfacial fracture mechanics can be used

to characteize bimaterial notches, crack tip

stresses, crack propagation, and crack path

evaluation, as illustrated in Fig. 2.23.However, the use of interfacial fracture mechanics

with laminated concrete structures has remained relativery limited.

Bimaterials cracking

Crack tip stresses

Crack propagation

Fig.2.23 Functions of interfacial fracture mechanics
Hamoush and Ahmad (1990) used a fracture mechanics approach to investigate strain
energy release rates for interfacial cracks in unreinforced, steel-plated reinforced concrete
beams. The thickness of the adhesive had a little influence on the debonding process. A

finite element fracture-based investigation was also used by Wu et al. (1997) to model
initially notched concrete specimens retrofitted with FRP laminates. It was concluded that
the strength of retrofitted concrete structures could be governed by interfacial fracture.
Additionally, bimaterial elasticity at the interface between the constituent materials could
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be characterized to describe the singularity of the stress field at the interfacial notches in
the system.

Holzenkampfer (1994) investigated the.bond between externally bonded steel plates and

concrete using non-linear fracture mechanics (NLFM), The modified expression
proposed by Niedermeier (1996) calculated the debonding load, p,no*, using:

,f L>L,
2G

¡Err,

l-( ,- / ì
¿tI
Lr)

tf L<L,
(2.1s)

where

Z is the bonding length; E" and ts are the modulus of elasticity and the cross-

sectional thick¡ess of the extemally bonded steel plate, respectively; G¡ is the fracture
energy; ó" is the width of the steel plate; and L, is the effective bond length and can be
expressed by:

r^--

Le

w- ,**,

\ttttn/

l4f;t

(2.16)

wheref"¡ is the splitting tensile strength of concrete in Mpa.

Taljsten (1996) applied a linear and non-linear fracture mechanics to the plate bonding
technique and derived a series of formulae based on linear shear stress-slip relationship
and linear elastic assumption of the materials as shorvn in Fig. 2.24a.
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ig. 2.24a Linear shear stress-slip relationship

Fig.2.24b Shear stress transfer in a simple shear test

[Taljsten, 1996]

[Taljsten, 1996]

The derived expression for the interfacial shear stress was given as:

r(x) =

where

r is the bonding

Pø cosh(øx)

b¡ sinh(øl)

length;

0<x<L

,t :#l#.+))

(2.t7)

E"t" and.E¡t¡arcthe stiffnesses of

concrete and FRP, respectively; Go is the shear modulus

of the

adhesive; ta

is

the

thickness of the adhesive; and ó¡is the width of the FRP plate. A graphical representation

of the shear stress distribution is shown in Fig. 2.24b. The shear stress at the end of the
specimen where the force was introduced can be obtained from Equation2.IT as:

'-

fco r

lt"ntr 6,

(2.t8)

Using a bilinear shear stress-slip relationship as shown in Fig. 2.25a, Brosens and Van
Gemert (1998) derived the expression for calculating the maximum load as a function of
the bonded length:

p- EyAyzø6ystnþatlt-'
I+n

y
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a B i- linear shear stuess- s lþ re latio nshþ
[Brosens and Van Gemert, 1998]

Fig2.25b Shear stress toansfer for different stages in a simple
shear test [Brosens and Van Gemert, 199g]

where:

,=E.r=
\uf-u¡

rmax(I +n y \
o¡L¡0¡

=

-#;tanh(atx)

4 is the slip at î,o* ; 6f is the maximum
sectional area, and width

)Ltunluo(t - x
)]; n = fiana,

:#

t

slip; E¡ , A¡ and" b¡ are elastic modulus, cross-

of FRP plate, respectively E"

and.

A" are the modulus of

elasticity and cross-sectional area of concrete, respectively. The shear stress transfer for
different stages is illustrated in Fig. 2.25b. Provided that the bonded length was larger
than the effective bond length, the equations for determining the maximum load in both

linear and bilinear stress-slip relationships was expressed in the terms of the fracture
energy, G¡:

P*o*=bfl2GfEftf

(2.20)

where Gy is the area under the 16 curve for the linear relationship as illustrated in Fig.
2.24a or the area of the complete 16 curve for the bilinear relationship as illustrated in
Fig.2.25a.
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Neubauer and Rostasy (1997) conducted a series

of double

shear tests on CFRp-to-

concrete bonded joints. Test results indicated that for both concrete fracture and FRp
delamination, the shear stress-slip relationship could be expressed by the triangular model
shown in Fig. 2.25a.

A

modified model to Holzenkampfer (1994) was proposed. The

model was applicable to both steel and FRP plates.

Wu and Niu (2000) pointed out that the bond strength is responsible for the initiation of
debonding fracture and that propagation

of debonding is governed by the interfacial

fracture energy through a numerical simulation with non-linear fracture mechanics. Wu
and

Niu assumed that the interfacial fracture energy consumed for ultimate debonding

failure should be a characteristic material parameter concerned with interfacial behaviour
along the FRP-concrete interface, concrete strength and debonding position. When

a

flexural crack occurs in the concrete, a high shear stress concentration will be induced
and subsequently an interfacial crack

will be initiated. Whether the interfacial crack

propagates or not is mainly dependent on the fracture energy. Once the crack propagates

to a certain distance, an unstable propagation occurs and the ultimate debonding failure
results. Wu and Niu (2000) observed that many flexural cracks were distributed along the
FRP strengthened beams before the occurrence of the debonding failure.

Yuan et al. (2001) studied the bond strength between FRP and concrete using linear and

non-linear fracture mechanics. The same equation as proposed by Taljsten (1996) was
derived but accounted for the influence of the rvidths of the FRP plate and the concrete
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member. Yuan et al. solved the NLFM equations

for five different shear stress-slip

relationships shown in Fig. 2.26.
T

L

Fi1.2.26 Shear-slip models used in yuan et al. (2001)
Yuan et al. concluded that the linearly ascending and then descending relationship, shown
in Fig. 2.26d is the closet to reality.

2.4.4.2 Applicability of Delamination Models
Chen and Teng (2001) assessed the performance of some of the existing delamination
models, reviewed in the previous section. Fracture mechanics based models were not
included in the assessment. Empirical models proposed by Hiroyuki and Wu (1997) and
Tanaka (1996) were found not

to fit the experimental data statistically. The

models

extremely underestimated the bond strength and led to a very large scatter. The poor
performance of the models was attributed by Chen and Teng to the effective bond length,

which was not considered in the analysis. The model proposed by Neubauer and Rostasy
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(1997) showed a reasonable performance. On average, the model overestimated the
experimental results by 22 percent.

2.5 Existing Design Procedures for Delamination
2.5.1 General

Following the successes of many projects involved strengthening with FRp materials,
infrastructure owners, regulators, contractors, and professional organizations began to
consider FRPs in more retrofitting projects. However, widespread use is restrained by the

lack of design codes. This section reviews the most rvidely available design procedures
and identifies the merits and deficiencies of each publication.

2.5.2 Professional Organ izations
2.5.2.1 American Concrete lnstitute
The technical committee 440 of the American Concrete Institute is currently preparing a
design guideline document "Guide for the Design and Construction of Externally Bonded

FRP Systems for Strengthening Concrete Structures". Sections of the guidelines cover
properties

of the retrofit

systems, evaluation

of existing

structures, structural design,

shipping, storage, handling, quality control and maintenance. The evaluation of existing
stn-tctures section covers important criteria for field inspection and assessment

of existing

load capacity. The recommendations for design of columns, flexural members and walls

are based on ACI-318 requirements. Failure design recommendations state

to

avoid

brittle failures such as anchorage, delamination, and shear failure. To avoid delamination
failures, the guidelines recommend that the ultimate design tensile strain of the FRp at
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the nrpture strain of the FRP. The term K^ is expressed in Equati

onz.2l.

I nE,t,
t t -fo, nErtr<214,000
lI- 428,000
_J
*,'-l
107,000
fo' nEtr t > 214'ooo
l *t"

(2.21)

where n is the number of FRP layers, E¡(MPa) and. t¡(mm), are the modulus of elasticity
and thickness of the FRP, respectively. Equation 2.21termrecognizes that laminates with

greater stiffness are more prone to delamination. Consequently, as the stiffness of the
laminate increases, the strain limitation becomes more severe. The teÍm rc^is based on a
general recognized trend and on the experience

of

engineers practicing the design

of

externally bonded FRP systems. Research work is currently in progress at the Centre for
Infrastructure Engineering Studies (CIES) at the University of Missouri-Rolla to develop
construction specifications and a process control manual for FRP bonded to concrete
structures.

2.5.2.2 The Canadian Network of Centres of Exceilence
The Canadian Network of Centres of Excellence on Intelligent Sensing for Innovative
Structures, ISiS Canada, published "strengthening Reinforced Concrete Structures with

Externally-Bonded Fibre Reinforced Polymers" [iSIS Canada Design Manuals, 2001].
The document presents the design procedures that har-e been developed and validated for
strengthening of concrete structures rvith FRPs. The basic equations and methodology are

presented and examples

of applications are given to illustrate the various

6l
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procedures. Anchorage provisions are provided. The anchorage length is evaluated using
a

maximum allo'uvable bonding stress.

b-f

E¡e¡tlf

--b-

Tmax

,

t-d :

(2.22)

rmax =
where

k"rn

(2.23)

I¿ is the development length of the FRP reinforcement; å¡ is the width of

the

externally bonded FRP reinforcement; å is the width of the concrete section; Ey is the
modulus of elasticity of the FRP reinforcement; /y is the thickness of the FRP sheets
and/or strips;

q, is the rupture tensile strain of the FRP reinforcement;

strength of the FRP reinforcement;

f'"

r,,o, is the bond

is the compressive strength of the concrete;

Æ

is

a

proportionality factor depends on the type of the FRP reinforcement, modulus of rupture
of concrete and the type of the joint application (bending or shear). A typical value of Æof
0.184 is recommended in the manual based on test results of Bizindavyi and Neale, 1999.
FRP specific issues such as peeling are not addressed.

2.5.2.3 German lnstitute for Construct¡on Technology
The German Institute for Construction Technology published a document in 1998, which
acted as a certifìcation for FRP products and their applications in Germany lDeutches

Insitut fur Bautechnik, 1998]. General provisions for flexure, shear, and anchorage were
provided. Anchorage was computed through an allorvable anchorage force along a critical

development length. The code also ¡ecommended shear strengthening through steel
stirrups in cases of insufficient shear capacitl'. Delamination failures were not addressed.
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The Japanese Concrete institute published "Technical Report on Fibre Reinforced
Concrete, 1997". The publication provided guidelines for evaluating the contribution of

external FRP reinforcement to the shear capacity of retrofitted concrete systems. The
Japanese Society

of Civil Engineers published JSCE 307 Subcommittee on retrofitting

:.

'

design. unfortunately, the publication is available in Japanese only.

2.5.2.5 I nternationa I Conference of Bu i ld in g Officials

The International Conference of Building Off,rcials published AC125 "Acceptance
Criteria for Reinforced Concrete and Unreinforced Masonry Strengthened using Fibre
Reinforced Composite Systems" IICBO ES, 1997]. In this publication, FRPs were treated
as additional steel reinforcement; specific design equations were provided for flexural

strength, shear strength and anchorage. Anchorage rvas evaluated through a maximum

allowable bonding stress, which was used

to

evaluate a minimum laminate length.

However, FRP specific issues such as peeling were not addressed.

2.5.3 Retrofit System Man ufactu rers
2.5.3.1 Sika
Sika manufactures the Sika Carbodur systems and published the Sika Carbodur manual

"Sika Corporation, 7997". The design guidelines provided detailed equations for flexural
strengthenin-e

of beams and slabs. A computational spreadsheet was provided to aid the

designer. No provisions were provided for shear strengthening. However, the procedures

considered both delamination and anchorage. Delamination was considered through a
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critical shear force that caused vertical slip at concrete crack tips. The manual

assumed

that the ratio of vertical to horizontal displacements remained constant. The provided
equation did not take into account local fracture mechanisms at the crack
tip. Also the use

of laminate

strains relative

to a crac\- opening displacement for evaluation of

dowel

action did not account for other processes where delamination could occur due to
degradation or incompatible materials. Consequently, based on the empirical nature
of
this approach, its application in the field is limited.

2.5.3.2

M

Brace Gomposite Stre n gthen

i

n

g Systems

MBrace manufactures high strength unidirectional CFRP and GFRp sheets and published

"MBrace Composite Strengthening System Design Guide, 1998". The guide
strengthening

of

addressed

concrete structures using externally bonded CFRp and GFRp

reinforcement. The guide was made to cover various types of strengthening that
were
developed and tested for use in construction. This included flexural strengthening,
shear

strengthening and guidelines

for improving the ductility of

Design provisions for using the system

to

compression members.

strengfhen unreinforced, conventionally

reinforced, and prestressed concrete structures were also provided. However,
the guide
did not provide any information regarding the delamination process.

2.5.3.3 S&P Composite Reinforcing Systems
S&P Composite Reinforcing Systems manufactures CFRP laminates and sheets as well

as GFRP sheets. The design guidelines published by the company evaluated

the

contribution of external FRP reinforcement to the flexural capacity of retrofìtted concrete
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systems' The maximum elongation limit for design
of CFRp laminates was restricted to

0'6-0'8 percent to avoid peeling of the FRP reinforcement
based on experimental results
conducted by other researchers.

2.5.4 lndependent Researchers

Many researchers proposed design guidelines in addition to the
organizations and manufacturers reviewed above. The
majority

professional

of the guidelines

followed certain procedures along the lines of flexural and
shear evaluation based on the

ACI

recommendations. Differences were often found

in

addressing anchorage and

delamination issues [Malek et al., 1998]. Anchorage evaluation
was addressed through a

critical plate-epoxy-concrete interfacial stress value
lZiraba et al., lgg4l. Furthermore,
factors of safety involved in the design procedures were proposed
by Kelly et al. (2000).

However, a document outlining the use of available design
and evaluation techniques

including quantitative provisions for both delamination and anchorage
is yet not
available.

2.6 Bond Characteristics of FRp Rebars
2.6.1 General
Most of the early design guidelines have extended the methodologies
developed for steel
reinforced concrete structures to those reinforced rvith FRp
rebars. However, many
experimental studies have demonstrated that some key properties

of the physical

and

mechanical behaviour of FRP rebars are qualitatively and quantitatively
different from

the well-known properties of steel bars
[cosenza et
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1997; Kaf.z, 200r). such

ctures with FRps

differences arise from the significant variations in
the material properties as well as from
the remarkable changes in the interaction mechanism
between the reinforcement and the
concrete matrix. This section presents an overview

of the bond characteristics of FRp

rebars, various parameters affecting the
-bond performance and different models proposed

for the bond behaviour of FRp rebars.

2.6.2 Bond Mechanism

A first aftempt to classify the bond mechanism of FRp rebars was conducted
by
Kanakubo et

al' (1993). Two types of bond mechanisms were identified. The first

mechanism was a friction-resistant type, while the
second mechanism was a bearingresistant type' According to Kanakubo et al., smooth
bars exhibited the friction-resistant

mechanism r'vhile ribbed FRP bars developed the bearing-resistant
bond mechanism.

Lanalde and Silva (1993) tested GFRP bars with a spiral
indentarion.
bond mechanism was observed

in all specimens. Larralde

adhesion and friction \,vere the primary components

A friction-type

and Silva concluded that

of the bond of FRp rebars to

concrete' The same findings were reported by Benmok¡ane
et al. (1996) from bond tests

on GFRP bars' A bond mechanism involving both friction
and mechanical interlock was

proposed

by Malvar (1994)

based on testing two types

of

observations'ffere reported by Hattori et al. (1995). Based
experimental results published

on

analyzing extensive

in the literature, trvo different bond mechanisms were

identified by Katz (200 1 ) :

'
.

GFRp bars. The same

mechanical interlocking; and

friction due to surface roughness.
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2.6.3 Factors Affecting Bond performance

Achillides et al' (1997) and wang et al. (rggg)
studied the influence

of

various

parameters' believed to affect the bond
performance of FRp rebars. Their main
findings
are summarized below

Rebar diameter: The average bond strength
decreased as the diameter increased.
such a
phenomenon was explained by the development
of high shear stresses around the surface
of the rod, rvhich was more pronounced in
large diameters.
Embedment length: The average bond
strength decreased as the embedment length
increased.

Modult'ts of elasticiry: The comparison between
FRp bars having different modulli

of

elasticity was difficult due to differences in
the surface configuration. However, there
was a trend for higher bond strength with
higher modulus.

concrete compressive strength: Bond strength
was found to be slightly affected by the
concrete compressive strength.

2.6.4 Bond-Stip Modets
Several models have been developed to
describe the bond behaviour of FRp rebars
to
concrete and its effect on the bond-slip
relationship. The first modelling of the bond-slip

relationship lvas given by Malvar (1gg4).
Based on an extensive experimental research,

Malvar proposed a refined model of the overall
bond behaviour, depending on two
empirical constants to be determined by curve
fiuing of the experiment al d,ata.The model
is represented by Equation2.24
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(2.24)

r'vhere 7 is the peak bond stress,
áy is the slip at peak bond
stress and,F,

constants determined

G

areempirical

for each bar typeì The rvell-kno*n bond-slip
model proposed by

Eligehausen et al' (1983) for deformed
steel rods was successfully appìied
to FRp bars by
Faoro (1992) and cosenza et al' (1gg7).
The model represented the ascending
branch of
the bond-slip relation ship as follows:
/\d

r 16l

_:l_

|

'.f lu¡ )

where 7 is the peak bond stress,

{

(2.2s)

is the slip at peak bond stress, r is the
average bond

stress' áis the slip at free end and
r,is a curve fitting parameter less than
1.0. The value

of øproposed by Eligehausen

et al. (1983) for steer bars was
equar to

0.4. cosenz aetar.

(1997) proposed an alternative
anal¡ical model and accounted for both
ascending and
descending branches in the bond-slip
relationship. The model was extended
later by
cosenza et al' (1999) and Focacci
et al. (2000) for further applications.
Achillides et al.
(1997) used the finite element
method to predict the bond-slip behaviour.
The ascending
branch of the bond-slip relationship
was predicted quite well for both loaded
and
unloaded ends' Based on the above
discussion, bond-slip models are
beneficial to predict
the structural behaviour of concrete
members ¡einforced rvith particular
types of FRp
rebars' Bond behaviour of a new
bar needs to be determined experimentally
to establish
the bond-slip relationship.
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2.7 Strengthening of Reinforced Concrete Structures Using Near Surface

Mounted FRP Reinforcement
The use of near surface mounted FRP rods/strips is a promising technology for increasing

the flexural and shear capacity of deficipnt reinforced concrete members. Advantages of

using near surface mounted FRP rods with respect to externally bonded FRp
laminates/sheets are the possibility

of anchoring the rods into adjacent members,

and

minimal installation time. Furtherrnore, this technique becomes particularly attractive for
flexural strengthening in the negative moment regions of slabs and decks, where external
reinforcement i.vould be subjected to mechanical and environmental damage and would
require protective cover which could interfere with the presence of floor finishes. The
method used in applying the near surface mounted rods/strips is as follows: a groove is
cut in the desired direction into the concrete surface. The groove is then filled half-way

with epoxy paste. The FRP rod is then placed in the groove and lightly pressed. This
forces the paste to florv around the rod and

fill

completely the space between the rod and

the sides of the groove. The groove is then filled rvith more paste and the surface is
leveled [De Lorenzis and Nanni, 2001].

In spite of the fact that the use of near surface mounted FRP rods for

strengthening

applications is very recent, near surface mounted steel bars have been used in Europe

since 1947 fAsplund, 1949].

In 1947 while constructing a concrete

Lapland, Finland, upper reinforcement bars were mounted

bridge deck in

on wooded chairs.

Immediately after the concrete was poured, the foreman pulled these chairs out of the
concrete and finished the surface

to the exact height
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demanded

by the

drawings.

in

grooves cut with the aid

of a diamond saw. Asplund (1949) carried out tests

on

concrete beams reinforced with steel bars and others with steel bars grouted into
diamond-sawed grooves as shown in Fig. 2.27. Test results showed identical behaviour

for both sets of specimens.
The same technique was used in strengthening the bridge deck slab as shown in Figs.
2.28aand2.28b.

¡.

365 ,l

Fig.2.27 Test specimens fAsplund, 1949]

Fig.2.29aDiamond sawing of bridge floor, Finland
[Asplund, 1949]

Fig.2.28b Grouting of deformed bars
[Asplund, 1949]

Currently FRPs can replace steel and adhesives can substitute cement mortar used in
1949. Y ery limited literature is available to date on the use of near surface mounted FRp

rods/strips for structural strengthening. Blaschko (1999) carried out bond tests on CFRp
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strips inserted inside grooves. The specimens consisted of a concrete block with a cross
section of 200 mm by 200 mm and a total length of 900 mm. The concrete specimens
consisted of CFRP strips inserted inside grooves and others with externally bonded CFRP

strips

to compare both techniques. The bond

tests were conducted on double shear

specimens as shown in Fig. 2.29. A gauged crack was implemented in the middle of the
concrete block.

gauge crack

concrete
-___t_
I

V
A
All dimensions are in

mm

^lwcFRPstþs
*E
section(A-A)
Fiç.2.29 Double shear specimens for bond test fBlaschko, 1999]
Test results showed that strengthening using near surface mounted CFRP strips had a
greater anchoring capacity compared to extemally bonded CFRP strips.

Gentile and Rizkalla (1999) conducted an extensive experimental program to investigate
the feasibility of using near surface mounted GFRP bars for the flexural strengthening of

timber bridge stringers. Based on test results, the Tourond Creek bridge constructed 39
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in Manitoba, Canada, was strengthened using GFRP bars. The bars were

inserted longitudinally in specially constructed grooves in the stringers and adhered to the

wood beams with an epoxy resin. Using this technology, the bridge is capable now to
carry the current AASHTO design loads for less than 15 percent of the cost estimated to
replace the bridge. The general layout of the bridge is illustrated in Fig. 2.30a.Installation
procedures for near surface mounted GFRP bars are illustrated in Figs. 2.30b and 2.30c.

Fig.2.30a The Tourond Creek bridge, Manitoba, Canada
[Gentile and Rizkalla, 19991

Fig. 2.30b Placing the bars inside the grooves
[Gentile and Rizkalla, 19991

Fig. 2.30c Filling the grooves with epoxy
fGentile and RizkalIa, 19991

De Lorenzis and Nanni (2001) investigated the structural performance of simply
supported reinforced concrete beams strengthened with near surface mounted GFRP and

CFRP rods. Both flexural and shear strengthening were examined. Test results showed
that the use of near surface mounted FRP rods is an effective technique to enhance the

flexural and shear capacity of reinforced concrete beams. The beams strengthened in
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control beam. For the beams strengthened in shear, an increase in capacity as high as 106
percent was achieved.

Nordin et al. (2001) conducted a pilot study on concrete beams strengthened with
prestressed near surface mounted CFRP strips. Slots were sawn up

in the concrete cover

of the beams and the strips were bonded with epoxy as shown in Fig. 2.31.

Fig.2.31 Prestressing of near surface mounted strips [Nordin et al., 2001]
The strips were prestressed prior to bonding. The initial tensile strain in the strips was 0.2

percent with a loss of 2 percent during prestressing and 5 percent at the release of the
prestress. Test results showed a substantial increase in cracking and failure loads for the
strengthened specimens. Prestressing the strips did not influence the mode

of failure.

Compared to unstrengthened specimens, the prestressed beams had considerably smaller

deflections at failure.
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near surface mounted FRP rods and concrete. The influence of the bond length, diameter
and surface configurations of the rods was examined. Based on test results, the efficiency

of using near surface mounted FRP rods was affected primarily by bond performance.
The maximum measured tensile strain in the near surface mounted CFRP and GFRP bars

at failure did not exceed 33 percent and 60 percent of the rupture strain of the bars,
respectively. Three different failure modes were observed during testing, namely, pull-

out of the FRP rod, cracking of the concrete surrounding the groove and splitting of the
epoxy cover as shown inFig.2.32.

Fig.232 Splitting of the epoxy cover [De Lorenzis

and Naruri, 2002J

As the technology of near surface mounting emerges, the structural behaviour as well

as

bond characteristics of reinforced concrete members strengthened with near surface
mounted FRP rods/strips needs to be investigated.
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2.8 Field Applications
Strengthening of concrete structì.lres using externally bonded FRP strips/sheets has been
studied and has found its u'ay to several field applications in the United States, Europe,
Japan and Canada.

United States: The United States has had a long and continuous interest in fibre-based
reinforcement for concrete structures since the 1930's. However, actual development and
research activities into the use
started

of

these materials

for retrofitting concrete

structures

in the 1980's through the initiatives and the vision of the National

Science

Foundation (Ì'JSF) and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) who supported
research

at different universities and research institutions.

currently involved

Several companies are

in the manufacturing, design and installation of different FRP

strengthening systems in construction projects. FRP materials have quickly moved from

the state-of-the-art to mainstream tech¡ology. New York's first use of FRPs for bridge
repair consisted of strengthening a cracked cap-beam, which resulted in initial savings

of

$100,000 and was completed in two weeks. In 1994, carbon tow sheets were used on the

Folk Road Bridge in Delware, Ohio to restrain transverse cracking in the prestressed box
girders as shown in Fig. 2.33.
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C.L

longitudinal
cracks

FRP rehabilitation

Fig.2.33 Repair ofprestressed box girders ming FRP Binch et aL, 19941
The Center of Infrastructure Engineering Studies (CIES) is currently investigating the

possibility of strengthening and monitoring a structurally deficient reinforced concrete
slab bridge and a prestressing concrete girder damaged by a vehicular impact at an
interstate highway intersection.

In Florida,

several bridges have been retrofitted to

increase their flexural and shear capacity, some of which were damaged due to impact,

which caused failure of the prestressing tendons of the AASHTO girders.

Europe: Research on the use of FRPs in concrete structures began in Europe in the
1960's fRubinsky, 1954; Wines et al., 1966]. In the field of strengthening with FRPs,
pioneering work took place in the 1980's

in

Switzerland and resulted

practical applications [Meier, 1987; Meier and Kaiser,
reinforced highway bridge

I99ll.

in successful

Since the first FRP

in 1986, programs have been implemented to increase

research and the use of FRP reinforcement in Europe. In Switzerland, studies at the Swiss
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Federal Materials Testing and Research Laboratory (EMPA) concentrated on the use of

CFRP

for

strengthening

of

beams.

In

Germany,

the Technical University of

Braunschweig concentrated on the use of GFRP for retrofitting beams and one-way slabs.
One of the fìrst field applications of FRP strengthening in Europe was performed in

l99l

on the Ibach Bridge, a concrete box girder in Lucerne, Switzerland. GFRP was used to

retrofit the Kattenbusch Roadway Bridge in Germany to reduce the steel stresses in the
tendon couplers [Rostasy et al., 1992].

A

pan-European collaborative research program

{EUROCRETE} was established in 1993 and ended in 1997. The program was aimed at
developing FRP reinforcement

for concrete and included partners from the

United

Kingdom, Switzerland, France, Norway and the Netherlands.

Near surface mounted CFRP strips were used to rehabilitate the "Tobel Bridge" in
Southem Germany in 1999. The bridge consists of prestressed, precast T-girders with a
cast in place concrete deck. One of the girders rvas damaged by a truck, which crashed

the web of that girder.

A

crack width of 0.5 mm rvas also observed. Experts demanded

that shear reinforcement should be added to bridge the diagonal cracks. The company
Bilfinger+Berger, Munich, Germany suggested embedding CFRP strips inside grooves

for rehabilitating the bridge. CFRP strips of 20 mm by |.2 mm \ilere inserted inside

23

mm grooves. In total, 60 m of CFRP strips were used. The work lvas finished within two
days fBlaschko, 1999].

Japan: Together with Europe,

Japan developed the first FRP application for construction

in the early i980's. A sudden increase in the use of FRPs
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r.vas attained

after the 1995
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Hyogoken Nanbu earthquake. Several field applications
reinforcement were executed

in

Japan including GFRP

of

externally bonded FRP

tow sheets used on the Hata

Bridge to increase the transverse bending capacity as shown in Fig. 2.34a [Nanni 19951.
The application of the undercoat by means of roller brushing, followed by the adhesion

of

CFRP sheets is shown in Fig. 2.34b.

Fig. 2.34a Hata Bridge, Japan
fNanni, 1995]

Fig.2.34b Application of the resin coat
fNanni, 1995]

The effectiveness of the strengthening method was demonstrated by conducting an onsite loading test that showed considerable reduction in the strain for the steel reinforcing
bars. In the summer of 1994, the concrete lining of twin tunnels along the Yoshino Route

on Kyushu Island were strengthened using externally bonded CFRP sheets. Cracking

of

the lining resulted from unexpected fluctuations in the underground water pressure. The
purpose of the repair was to strengthen and stiffen the lining. It has been demonstrated

that the use of externally bonded CFRP sheets is a viable method to improve the low

rigidity shown by the tunnel lining against lateral pressure. No loss in tunnel crosssection area results from this type of repair. As
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of 1997, the Japanese led in FRP

t-"r*",

"-*ttt

-

provisions in their standard specifications of the Japan Society of Civit Engineers (JSCE

t997).

Canada: The

use

of FRPs for the repair and strengthening of concrete structures began

in earnest in the late 1980's when the Canadian Society for Civil Engineering (CSCE)
created a technical committee on the use of advanced composite materials in bridges and
structures.

In 1995, a national Network of Centres of Excellence on the use of advanced

composite materials

for bridges and structures was

established (ISIS Canada). The

following rehabilitation projects have been completed since then: Center Street Bridge
(Alberta, 1999), Country Hills Boulevard (Alberta, 7999), Maryland Bridge (Manitoba,
2000), Riviere Noire Bridge (Quebec, 1998), webster parkade (Quebec, 1996), Clement

Bridge (Quebec, 1996) and John Hart Bridge (British Columbia, 2000). Most of these
projects are being monitored to provide long-term data to evaluate the performance of the

strengthening technique and

to gain confidence in the design and overall

quality

assurance of the construction methods used for installation of the FRP.

2.9 Durability of FRP Strengthening Techniques
2.9.1 General
Although FRP composites perform extremely well in practice, there are heightened
concerns ¡elated
applications.

In

to their durability in the field as related to civil

these cases, FRP composites are exposed

to

infrastructure

harsh environmental

conditions ranging from rvide temperature fluctuations and humidity levels to rain and
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snow. It is therefore imperative to examine the effects of these conditions, which could
influence the performance of FRP materials and the bond between FRP and concrete.
This section summarizes recent representative studies on durability of FRP rehabilitation
techniques

2.9.2

Wet-Dry Exposure

Chajes et al. (1995) tested 24 reinforced concrete beams strengthened with externally
bonded AFRP, GFRP and CFRP sheets. The beams were 38 mm wide by 28 mm deep

with a total length of 330 mm. A wet-dry cycle was completed by immersing the beams

into a 4 percent CaCl solution for 18 hours, folloi,ved by 8 hours of drying at room
temperature. Test results showed that AFRP and GFRP strengthened beams lost 36
percent of the unexposed strength, while CFRP strengthened beams lost 19 percent after

100 wet-dry cycles. Toutanji and Ortiz (1991) tested reinforced concrete

beams

strengthened with extemally bonded GFRP and CFRP plates in a wet-dry environment.

The beams r.vere 50 mm wide by 50 mm deep with a total length of 300 mm. A wet-dry

cycle involved immersion of the specimens into a 3.5 percent salt solution for 4 hours
followed by 2 hours of drying at 35oC and 90 percent relative humidity. After 300 wetdry cycles, failure was due to debonding of the FRP plates. The strength of the exposed
specimens ranged from 3 to 33 percent of the unexposed strength. Ferrier et al. (1998)

concluded that the shear modulus of the adhesive at the FRP-concrete interface is more

critical for obtaining durable FRP retrofitted concrete members. With an exposure to

20oC

dry

environment,

80 percent decrease in

shear modulus was observed.

Mukhopadhy'aya et al. (1998) reported that w-et-dry c¡'cles exposures had a significant
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effect on the bond length, shear stress distribution and differential strain between the FRP
and concrete.

Adhesives are generally sensitive to watçr fMays and Hutchinson, 1992]. Deterioration of
bonded joints is characterized by absorption of water by the adhesive and by moisture

difftrsion to the adhered interface. Voids can be created in the adhesive layer and at the
interface. The presence of voids implies less area of contact. Water can also replace the
adhesive by capillary transmission and awakens the bond [Leung et al., 2001].

2.9.3 Freeze-Thaw Exposure
Kaiser (1989) performed a series of freeze-thaw cycles on concrete beams strengthened

with CFRP plates. Kaiser found no detrimental effects on the overall structural
performance of the beams after 100 cycles from -25oC to +253C. Baumert et al. (1996)
investigated the influence of extreme cold on the structural performance of FRP plated
beams. Test results showed that, for CFRP plated beams exposed to a temperature range

of -27oC to +21oC, there were no adverse effects on the structural behaviour of the beam
r.vhen subjected to static tests. Green et al. (1998 and 2000) conducted a series

of tests to

investigate the freeze-thaw durability of concrete beams strengthened with CFRP sheets.
The beams rvere subjected to 50, 150 and 300 freeze-tharv cycles from -18oC to +15oC. It

was concluded that the freeze-thaw action did not degrade the bond

of

CFRP

strengthened beams. Tysl et al. (1998) studied the effect of surface delamination on the

freeze-thaw durability

of CFRP'plated reinforced

concrete beams.

It was found that

neither the freeze-thaw cycling nor partial surface delamination had a diminishing effect

8l
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on the overall load-deflection response of the strengthened beams. Very limited research

has been reported on the effects

of freeze-thaw cycling on FRPs. Tests conducted by

Dutta (1988) where the FRPs were subjected to 150 freeze-thaw cycles from -40oC to
+23oC shorved that the tensile strengt\

percent. Deterioration due

of

glass-epoxy FRP was reduced by about 10

to freeze-thaw cycles in

heezing of pore water inside the concrete.
caused

by freezing can exert tensile

If

stresses

concrete

is

caused primarily by

the pores are too small, the expansion

on the concrete and cause cracking and

further deterioration fNeville, 1 995].

2.9.4 Thermal Exposure
High temperatures showed detrimental effects on the bond characteristics of FRP rebars
[Honma and Maruyama 1989]. Tsuji et al. (1991) conducted pull-out tests on CFRP,
AFRP and GFRP bars exposed to 80, 140,200 and ?60oC. The reported residual bond
strength was in the range of 56 to 86 percent of the initial values. Kumahara et al. (1993)
studied the effects of high temperatures on the mechanical properties of FRP rebars. A

reduction of 20 percent in the tensile strength of GFRP and CFRP bars was observed at
250oC. Matthys

et al. (1996) conducted numerical simulations to predict thermally

induced transverse cracking in concrete reinforced rvith AFRP bars and strips. Katz et al.

(1999) studied the bond properties of FRP rebars u'ith different surface treatments at
temperatures ranging from 20

percent

in the bond

strength.

to 2500C. Test results showed a reduction of 80 to

90

In

38

comparison, steel rebars showed a reduction

of

percent. Mosallam and Dutta (2001) examined the strength of various adhesives under

extreme temperature environments. Test results shorved that the strength of adhesives
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significant role.

A

temperature-strength' relationship

was established for

various

adhesives. In general, as the temperature increased, the epoxy bond strength increased.

2.9.5 Fatigue
Fatigue of concrete beams strengthened with externally bonded CFRP sheets was first
studied by Kaiser (1989). Fatigue failure was observed to occur in the internal steel bars

at 4.8x105 cycles. The first extemal damage occurred at 7.5xl0s cycles and complete
failure of the strengthened beams occurred at 8.05x105 cycles. Grace and Abdel-sayed
(1996) tested a T-bridge girder extemally prestressed with CFRP cables and internally
reinforced r,vith GFRP bars. The girder was loaded up to 60 percent of the ultimate load.

No significant changes \¡/ere observed in the static or dynamic characteristics of the
specimens after 7 million cycles. Shahawy and Beitlman (1998) investigated the fatigue

behaviour of concrete beams strengthened with externally bonded CFRP sheets.

All

the

specimens rvere subjected to four point bending and the fatigue load ranged from 25 to 50

percent of the ultimate capacity of the control sample, rvith a frequency of.1 Hz. The
increase

in fatigue life of the strengthened specimens was considerable. Ferrier et

al.

(1999) studied the fatigue behaviour of various adhesives. Test results showed that the
average shear strength rvas 0.8 MPa

for a double lap joint with a fatigue life of

one

million cycles.

Based on the above discttssion, there are limited theoretical and experimental studies on
the durability' of bond between FRPs and concrete. Inr-estigations by different researchers
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are focusing on the durability of externally bonded FRP reinforcement. No literature is

currently available on the durability of near surface mounted FRP reinforcement. The
author expects that the performance of near surface mounted FRP reinforcement

will

be

superior under severe environmental co¡rditions as the reinforcement is protected inside

the concrete. However, the durability of bonding adhesives needs to be investigated.
Further studies are still needed to establish accurate reduction factors to be used in bond
strength models for design purposes.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Program
This chapter presents the details ofthe experimental progrøm undertaken in this study. The main goat

the experimental program

ß highlighted.

instrumentation, and testing procedures

The

for

fabrication process, specimen configurations, test

Phases

I

and

II

of

setup,

of the experimental program are provided.

Finally, material characteris tics are ident ifi ed.

3.1 General
The research program that was performed was triggered by the needs to identify the most

appropriate strengthening technique for concrete bridges to upgrade a thirty-year old
concrete bridge

in Winnipeg, Manitoba,

Canada.

A

bridge rating analysis conducted

using the current AASHTO specifications indicated that the flexural strength of the
bridge deck was not sufficient to withstand modem truck loads. To accommodate the
AASHTO HSS30 truck design load, the analysis indicated a need to increase the flexural
strength

by approximately 10 percent at the negative moment zone, over the

pier

columns, where the maximum shear is also located.

Lack of information on the use of near surface mounted FRP reinforcement, for flexural
strengthening

in regions of combined bending and high shear stresses, identified the
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nature of the test setup and its configuration in the experimental program undertaken in

this investigation. The significance of the experimental and anal¡ical research work is
the location of the strengthened region where maximum shear and flexural stresses are
combined. Such a configuration can typically occur at the negative moment section of
cantilevers and continuous beams.

The first phase of the experimental program investigated the feasibility of using near
surface mounted CFRP reinforcement to strengthen typical prestressed concrete bridges.
Three half-scale models of a typical prestressed concrete bridge slab were cast and post-

tensioned. The specimens were tested

in a

simple span with

a

double cantilever

configuration. The dimensions of the specimens were 8.5 x 1.2 x 0.4 meters and consisted

of one simple span and two overhanging cantilevers. Special arrangements were made to
test each specimen three times at three different locations. The first and second tests were

performed on the two cantilevers with the load applied at the edge of each cantilever,

r.vhile the

third test was conducted using the mid-span in a simply

supported

configuration. The study included different strengthening techniques using near surface

mounted CFRP bars and strips as well as externally bonded CFRP sheets and strips.
Based on the test results, the most efficient strenglhening techniques are identified.

The second phase of the investigation was designed to evaluate bond characteristics of
near surface mounted bars and strips as well as extemally bonded sheets. Test results of

the experimental program and the proposed anal.ltical models were used to develop
design guidelines for flexu¡al strengthening of concrete structures using FRPs. A total
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24 concrete beams were tested under monotonic static loading. Variables considered in
this study rvere the bond length and the strengthening technique adopted.

3.2 Phase I of the Experimental Program
This section describes the first phase of the experimental program undertaken to evaluate
the flexural behaviour of concrete members retrofitted with different FRP strengthening
techniques. The fabrication process, instrumentation, and testing of the specimens are
also discussed.

3.2.1 Large-Scale Slab Specimens
The test specimens considered in this investigation simulate a typical post-tensioned solid

slab over intermediate pier columns of a bridge similar to the bridge constructed in the

early 1970s in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. The bridge consisted of four spans,
shown

in Fig. 3.1 and was designed for AASHTO HSS20 truck

as

design load. The

thickness of the bridge slab along the spans was 800 mm, cast in place, partially voided
and post-tensioned. The solid slab over the intermediate pier columns was post-tensioned

transversely to resist the negative moments at the columns and the positive moment at
mid-span. An overview of the bridge is given in Fig. 3.2.
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Fig. 3.1 Schematic of bridge No. 444 in Winnipeg

Plan

- Manitoba - Canada

Fig. 3.2 General layout of bridge No.444 in Winnipeg - Manitob a - Canada

To simulate the combined effect of high flexural and shear stresses at the intermediate
supports of the bridge, three half-scale models of the solid slab designated as 51, 52 and

53 were constructed. The support configuration of the specimens was designed to
examine the FRP repair system at the zones of maximum negative moment at the support,
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which coincides with the maximum shear. The number and layout of the tendons were
selected to have the same stress level of the bridge under service loading conditions. The

critical bending moments for the bridge were evaluated based on a linear elastic finite

of the

element analysis using a com.mercial computer program, S4P2000. The loss

prestressing force was calculated according to the current AASHTO specifications. The
stress profiles at mid-span and support sections

of the bridge under service loading

conditions are given in Fig. 3.3.
Mid-span

Support

.l

I €hSton

:

Partially voided slab

I

Compression

i

8.6 MPa

Tension

Compression

4724mm

3780 mm
8504 mm
Piers 914 mm

diameter'-'

Fig. 3.3 Stress profile at support and mid-span sections for bridge No.444 under service
loading conditions
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where:

f

concrete stress at top or bottom fibres (MPa);

P

effective prestressing force after all losses Qrl);

A

cross-sectional area of concrete

e

eccentricity of tendons (mm);
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section modulus of the concrete (mm3);
moment due to self-weight (N.mm); and

:

moment due to specified live load IAASHTO HSS30] Qrl.mm).

The specimens \¡/ere reinforced with four i5M mild steel bars as top reinforcement and

five 15M mild steel bars as bottom reinforcement. The number of bars of the top
reinforcement was selected to represent the same reinforcement ratio in the cantilever

portion of the bridge. Shear reinforcement consisted

of 10M U-shaped

stirrups. The

stimrps were spaced at 125 mm centre to centre in the cantilever span and 250 mm centre
to centre in the simply supported span. Reinforcement details of the specimens are shown
in Fig. 3.4.
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Fig. 3.4 Reinforcement details of test specimens in phase I
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parameters of the bridge
Table 3.1 Design

Bridge
Parameter
3.4'7

õuntiGll-e.t.ngth (m)

17.0

Full length (m)

3.4'7

(m2)
Cross-sectional area

0.1912

(ma)
Moment of Inertia

Self

(kN'm)
weight moment' M"'aLsupport

Self weight

3436

(kN'm)
moment' M"'atmid-span

(kN'm)
(kN'm)
load moment' Mtalm\ð-span

939'4 "

at support
Live load moment, M¿

Live

3383

888'2 *
0.12't

(m)
Eccentriciry at suPPort

0.0508

(m)
EccentricitY at mid-sPan

14400

(kN)
Prestressing force'
s

Model
1.80
8.50

0.48
0.0064
16.94
19.21

1'1r.5
253.5
0.0

0.066
2000

(SAP2000)

Specimens
3.z.zFabrication of the
the Forms
3.2.2.1PreParation of

Thespecimenswelefabricatedbyalocalprecastconcretecompany,Lafargelnc.,
to account
winnipeg, Manitoba. A

speciar

using wooden sections
form was constructed
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and lubricated and the
for the shape and the size of the specimens. The form was cleaned

Fig. 3'5'
steel cage was assembled and tied in place as illustrated in

Fig. 3.5 Reinforcement cage

Casting of the test specimens is shown in Fig' 3'6'

Fig. 3.6 Casting of test specimens of phase

I

3.2.2.2 Stressing of the Tendons
hydraulic sclew jacks'
The slabs were post-tensioned after 28 days from casting using

Fig' 3'7'The
with locking nuts to maintainthe force constant after jacking as shown in
end'
tendons were anchored from one end and stressed from the other
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Fig.3.7 Post-tensioning of specimens of phase I
The load was applied in increments using a hydraulic air pump. Each strand was
tensioned individually in the sequence starting in the centre of the slab and continued

symmetrically towards the sides. The strain and the elongation of the tendons were
monitored for each load increment.

A_

P.L
Ao,E

(3.3)
n

where

A:

expected tendon elongation;

Po:

required prestressing force in the tendon;

L:

total length of tendon;

Ao,

=

Ep :

cross-sectional area of tendon; and
modulus of elasticity of prestressing tendons.

The tendons were stressed to 0.78fp, (204 kN/tendon). After the required force was
recorded based on the strain gauge reading and the elongation of the tendons, the jacks
were locked with nuts.
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Completed slabs are shown in Fig. 3.8.

Fig. 3.8 Completed specimens (phase I)
The jacking, effective prestressing forces and prestress losses for specimens S1, 52 and

53 are summarized in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2 Prestressed forces in test specimens
Specimen

Jacking force, Pj (kI$

Effective prestressing

Prestress loss

force, P, (klÐ

(%)

s1*

194.6

160.8

17.3

s2*

180.82

142.85

20.6

s3*

194.76

167.55

13.97

* Based on measured strains

3.2.2.3 Grouting
The ducts were grouted one week after stressing the tendons. The objective of the
grouting process was to

fill the ducts completely with material that provides an alkaline

environment for corrosion protection of the prestressing steel and has sufficient strength

to bond the tendons to the surrounding concrete. Cement grout of suitable consistency
was injected under pressure into the sheath by a diaphragm pump as illustrated in Fig.3.9
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3.2.3 Strengthen ing Techn ¡ques

Slab S1:
One cantilever of the slab S1 was strengthened using near surface mounted Leadline bars

while the other cantilever remained unstrengthened. The Leadline bars are produced by

Mitsubishi Chemicals Corporation, Japan. Based on equilibrium and compatibility
conditions, six 10 mm diameter Leadline bars were used to achieve a 30 percent increase
in the ultimate load carrying capacity of the slab. In the preliminary analysis, the concrete

is assumed to be subjected to uniform uniaxial strains over the entire width of the slab.
Strains are assumed to vary linearly over the depth

of the section. The

stress-strain

relationship of the concrete was modelled using a parabolic relationship in compression.

The internal compression force in the concrete was evaluated using the stress-block
parameters introduced by Collins and Mitchell (1991). The stress-strain behaviour of the
CFRP reinforcement is assumed to be linearly elastic up to failure [Hassan and Rizkalla,
20021.
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To strengthen the cantilever slab using near surface mounted bars, grooves were cut at
the top surface of the concrete. The location of the grooves was f,rrst marked using

a

chalk line. The grooves were 200 mm apart. A concrete saw was used to cut six grooves

of approximately 18 mm wide and 30 mm deep at the tension surface of the cantilever

as

shown in Fig. 3.10.

Fig. 3.10 Cutting grooves for near surface mounted CFRP bars

The groove ends were widened to provide wedge action and to prevent possible slip

of

the bars. Tapering the ends of the grooves was intended to induce inclined friction forces
at the concrete-epoxy interface. These inclined forces provided radial confining forces on

the bars and consequently, increased the pullout resistance.

Kemko 040 was used for bonding the CFRP bars to the surrounding concrete. The epoxy

was produced by ChemCo Systems, Inc., USA. The adhesive is commonly used for
grouting bolts, dowels and steel bars in concrete. The adhesive has a modulus of elasticity

of 1200 MPa

and an ultimate tensile strength of 48 MPa as reported by the manufacturer.

The epoxy was presswe injected into the grooves to cover 213 of the groove height. The
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bars were placed in the grooves and gently pressed to displace the bonding agent

as

shown in Fig. 3.11. The grooves were then filled completely with the epoxy. Quality

control was achieved through continuous inspections and measurements during the
installation procedures.

Fig. 3.11 CFRP bars inserted in epoxy

After completion of the two tests for both cantilevers, the resulting cracks were injected
with epoxy. A temporary seal [SCB Concresive 1446] was applied at the backside of the
slab to prevent the injecting adhesive from running out. Entry ports were placed at the
cracked surfaces as shown in Fig. 3.12. Two metering pumps were used to drive the two
components (resin and hardener) of a fast-setting epoxy adhesive ISCB Concresive 1360]

to a special mixing head. The adhesive was mixed at the nozzle and injected through

a

special gasket, which prevented leakage on the face of the concrete. The tensile strength

of the cured adhesive is 55 MPa after 7 days as reported by the manufacturer.

The

adhesive was pumped into the first entry port until it began to flow at the next adjacent

port. The first injected port was then plugged and injection was resumed at the second
port. These procedures were followed until all major cracks were filled as shown in Fig.
3.13.
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Fig. 3.13
3. 13 Injecting the cracks

Based on the equilibrium and compatibility design approach, ten 10 mm diameter
Leadline bars were found to be needed to increase the flexural capacity by 30 percent at
the mid-span section of the simply supported slab. The same procedures as described in

section 3.2.3 were applied to cut the grooves and to place the Leadline bars. To enable
further testing of the slab, a fast setting epoxy resin was used to level the crushed areas at
both ends of the simply supported span. It should be noted that the compressive strength

of the added epoxy was 45 MPa as reported by the manufacturer, which matched that of
the concrete [Hassan eta1.,2000].
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Slab 52:
The second slab, 52, was used to investigate the performance of both near surface
mounted and extemally bonded CFRP strips in the strengthening

of concrete bridges.

Rational analysis of the cantilever specimens indicated a need for six CFRP strips, 50
mm wide and 1.4 mm thick to achieve a 30 percent increase in the ultimate capacity of

the cantilever slab. The first cantilever was strenglhened using six externally bonded
CFRP strips. The concrete substrate was prepared by grinding of the surface at the
locations of the strips as shown in Fig. 3.14. The epoxy was then placed over the strips
and on the concrete surface as shown in Fig. 3.15.

Fig. 3.14 Grinding the surface

Fig. 3.15 Placing the epoxy on the strip

Finally, the strips were placed on the concrete surface and gently pressed into the epoxy
using a ribbed roller as shown in Fig. 3.16.

Fig. 3.16 Bonding the CFRP strips to the surface
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The second cantilever was strengthened also using six CFRP strips inserted into grooves
cut at the top surface of the concrete. In order to insert the strips within the concrete cover
layer, the strips were cut into two halves each,25 mm wide as shown in Fig. 3.17.

.50
lel
CFRP
rips

25 25
lel l€l

All dimensions are in

mm

Fig.3.I7 Splitting the CFRP strips into two halves
Using a concrete saw, 12 grooves of approximately 5 mm wide and25 mm deep were cut
at the tension surface of the second cantilever. The grooves were then injected with the
epoxy adhesive to provide the necessary bond with the surrounding concrete as shown in

Fig. 3.18. The strips were then placed in the grooves ensuring that they were completely
covered with the epoxy as shown in Fig. 3.19.

Fig. 3.18 Filling the grooves with epoxy

Fig. 3.19 Inserting the CFRP strips inside grooves
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The CFRP strips are produced by S&P Clever Reinforcement Company, Switzerland.
After testing both cantilevers, the areas above the supports were substantially cracked. To
enable further testing

of the mid-span, the cracks were injected similar to slab S1.

Eighteen near surface mounted CFRP st4ips, 25 mm wide and 1.4 mm thick space dby 66

mm centre to centre were used to achieve a 30 percent increase of the ultimate capacity of

the simply supported slab. EN-Force CFL was used in bonding both near surface
mounted and extemally bonded CFRP strips to the concrete. The epoxy is produced by
Structural Composites, Inc, USA. The adhesive has a modulus of elasticity of 3500 MPa
and an ultimate tensile strength of 70 MPa as reported by the manufacturer.

Slab 53:
Externally bonded FRP sheets are cunently the most commonly used technique for
strengthening bridges and concrete structures. This method can be seen as the state-ofthe-art technique in spite of some detailing problems and design aspects, which could
influence the failure modes. To investigate the effectiveness of this strengthening method

in comparison to the th¡ee previously prescribed techniques, one cantilever of Slab 53, as

well as the simply supported span, were strengthened using externally bonded CFRP
sheets. The sheets are manufactured by Master Builders Technologies,

Ltd., Ohio, USA.

The required area of the CFRP sheets rvas calculated to achieve a 30 percent increase in
the flexural capacity of the cantilever slab.

l0t

For the first cantilever, the sheets were applied in two plies. The first ply covered the
entire width of the slab while the second ply covered 480 mm and was centred along the

width of the slab. Installation procedures are illustrated in Fig. 3.20.

a) grinding of the

surface b) applying the MBrace saturant c) bonding the CFRP sheets
Fig. 3.20 Installation procedures for CFRP sheets

The second cantilever was strengthened using eight 10 mm diameter, near

surface

mounted C-Bars. The bars are manufactured by Marshall Industries Composites Inc.,
USA. The bars were sandblasted to enhance their bond to the epoxy adhesive as shown in
Fig. 3.2I. The bars were then inserted inside grooves cut at the top surface of the concrete
as illustrated in Fig. 3.22. The grooves were 150 mm apart. The groove dimensions were
18 mm wide and 30 mm deep.

The simply supported span was strengthened with externally bonded CFRP sheets after
injecting the cracks resulting from cantilever tests. Three plies of CFRP sheets were used
to achieve a 30 percent increase in flexural capacity. The first two plies covered the entire

width of the slab, while the third ply covered 400 mm and was centred along the width of
the slab [Hassan and Rizkalla,2002].
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Fig. 3.22 Inserting C-Bars inside grooves

Strengthening procedures for all the slabs were performed by Vector Construction Ltd.,

Winnipeg, Canada. Detailed information about the tested specimens is provided in Table
3.3. The designation of the tested specimens has the first letters either C, or SS refers to
Cantilever or Simply $upported specimens, respectively.
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Table 3.3 Details of large-scale slab specimens

CANTILEVER TESTS

Slab #

Cross-section confi guration

T

4001

Strengthening method

Specimen

CI

Control specimen (unstrengthened)

C2

Near surface mounted Leadline bars

C3

Externally bonded CFRP strips
(50 x 1.4 mm)

C4

Near surface mounted CFRP strips

_rL

S1

.F
4001

T

Fg-l

6

-I-

cJBS'gipf €041.4)

4ool
Y

S2

T40ol

(25

Y

x

1.4 mm)

F----lzqq---¡
74001

.L

S3

C5

Externally bonded CFRP sheets

C6

Near surface mounted C-BAR CFRP

-ï4ool

bars

Y

SIMPLY SUPPORTED TESTS
-T-

S1

4001
Y

SSI

Near surface mounted Leadline bars

S52

Near surface mounted CFRP strips

SS3

Externally bonded CFRP sheets

10 Leadline bars

-I-

F----]2eq--l

4001

S2

T

l8 CFRP strips

-I4001

S3

I

CFRP sheets

t04

3.2.4lnstrumentation
The instrumentation used to monitor the behaviour of the slabs during testing consisted

of

'a combination of electrical strain gauges, linear variable differential
transducers
(LVDTs), demec points, and PI gauges.'-

Reinforcement strains: Thirteen electrical strain gauges produced by

Showa

Measuring Instruments Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan, of the type of N1l-FA-5-120-11 were
installed at the top and bottom mild steel reinforcement. Nine strain gauges were installed
on the prestressing steel strands. The gauge length was 5 mm and the resistance of the
gauge was 120 ohms. The strain gauges were glued to the smoothened part on the surface

of the bars using M-Bond 200. The strain gauges were covered by a waterproof coating to
protect them from water and damage during casting the concrete. The strain gauges were
permanently attached to a strain-indicator device to monitor the loss of the prestressing
force until the day of testing.

Crack width mon¡tor¡ng: A microscope of a magnification factor of ten was used to
measure the crack width development during testin-e. The crack width measurements
were taken every 50 kN up to failure.

3.2.4.1 Cantilever Tests

Deflections: The deflection at the free end of the cantilever was monitored using two
LVDTs. The deformation of the neoprene pads placed betw-een the concrete slab and the
support rvas also monitored using tr,r-o LVDTs. Two LVDTs located at the centre of the
t0s

? . Experimental Proqram

r.f

cantilever span were used to monitor the deflection distribution along the cantilever
length.

Concrete strains: Four PI gauges, located on one side of the cantilever slab over

the

support and four demec point stations, located on the other side were used to measure the
strain profile of the concrete during the test. Two demec point rosettes on one side of the
specimen, located at a height of 200 mm from the bottom surface of the slab were used to

monitor the shear behaviour of the cantilever. Loading of the specimen was paused every
50 kN to manually record the strain. On the top of the slab, five PI gauges were used to

identify the cracking load and measure the crack rvidth. Three PFL-30-11-3L strain
gauges were installed on the bottom surface of the slab to measure concrete compressive

strain. The gauge length was 30 mm and the resistance of the gauges was 120 ohms.

Slip monitoring:

One LVDT was attached to the FRP to monitor any possible slip

of

the reinforcement.

The instrumentation used for cantilever tests, location of strain gauges, PI gauges and

LVDTs are illustrated in Figs 3.23,3.24 and3.25.
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Location ofPI gauges on top concrete surface

tcation of strain gauges on bottom mild steel reinforcement

I

-l
-ll
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I

Location ofstrain gauges on prestressine steel

All dimensions are in mm

Location ofstrain gauges on bottom concrete surface

Fie.3.23 Schematic of the instrumentation for cantilever tests
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Fig. 3.24Instrumentation for cantilever tests
rsO

200

737.5

I
I

lMBrace CFRP sheets

-l

_1

I

1
r

800

I 800

I

Location of strain gauges on Leadline CFRP bars (C2)

Location

of

gauges on CFRP sheets

(cs)

(50x1.4 mm)

"l

l
NI

Location of strain gauges on externally bonded CFRP strips (C3)

LoJation of strain gauges on C-BAR CFRP bars (C6)

_i
ol
NI

All dimensions are in

_1

mm

I

Location of strain gauges on near surface mounted CFRP strips (C4)

Fig.3.25 Location of strain gauges on FRP reinforcement for cantilever specimens
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3.2.4.2 Simply Supported Tests

Deflections: The deflection at mid-span was monitored using two LVDTs. The
deformation of the neoprene pads placed between the concrete slab and the support was
also monitored using four LVDTs locatèd over the supports at the edges of the slab. Four

LVDTs were located also along the length of the slab to monitor the deflection
distribution along the span.

Concrete strains: Four PI gauges were placed along the depth of the slab

at mid-span

to measure the strain profile of the concrete during the test. Two demec point rosettes, on
one side of the specimen located at a height of 200 mm from the bottom surface of the
slab, were used to monitor the strain in three directions to determine the shear behaviour

of the slab. The specimen was loaded manually in increments of 50 kN to record the
strain. On the bottom of the slab, four PI gauges were used to identify the cracking load
and measure the crack width. Three electrical strain gauges were installed on the top

surface

of the concrete

under the load and at the face

of

loading to measure the

compressive strain of the concrete. The instrumentation used for the simply supported
tests, location of strain gauges, PI gauges and LVDTs are shown in Figs. 3.26 and 3.27

.

All the LVDTs, PI gauges, strain gauges, applied load. and stroke readings were recorded
continuously using a computerized dafa acquisition system. During testing, the measured
data was stored and vierved using the data acquisition software LABVIEW. The applied

load, stroke, readings of the PI gauges and LVDTs were displayed graphically during the
test.
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Fig. 3.26 Instrumentation of simply supported tests
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Fig. 3.27 Location of strain gauges on FRP reinforcement for simply srpported tests

3.2.5 Testing Scheme
The slabs were tested under static loading conditions using a uniform line-load acting on
a width equivalent to the width of a tire contact patch according to the AASHTO HSS30

design vehicle. A closed-loop MTS, 5000 kN, testing machine was used to apply the load

using the stroke control mode with a rate of 0.5 mm/min for each load increment up to

failure. Neoprene pads were placed between the steel beam and the slab to simulate the
contact surface of a truck tire and to avoid local crushing of the concrete.

3.2.5.1 Cantilever Tests
The load was applied at a distance of 325 mm from the cantilever edge. The range cards
used in the testing machine were 1000 kN for load and 200 mm for stroke. To prevent

possible damage of the other cantilever during the test, an intermediate support was

lll

provided in the simply supported span. Two channels back-to-back were placed at the top

of the slab at the location of the intermediate support. Two DYWIDAG bars, connected
to the floor, were used to prevent the upward movement of channels. The bars were pretensioned before the test using a hydraulic pump as shown in Fig.3.28.

Fig. 3.28 Pre-tensioning the DYWIDAG bars at the intermediate support
The pre-tensioning force simulated the maximum expected upward force at the support.
Pre-tensioning the DYWIDAG bars applied compression in the slab and prevented any
possible upward movement. The test set-up for the cantilever tests, including the MTS
machine is shown in Figs. 3.29aand3.29b.
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Notes

(l) Elastomeric bearings

Qtleoprene pads) 400x400x4

(2) Steel plate 200x20 (Length:1200 mm)
(3) HSS 76X50X5 (Length:250mm)

(4)

HSS 100x100x5 (Length:l270mm)
(5) Prestressed DYIilDAG bar (Diameter:

(6)

HSS

I00xl00x5 (Length:I200mm)
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Fig. 3.29a Schematic of test set-up for cantilever tests, phase I
All dimensions are in

mm

Fig.3.29b Test set-up for cantilever tests, phase I

3.2.5.2 Simply Supported Tests
The slab was simply supported with a 4.90 m span and a 1.80 m projection from each end

with the line load applied

at the centre of the slab. The slab was supported using concrete

blocks as shown in Figs. 3.30a and 3.30b. The load was applied using the stroke control
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mode of the testing machine with a rate of 0.5 mm/min up to failure. Neoprene pads were
placed at the loading location and at the bearings to distribute the load evenly. The range
cards used in the testing machine were 2500 kN for load and 200 mm for stroke.

Notes:
(

l)

Elastomeric bearings 4 00x400x4
Spreader beam

8500

I

Fig. 3.30a Schematic of test set-up for simply supported tests, phase I
All dimensions are in

mm

Fig. 3.30b Test set-up for simply supported tests, phase I
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3.3 Phase ll of the Experimental Program

This section describes the second phase of the experimental program undertaken to
evaluate bond characteristics of various FRP strengthening systems tested in the first
phase of the experimental program. The fabrication process, instrumentation, and testing

of the specimens are discussed.

3.3.1 Bond Specimens

A total of 39 simply

supported T-beams with a span of 2.5

m

and a depth

of 300 mm

were constructed. Shear reinforcement consisted of double-legged 10M steel stirrups,

uniformly spaced at 100 mm. The top flange was reinforced with welded wire fabric
(WV/F) 51x51 MW5.6 x MW5.6. The top reinforcement consisted of two 10M steel bars.
The bottom reinforcement consisted of two 10M steel bars running along the full length

of the beam and two 15M steel bars placed at 100 mm from the mid-span section of the
beam on both sides as shown in Fig. 3.3

1.

51x51 MW5.6x N,fW5.6

"50

ì| l,):tE'I-
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o. l0
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I
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I
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2700

Sec l-1

No. ro

@to2*,"1![

2

No.

10

,N".,,rrrt^fl
lf
¡l
I

All dimensions are in mm

Fig. 3.31 Reinforcement details of bond specimens
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This arrangement of the bottom reinforcement was selected to identify the location of
flexural failure of the strengthened specimens. The T-section configuration was selected
to avoid compression failure due to crushing of the concrete. Selection of the specimens,
dimensions was finalized after testing. six pilot specimens. Three series
specimens designated as

A, B and C were

of beam

used, respectively. Thirteen beams were

constructed for each series. In series A, the beams rvere strengthened using near surface
mounted C-Bars. The performance of two different epoxy adhesives used for bonding the

bars was investigated.

In

series

B, the beams were strengthened using near surface

mounted CFRP strips, while in series C, the beams rvere strengthened using externally
bonded CFRP sheets. The variables considered in this phase of the experimental program
were the bond length of FRP and the method of strengthening. Bond characteristics of the
th¡ee strengthening techniques were evaluated based on testing a total of 24 specimens.

The remaining specimens
durability aspect

of

will be used in a future

research project

to examine the

various FRP strengthening systems under severe environmental

conditions. With the maximum moment occurring at the mid-span section of the beam,

failure could be due to either debonding or rupture of the CFRP reinforcement. The
specimens 'uvere adequately designed to avoid concrete crushing and premature failure
due to shear. In the case of bond failure, the bond length of the CFRP reinforcement was

increased in the subsequent specimens. In the case of flexural failure, the bond length was
decreased

in the subsequent specimens. This

scheme was applied

until an

accurate

development length for each strengthening technique \\,as evaluated. Complete details for
the bond specimens are given in Table 3.4.

ll6

Table 3.4 Summary of bond specimens
ieries

Description of specimen

Beam I

olol

9lnl
I
.''¡
¡.ll L

Epoxy

AO

T

Conhol specimen

ffi

alñll
î
-lo,

F-

lr5o

AI

Duralith gel

I

olãr
gFL

Strengthened with

Near surface mounted

C-BAR CFRP bars

A2

Duralith gel

Near surface mounted

C-BAR CFRP bars

A3

Duralith gel

Near surface mounted

C-BAR CFRP bars

U'

tu,
É..
rü

A4

Duralith gel

Ø

Near surface mounted

C-BAR CFRP bars

A5

Kemko 040

Near surface mounted

C-BAR CFRP bars

A6

Kemko 040

Near surface mounted

C-BAR CFRP bars

ott

8lñl

1200

A7

Kemko 040

Near surface mounted

C-BAR CFRP bars

BO

BI

EN-Force CFI ),lear surface mounted CFRP
Strips (25x1.2mm)

B2

EN-Force CFL \lear surface mounted CFRP
Strips (25x1.2mm)

B3

BN-Force CFL Near surface mounted CFRP
Strips (25x1.2mm)

o

()

r!
É,

^f- "
etot

3lðl

.2s0)

Control specimen

lrJ,
an
'relol

.

AFL

tl7

Table 3 .4 Summary of bond specimens (cont'd)
Description of.specimen

Beam
B4

f

Epoxy,

Strengthened with

EN-Force CFI Near surface mounted CFRP
Strips (25xl.2mm)

-t
'.rFl

:lll.---------.-- 850
r

o
o
m

I

ô'¡l

|

¿i00

9s0

nl

B5

EN-Force CF Near surface mounted CFRP
Strips (25x1.2mm)

B6

EN-Force CFI Near surface mounted CFRP
Ships (25xl.2mm)

B7

EN-Force CFI Near surface mounted CFRP

T

I

SL

@
l¡J

e
tJl

U'

ñll

I

Strips (25xl.2mm)

-!5L,
B8

EN-Force CFL \Iear surafec mounted CFRP
Strips (25xl.2mm)

ñil;

CO

FI

CI

Control specimen

MBrace syste n

Externally bonded CFRP
sheets

C2

MBrace systen

Externally bonded CFRP
sheets

9,
U'

'uJ
É.
¡¡l

ñllT

-¡¡l

C3

2500

MBrace syste n

1

Externally bonded CFRP
sheets

Cr'

t'1

C4

T

25oo

MBrace s ysteû Externally bonded CFRP

r

sheets
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3.3.2 Fabrication of the Specimens
The specimens were fabricated by Lafaryq Canada. Wooden forms were constructed to
account for the shape and size of the specimens. The forms were cleaned and lubricated

and the steel cages were assembled and tied in place, as illustrated

in Fig. 3.32. The

concrete was vibrated using pin vibrator, lightly trawled, and covered with polyethylene

sheet. The surface

of the

specimens was kept wet

to prevent the occurrence of any

shrinkage cracks, which could affect the behaviour. Casting of the specimens is shown in

Fig.3.33.

Fig.3.32 Reinforcement cage placed in

formwork

Fig. 3.33 Casting of bond specimens
specimen

3.3.3 Strengthening Procedures

Series A:

A total of eight beams

were tested from series

A. One beam was tested as a control

specimen, 40, while the other seven beams were strengthened with near surface mounted
C-Bars. Each beam was strengthened using one 10 mm diameter bar inserted into a grove

cut at the bottom surface of the beam. Beams

Al, A2,43, and A4 with embedment

lengths of 150, 550, 800, and 1200 mm, respectively were tested using Duralith-gel as an

epoxy adhesive for bonding the bars. The adhesive is produced by Tamms Industries,
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USA and is commonly used as a mortar binder for vertical and overhead repairs of
structural concrete. To investigate the suitability of the epoxy adhesive, beams A5, A6
and

A7 with embedment lengths of 550, 800, and 1200 mm, respectively were

tested

using Kemko 040 as an alternative epoxy adhesive. Kemko 040 is produced by ChemCo
Systems, Inc., USA and

is designed specifically for grouting bolts, dowels and steel

rebars in concrete.

A

special concrete saw was used to cut a groove of approximately 18 mm wide and 30

mm deep at the bottom surface of the beam. The process of cutting the groove, filling the
groove with epoxy, and inserting the bar inside the groove is illustrated in Fig. 3.34.

b) frlling the groove with epoxy

a) cutting the groove

c) inserting the bar inside the
groove

Fig.3.34 Strengthening procedures for series A beams
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Series B:

A total of nine

concrete beams were tested from series B. Beam B0 was tested as a

control specimen. The remaining beams were strengthened using near surface mounted
CFRP strips (25x1.2mm). Each beam was strengthened using one strip inserted into a
groove cut at the bottom surface of the beam. Eight different embedment lengths of 150,

250,500,750, 850, 950, 1050, and 1200 mm were investigated to evaluate the minimum
embedment length required

to develop the ultimate force of the strip

(development

length). The installation procedures of the strips at the bottom surface of the beams are
illustrated in Fig. 3.35.

b) filling the groove with epoxy

a) cutting the groove

c) inserting the CFRP strip
inside the groove

Fig. 3.35 Strengthening procedures for series B beams
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Series G:

A total of seven concrete

beams were tested from series C. Beam C0 was tested as a

control specimen. The remaining beams were strengthened using one ply of an externally
bonded CFRP sheet. Six different bond lengths

of i50, 250,335, 420,

500 and 750 mm

were investigated. The concrete surface was prepared by grinding and sandblasting. Two
coats of MBrace primer and putty were applied to the surface with a paintbrush.

A coat of

MBrace saturant was applied using a nap roller. Following these procedures, a sheet of
CFRP was applied. The fibre sheet was again covered with a final coat of MBrace
saturant. The procedures for applying the GFRP sheets are given in Fig. 3.36.

prlmer

a) applying
rg MBrace
lvr'rasc primer

b) applying MBrace saturant

Fig. 3.36 Strengthening procedures for series C beams

Strengthening procedures

for the bond specimens \¡/ere performed by

Restoration Services, Ltd., V/innipeg, Canada.
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Concrete

3.3.4Instrumentation
Strains: The concrete strains in the compression

zone at the top surface

of the beam was

measured using two PI gauges. The strain in the FRP reinforcement was monitored using

three electrical strain gauges.

Slip monitoring: The slip at the free ends of the FRP reinforcement was measured
using two LVDTs.

Deflections: The deflection

at mid-span was monitored on both sides of the beam using

two LVDTs.
The instrumentation used to monitor the behaviour of the bond specimens during testing
is shown in Fig. 3.37

l
300

i

750

Slip monitoring

Code

^t

PI gauges

Stain

eauses

Concrete

block

I rvof
750

I

750

Fig. 3.37 Instrumentation used for bond specimens
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3.3.5 Testing Scheme
The beams were tested under a concentrated load applied at mid-span.

A

closed-loop

MTS, 1000 kN testing machine was used to apply the load using the stroke control mode.
The rate of loading was 1.0 mm/min up to yielding of the internal steel reinforcement,
beyond which the rate was increased to 3.0 mm/min up to failure. Plaster pads were used
at the loading location and at the supports to provide even distribution of the load and the

reactions. Fig. 3.38 shows the test set-up in the lab.

Fig. 3.38 Test set-up for bond specimens

3.4 Materials
3.4.1 Concrete

Phase l: The concrete was designed for a nominal strength of 31 MPa at release and 35
MPa at 28 days. The concrete had a 20 mm maximum aggregate size and a 130 mm
slump. Twelve cylinders were cast together with each concrete slab to determine the
compressive and the tensile strength of concrete. A total of nine cylinders were tested in
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compression and three cylinders were tested in tension. The average compressive strength

of the concrete at the time of testing ranged between 45 to 5I MPa. The average tensile
strength, based on the split-cylinder test ranged between 3.25 Mpa and 3.50 Mpa.

Phase ll: The concrete was designed for a compressive strength of 45 MPa after
days.

28

A total of 27 cylinders were cast together ',vith the beams to determine the

compressive and the tensile strength of concrete. The average compressive strength
concrete after 28 days ranged between 48 to 57 MPa.

of

All tests were conducted according

to the ASTM C39-86 standard.

3.4.2 Prestressi

n

g Steel

Twelve 15 mm diameter, 7-wire strands were used for post-tensioning each slab tested in
phase

L The

strands were stress-relieved

of grade 1860 and conformed to CSA-G279

Standard. The tensile properties of the prestressing steel strands were evaluated based on

tension tests
anchorages

of two i 5 mm diameter steel

strands using conventional steel wedge

in a 60,000 pound testing machine. The stress-strain relationships for both

tests are shorm

in Fig. 3.39. Test results indicated that the average modulus of elasticity

and ultimate strength were 209 GPa and i 843 MPa, respectively.
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Fig. 3.39 stress-strain behaviour ofprestessing steel strands

The modified Ramberg-Osgood function fMattock, 1979] for the prestressing

steel

strands is given by Equation 3.4

r^=En€n,l^.ç;ffif=r^

(3.4)

where:
Jps

{

stress in the steel strand;

F:
up

modulus of elasticity of the steel strands;

ô:

strain in the steel strand;

ops

A,B,C

:

coefficients depending on the stress-strain behaviour of the strand; and

f;,

:

ultimate stress in the steel strand

Coefficients A, B, and C were evaluated from the measured stress-strain relationship. The

modified Ramberg-Osgood function for the prestressed steel strands can be expressed
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as:

f ,.=zos,ooor,,fo.our.# s f o, =1843 Mpa

(3.s)

3.4.3 Sheathing
Both steel and plastic sheathings were used for placing the prestressing steel strands. Six
steel sheaths were used to provide the bond between the concrete outside the sheath and

the grout inside the sheath. Steel sheaths were galvanzied, 30 mm diameter with 3 mm
corrugations. Based on the limited availability of the steel sheaths, plastic sheaths were
used forplacing the rest of the strands. Plastic sheaths were20 mm by 60 mm

with

10

mm coffugations. Inside the sheath, the post-tensioned strand was lubricated with a noncorrosive grease for additional corrosion protection.

3.4.4 Mild Steel

All mild steel rebars were grade 400W. The mild

steel reinforcement was provided by

Cowin Steel Co. of Winnipeg, Manitoba, and conformed to CSA G30.18 Standard. The
reported minimum yield strength and modulus of elasticity of the bars were 400 Mpa and
200 GPa, respectively.

3.4.5 Leadline

In

general. CFRP reinforcement

is

characterized by having the highest modulus of

elasticity, compared to other commercially available FRP bars. However,

it

has the

smallest ultimate tensile strain. CFRP reinforcement is characterized by excellent fatigue
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properties and a low coefficient of thermal expansion
[Mufti et al., 1gg1]. Leadline bars,

having an indented shape and 10 mm nominal diameter, were used to strengthen one
cantilever of specimen

S

1 in the first phase of the experimental program. The Leadline

bars are produced by Mitsubishi Chemicals Corporation, Japan. The bars are pultruded
using linearly oriented dialead coal-tar-pitch-based continuous fibre and epoxy resin. The
stress-strain relationship

of the Leadline bars is linearly elastic up to failure with

ultimate guaranteed strength of 1970 MPa and a modulus of elasticity

of

an

147 Gpa. The

fibre content by volume is 65 percent [Abdelrahman, 1995].

3.4.6 S&P CFRP Strips

The CFRP strips used for flexural strengthening are produced by S&P

Clever

Reinforcement Company, Switzerland and are provided by BK International, USA. The
stress-strain relationship of the strips is linear-elastic up to failure. As reported by the
manufacturer, the minimum tensile strength and modulus of elasticity are 2000 Mpa and
150 GPa, respectively. However, the manufacturer did not provide a definite value for

either the tensile strength or the modulus of elasticity. Three unidirectional coupons of
CFRP strips rvere tested in tension. The coupons were cut from a flat portion of a CFRp

strip, 50 mm wide. The dimensions of the coupons were selected according to the ASTM
Standard D 3039-76 (1990). The width and the thickness of each coupon were measured

using a digital caliber of accuracy of 0.01 mm.

A typical

stress-strain curve of a CFRP

coupon is shown in Fig. 3.40. This behaviour is typical for all tested coupons, which
showed a linear stress-strain relationship up to failure. Test results revealed an average
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3,

Experimental

value of the tensile strength and the modulus of elasticity of 2120 MPa and 163 GPa,
respectively.

à
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0.014

Stain
Fig. 3.40 Stress-strain behaviour of S&p CFRP strips
The test set-up and failure mode of the unidirectional CFRP coupons are shown in Figs.
3.41a and3.4lb, respectively. The CFRP strips were bonded to the concrete surface using
the manufacturer recommended epoxy adhesive, EN-force CFL.

Fig.3.41a Test set-up for unidirectional

3.41b Tension coupon after failure
in the testing machine

CFRP strips
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3.4.7 MBrace CFRP Sheets
The sheets are manufactured by Master Builders Technologies, Ltd., Ohio, USA. MBrace

carbon fibres are manufactured by pyrolizing polyacrylonitrile (PAN) based fibres at
temperatures at approximately 1500 oC.'The result of the pyrolization process is a highly

aligned carbon fibre chain. The carbon fibre filaments are assembled into untwisted tows

that are then used to create a continuous unidirectional sheet. The ultimate tensile
strength and the modulus

of elasticity are 4275 MPa and 228

GPa, respectively

as

reported by the manufacturer. The thickness of the sheets is 0.165 mm.

3.4.8 C-BAR
The bars are manufactured by Marshall Industries Composites Inc., USA. Based on
tension tests conducted at W.R. McQuade Structural Laboratory at the University of
Manitoba, the stress-strain relationship is linearly elastic up to failure with an ultimate
tensile strength and modulus of elasticity of 1918 MPa and 1 i
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I

GPa, respectively.

Chapter 4
Experimental Results & Analytical Modelling:
Large-Scale Slab Specimens
This chapter presents test results of thefirst phase of the experimental program. Three half-scale models

a typical

prestressed concrete bridge slab were constructed and tested to

of

failure. The effectiveness of

various FRP strengthening schemes is investigated. The ultimate capacity,
failure mechanism and cost
analysis ofthe various strengthening techniques for concrete bridges are presented. The applicabitity ofthe

non-linear

finite

element simulation and cracked section analysis

for

post-tensioned bridge slabs

strengthened with neør surface mounted FRP reinforcement is discussed.

4.1 lntroduction
Rehabilitation and strengthening

of deteriorated

reinforced

or

prestressed concrete

structures using externally bonded FRP reinforcement have received great attention in
recent years. Extensive research and laboratory testing have been conducted all over the

world to examine the short-term and long-term behaviour of the externally bonded FRp
system. Many research studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of this technique and

showed that considerable improvement

in

strength can be achieved using externally

bonded sheets or prefabricated laminates fNordin et al., 2001]. Nevertheless, in-depth
understanding of the bond mechanism between FRPs and concrete is still a challenging
issue and needs to be investigated. Furthermore, externally bonded FRP reinforcements

are sensitive to impact loads and reqlrire protection covers. The use

of near surface

mounted FRP rods and strips can preclude delamination-type failures, frequently
observed by using externally bonded reinforcement [Hassan and Rizkalla,2002].

In response to an increasing demand towards increasing the flexural capacity of concrete
bridges to accommodate new truck loads, an experimental program was undertaken at the

University

of

Manitoba. The main goal

of the experimental program was to

obtain

experimental data and in-depth understanding of the structural performance of various
FRP strengthening techniques and to develop fundamental criteria governing the choice

of a specific technique. These techniques included near surface mounted bars and strips

as well as externally bonded sheets and strips. Based on the research findings,
recolrunendations for the most effìcient techniques were developed including design
guidelines for their uses in different retrofitting scenarios.

To achieve the objectives of this research program, a two-phase experimental program
was conducted. The first phase presented a comparison among various FRP strengthening

techniques.

A total of nine tests lvere conducted using large-scale slab specimens to

examine the structural performance and load sharing mechanisms that are encountered in

typical concrete bridges. Based on the test results, the efficiency
strengthenin-e system

is

identified. The applicability
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of

each FRp

of a non-linear finite element

surface mounted FRP reinforcement is discussed. The research was extended further to
evaluate bond characteristics of each FRP strengthening technique. A total of 24 concrete
beams were constructed and tested in the second phase of the investigation. Mathem atical

models for near surface mounted bars, strips and extemally bonded FRp sheets are
proposed and presented in Chapter 5.

4.2 Experimental Resu lts
4.2.1 General
This section summarizes test results of the three half-scale models of a typical prestressed
concrete bridge slab, reported in Chapter 3, section3.2. The specimens had dimensions

of

8'5x1.2x0.4 m. The specimens were tested in a simple span with a double cantilever
configuration. Each specimen was tested three times using loads applied at different
locations in each test. The first and second tests were performed on the two cantilevers
where the load was applied at the edge of each cantilever as shown in Fig. 4.1. The third

test was conducted using a load applied at the mid-span as shown schematically in Fig.
4.2.
Test specimen

oTÉ-

,r-rt

1200 mm

Fig. 4.1 Schematic representation
of cantilever tests

ì':.. ''-.-".'ì"=l

çlE - -**_,__.
Fig. 4.2 Schematic representation
of simply supported tests
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Leadline bars, C-Bars, CFRP strips and externally bonded CFRP sheets and strips. The
CFRP reinforcement was designed based on strain compatibility and internal force
equilibrium procedures to achieve a 30"percent increase in the ultimate strength of the
slabs as described in Chapter 3, section 3.2.3.

Since the specimens were fully prestressed, the slabs were uncracked under service
loading conditions. Consequently, the effectiveness of different strengthening schemes

with regard to stiffness rvas negligible. Therefore, serviceability could not be used as a
criterion in comparing the efficiency of the various strengthening schemes used in this
investigation' The focus of the current research was to examine the ultimate limit state
using the various FRP strengthening schemes.

It should be mentioned also that the

pronounced problem for the bridge under consideration lies in the ultimate

limit

state

rather than the serviceabilitv limit state.

The follo*'ing sections present the behaviour and test results of both cantilevers and the
simply supported specimen of each slab.
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4.2.2.1 Deflection
The load-deflection behaviour of the cantilever specimens strengthened with near surface

mounted Leadline bars (C2), CFRP strips (C4) and C-Bars (C6) is compared to the
unstrengthened specimen

(Cl) in Fig. 4.3.
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Fig.4'3 Load-deflection behaviour of cantilever specimens strengthened with near
surface mounted CFRP reinforcement

Test results indicated identical behaviour for all the specimens prior to cracking at a load

level

of

180 kN for the unstrengthened cantilever and 190 kN for the strengthened

cantilevers. After cracking, a nonlinear behaviour was observed up

to failure.

The

measured stiffnesses for the strengthened specimens (expressed by the slope of the load-

deflection curves) are higher due to the addition of the CFRP reinforcement.
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The presence of CFRP reinforcement precluded the flattening of the load-deflection
curve, which was clear in the control specimen at the load range

of

440

kN to 466 kN.

Prior to yielding of the steel reinforcement, at a load level of 440 kN, the stiffnesses of all
strengthened cantilevers were almost lhe same and rvere 1.5 times higher than the
stiffness of the unstrengthened cantilever. Such a phenomenon was accompanied with a
considerable reduction in crack width and deflections of the strengthened specimens in
comparison to the control specimen. The presence of the CFRP reinforcement provided

constraints

to

opening

of the cracks. Therefore, the deflections were reduced and

consequently increased the stiffness. After yielding of the tension steel reinforcement, the

stiffness of the cantilever specimen strenglhened with Leadline bars, specimen C2, was
three times higher than that of the control specimen.

Reducing the spacing between the near surface mounted CFRP reinforcement resulted in
a more

uniform distribution of stresses and additional constraints to opening of the cracks

along the cantilever width. Such a phenomenon reduced the curvature of the slab and
resulted in a considerable increase in stiffness. This rvas evident by using eight C-Bars
instead of six Leadline bars, the observed increase in stiffness was 20 percent. However,

using 72 near surface mounted CFRP strips yielded a stiffness increase of 35 percent
compared to the Leadline bars. For the control specimen, the increase in the applied load
was negligible after yielding of the steel reinforcement. For the strengthened cantilevers,
the load resistance and deflection increased until the concrete crushed in the compression

zone. This

is

due to the additional strength and stiffness provided by the CFRP

reinforcement.
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Fig' 4.4 shows the load-deflection behaviour of cantilever specimens, C3 and

C5,

strengthened with externally bonded CFRP strips and sheets, respectively. The behaviour

of the control specimen, Cl, is also shown for comparison.
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Fig. 4.4 Load-deflection behaviour of cantilever specimens strengthened with externally
bonded CFRP reinforcement
The figure clearly indicates that the strength, stiffness and ductility of the specimens were

greatly improved with the addition of the CFRP reinforcement. An identical behaviour
was observed for specimens C3 and C5 up to a load level of 500 kN. After yielding of the
steel reinforcement, the stiffness of specimen C5 was about 3.3 times higher than that

of

the unstrengthened cantilever. The cantilever specimens were loaded in increments of 50

kN to manually record the strain in demec points attached to the concrete surface. Since
the load was applied in the stoke control mode, a drop of the load was observed at each
increment of 50 kN as shown in Figs 4.3 and 4.4. According to classical beam theory

(Bernoulli-Euler assumptions) and using the same axial stiffness
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for the

CFRP

was anticipated to be identical, where

sectional area

E

and

A

are the modulus

of elasticity and

cross-

of the CFRP reinforcement, respectively. Test results confirmed

the

anticipated behaviour by observing the same failure mode for most of the strengthened
cantilevers, namely crushing of the concrete at the face of the support. Since, the ultimate

strain of the concrete controlled the failure mode for all the tested specimens, the
curvature and consequently the deflection at ultimate for all the strengthened specimens
were fairly identical.

4.2.2.2 Failure Modes
The observed mode of failure for specimens

Cl,

C2, C4, C5 and C6 was due to crushing

of the concrete in the compression zone at the face of the support. At the onset of failure,
the bottom steel bars and the steel stimrps were exposed, followed by buckling of the
bottom steel bars. Typical failure due to crushing of concrete is shown in Fig. 4.5.

Fig. 4.5 Typical failure due to crushing of concrete
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4.

ExÞerimental Results & Analvtical Modelling: Large-Scale Slab Specimens

The failure extended throughout the entire width of the slab as shown in Fig. 4.6

Fig.4.6 View of failure from the bottom of the slab

In specimen C3, cracking in the concrete substrate at the anchorage zone was observed at
aLoad level of 400 kN as shown in Fig. 4.7.

Fig. 4.7 Initial cracking in the concrete substrate of specimen C3 at 400 kN

Upon additional loading, the cracks continued to widen up to a load level of 530 kN
where unstable delamination occurred resulting in peeling of the strips as shown in Fig.
4.8. At this stage, the load dropped to a level corresponding to the yield strength of the
cross-section until crushing of concrete occurred, as shown in Fig. 4.5.
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4.

Experimental Results & Analvticar Modelring: Large-scale slab specimens

Fig. 4.8 Delamination of externally bonded CFRP strips

In general, CFRP-strengthened cantilever specimens showed considerable improvement

in

strength. The control specimen exhibited plastic failure with concrete failing in

compression and steel yielding. The failure load of the control specimen was 476 kN.
Strengthening the specimen using near surface mounted Leadline bars increased the
strength by 36 percent in comparison to the design value of 30 percent. Using C-Bars
instead of Leadline bars increased the strength by 39 percent. The cantilever specimen
strengthened

with near surface mounted CFRP strips showed the highest increase in

strength by 43 percent. Using the same area

of

CFRP strips as externally bonded

reinforcement increased the strength by only 11 percent due to the premature peeling
failure of the strips [Hassan and Rizkalla,2002].
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The tensile strain in the CFRP reinforcement for all cantilever specimens was measured
using electrical strain gauges. The measured load versus the maximum measured tensile

strain for the three near surface mounted specimens using Leadline bars (C2), CFRp
strips (C4) and C-Bars (C6) is shown in Fig. 4.9.
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Fig' 4.9 Load-tensile strain behaviour of CFRP for cantilever specimens strengthened
with near surface mounted reinforcement
Similar to the load-deflection behaviour, the load-tensile strain behaviour of the CFRP
reinforcement is linear up to cracking of the concrete at the face of the support. Due to
analogous values of the elastic modulus of the Leadline bars and CFRP strips, identical

tensile strains were observed for specimens C2 and C4 up to failure. The measured
tensile strain in the C-Bars was 35 percent higher than those measured in the Leadline
bars and the CFRP strips. This is attributed to the relatively low modulus of elasticity
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the C-Bars in comparison to Leadline bars and CFRP strips
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Since the governing mode of failure for specimens C2, C4 and, C6 was crushing of the
concrete, the strength of the CFRP reinforcement was not fully utilized in tension. The

maximum measured tensile strain

in the Leadline

bars at failure was 0.85 percent

indicating that 57 percent of the ultimate strain of the bars was utilized. Test results
showed that approximately 65 percent of the ultimate strain of the CFRP strips and CBars was developed in specimens C4 and C6, respectively.No slip was observed in any

of the three specimens during testing indicating that full composite action between near
surface mounted CFRP reinforcement and concrete was developed. Fig.4.10 shows the

load-tensile behaviour

of the cantilever

specimens, C3 and C5, strengthened with

extemally bonded CFRP strips and sheets, respectively. Strain gauge readings showed
identical behaviour for specimens C3 and C5 until delamination of the CFRP strips
occurred.
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Fig. 4.10 Load-tensile strain behaviour of CFRP for cantilever specimens strengthened
with externally bonded reinforcement
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level of 500 kN, beyond which the strain gauges measured compressive strains. This is
attributed to the negative curvature of the strips at the onset of delamination as shown in

Fig.4.1la. At failure, the CFRP strips slipped instantaneously from the free end of the
cantilever as shown in Fig.

4.llb.

Fig. 4.11a Negative curvature of externally

Fig. 4.11b Slip of extemally bonded CFRP

bonded CFRP strips at the onset

strips at the onset of delamination

of delamination
The maximum measured tensile strain in the externally bonded CFRP strips, at the onset

of delamination, was 0.54 percent, which represented only 41 percent of the ultimate
strain of the strips. The measured delamination strain is 18 percent less than the value
recommended by the draft

of the ACl-Committee 440 (2002), which is equal to

0.66

percent (0.5 times the rupture strain). It should be mentioned that the maximum tensile

strain specified by the manufacturer to avoid delamination failure is 0.65 percent. The

maximum tensile strain

in the CFRP sheets at failure was 0.9 percent, which

is

significantly higher than the limit specified and observed for externally bonded strips.
The premature failure of specimen C3 is believed to be due to the large thickness of the
extemally bonded strips, which is four times the thickness of the externally bonded sheets
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sheets and concrete throughout the test.

From the above discussion,it is conclu¿'è¿ thut strengthening using near surface mounted
CFRP strips has a greater anchoring capacity compared to externally bonded CFRp strips

It should be noted also that near surface mounted strips have double the bond area
compared to externally bonded strips [Hassan and Rizkalla,2002].

4.2.2.4 Crack Patterns
Concrete cracks when the induced tensile stress exceeds the tensile strength of concrete.
Increasing the applied load beyond the cracking load results in the initiation of additional

cracks away from the vicinity of the first crack. Further loading may result in one of two
developments:

r

cracks increase in depth and the tensile stresses in the concrete between the cracks
are significantly reduced; or

.

cracks spread at an angle from the original crack.

At a certain crack pattern, known

as the "stabilized crack pattern", increasing the applied

loading may not cause the formation of new cracks fleonhardt, lg77].

Test results in the present study indicated that stabilization of flexural cracks occurred at

an applied load of 350 kN forthe unstrengthened cantilever, specimen C1. This load is
equivalent to 2.5 times the AASHTO HSS30 truck design load. For the strengthened
cantilevers, stabilization of the cracks occurred at load values ranged from 3.2
t44

to

3.6

t-tt-"adopted. Fig. 4.12 shows the typical crack pattern development

for

strengthened

cantilevers at two loading stages. A typical load-deflection diagram is shown on the same

figure.
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Fig. 4.12 Typical crack pattem development for strengthened cantilevers

In general, flexural cracks were evenly distributed. Cracks started perpendicular to the
centre line of the slab and extended towards the bottom surface. It was observed that steel

stimrps acted as crack initiators for

all

specimens regardless

of the strengthening

technique. During the tests, cracks were marked on both sides of the specimens at various

loading stages.

Initiation of the first group of cracks occurred over the support section where maximum
tensile stresses were developed (see stage I in Fig. 4.I2). At high load levels, the neutral

axis became almost stationary as shown in Fig. 4.13 and the cracks did not propagate
vertically due to the presence of an almost constant compressionzoîe depth.
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Fig. 4.13 Typical neutral axis depth vs. applied load for strengthened cantilevers

At this stage, the cracks extended laterally in a forked confîguration

as shown

in stage II

of Fig. 4.I2to reduce the tensile stresses atthe tip of the cracks with an increase of the
applied load. Crack patterns for both unstrengthened and strengthened cantilevers are
illustrated in Fig. 4.14a and 4.14b, respectively.

Fig. 4.14a Crack pattem af 400 kN for
the unstrengthened cantilever

Fig.4.14b Typical crack pattem at 400 kN
for the strengthened cantilevers
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The number of cracks, average spacing between the cracks and the loads corresponding

to the stage of crack stabilization for all cantilever specimens are suÍrmarized. in Table
4.r.
Table 4.1 Cracking behaviour of cantilever specimens
No. of

Average crack

Stabilization

cracks

spacing (mm)

Ioad (kN),

C,l

9

155

350

2.5

3.14

c2

11

167

500

3.6

2.11

c3

8

160

450

?')

4.50

C4

13

164

4s0

3.2

2.13

C5

l3

170

500

3.6

1.80

C6

t4

175

500

3.6

4.30

Specimen

*

P"¡

/

Crack width at

P¡.¡5sj¡

failure (mm)

P.",

Prrrro is the AASHTO HSS30 truck design load.

4.2.2.5 Crack W¡dth
The measured data from the PI gauges, mounted on the top surface of the cantilever
specimens, was used to calculate the average crack width, wou", using Equation 4.1.

,,

uv!

ll¡ - rr ""r)

(4.1)

n

where An is the horizontal displacement measured by the PI gauge; Z" is the gauge length

(Lr:200 mm);

e

",

is the maximum tensile strain of the concrete (€

",

:0.

13x

l0-3);

and,

n

is the number of cracks passing through a PI gauge station. The applied load versus crack

width relationships for cantilever specimens strengthened with near surface mounted
CFRP reinforcement are shown in Fig. 4.15, compared to the control specimen.
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Fig. 4.15 Average crack width for cantilever specimens strengthened
with near surface mounted CFRP reinforcement

In general, strengthening using near surface mounted CFRP reinforcement decreased the
crack width by a factor ranging between two and three. The figure clearly indicates that

the average crack width is greatly influenced by the modulus of elasticity of the CFRp
reinforcement. This was evident

by the wider cracks observed for specimen C6,

strengthened using C-Bars, in comparison to those observed for specimens C2 and, C4,
strengthened with Leadline bars and CFRP strips, respectively. Comparable crack widths
were observed for specimens C2 and C4 up to failure.

Fig.4.16 shows the applied load versus crack width relationships for the cantilever
specimens, C3 and C5, strengthened with externally bonded CFRP strips and sheets,
respectively.
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Fig' 4.16 Average crack width for cantilever specimens strengthened
with externally bonded CFRP reinforcement

Comparable crack widths were observed for specimens C3 and C5 until delamination of

the CFRP strips occurred at a load level of 500 kN beyond which the crack width
increased signifi cantly.

The Japan Society of Civil Engineers (1997), The Canadian Highway Bridge Design
Code (1996), and ACl-Committee 440 (2002), set the maximum allowable crack width to

0.5 mm for exterior exposure when FRP reinforcement is used. Using a criterion of
maximum allowable crack width of 0.5 mm, the upgraded service load level for the
strengthened cantilevers has a lower bound of 375 kN, which is 2.7 times the AASHTO

HSS30 truck design load. Experimental results
summarize d in T able 4.2.
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for the cantilever

specimens are

Table 4.2 Experimental results of cantilever specimens
Specimen

P",

Strengthening technique

A",

P,,

Au

(kl{) (mm) (kN) (mm)
cl

N.A (Control)

C2

Near surface mounted

C3

180 9.1 416
Leadline bars 189 9.3 647

7o Increase in

ultimate capacity

92.s

Control

102

36

Externally bonded CFRP strips

39

1l

C4

Near surface mounted

93

43

cs

Externally bonded CFRP sheets

112

44

C6

Near surface mounted C-BAR

100

39

192 9.2 530CFRP ships lB7
8.5 690
194 9.l 683
197 8.3 663

SpecimenC3failedduetodeIaminationofCFRPstrips,followéd@
where P"' is the cracking load; Pu is the ultimate failure load; Á",is deflection at cracking
and Au is the deflection at failure.

4.2.3 Cost Analysis
One of the prime objectives of this study was to provide a cost-effective analysis for each

strengthening technique considered in this investigation.

It should be mentioned that all

techniques were designed to increase the strength by 30 percent using the characteristics

of each FRP material and applying a strain compatibility approach. The approximate cost
calculation for each strengthening technique used for the cantilever specimens is given in

Table 4'3. The total construction cost accounts for the cost of materials, equipment
needed during construction and labour.
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Specimen

Strengthening

Material

technique
C2

Total

Epoxy

material cost

cost

12.6

r058

150

cost/

Leadline bars

ft

Labour

Equip.

Tofal

cost

cost

7

67

1394

hours

Y

C3

EB# CFRP strips

t7.0

1224

Included

5

None*

1309

C4

NSM CFRP strips

17.0

1224

Included

I

67

t444

C5

EB CFRP sheets

7.0

252

Included

4

34

354

C6

NSM C-BARbars

3.5

JJO

r50

9

100

739

All

.

costs are in US dollars.

*NSM:
#

refers to near surface mounted.

EB: refers to externally bonded.

*

*

No especial equipment was used.
Labour cost was based on

$ 17.0

U.S.D per hour [ $25 CAD/hour].

The percentage increase in the flexural capacity and the construction cost for each ofthe
strengthening techniques considered in this study for the cantilever specimens are shown

inFig.4.l7.
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Fis.4.17 Cost analysis of various strengthening techniques
t5l

CFRP sheets provided the maximum increase

in

strength. The construction cost of

extemally bonded CFRP sheets is only 25 percent in comparison to near surface mounted

strips. Using either near surface mounted Leadline bars

or

C-Bars provided

approximately the same increase in ultimate load carrying capacity. V/ith respect to cost,
strengthening using C-Bars bars is 50 percent less.

Using an efficiency scale, ,8, defined by Equation 4.2, the efficiency of each technique
was evaluated as shown in Fig. 4.18.
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Fig. 4.18 Efficiency of various FRP strengthening techniques

The results show that strengthening using externally bonded CFRP sheets is the most
efficient technique in terms of strength improvement and construction cost. The estimated
cost of the rehabilitation work for the bridge under consideration in Winnipeg, Manitoba

t52

using near surface mounted CFRP bars is approximately $1.6 million CAD, which
is 60
percent of the cost of demolition and replacement of the existing structure
[Hassan and

Rizkalla,2002l.

4.2.4 Test Results of the Simply Supported Specimens

4.2.4.1General
The cantilever test results showed that effective strengthening techniques could be used

to increase the flexural strength of existing concrete bridges to withstand higher service
Ioads' Test results provided sufficient evidence and confidence

of the proposed

strengthening technique using near surface mounting as a new and promising technology.

To duplicate and confirm the findings of this research program, the same specimens were
tested in a simply supported conf,rguration between the two tested cantilevers to examine

the selected FRP strengthening techniques. The cracks resulted from the cantilever tests
were injected and the specimen was simply supported between the two cantilevers. The
simply supported spans of the th¡ee slabs were strengfhened using near surface mounted
Leadline bars (SS1), near surface mounted CFRP strips (SS2), and externally bonded
CFRP sheets (SS3), respectively. The CFRP reinforcement was designed to achieve a 30
percent increase in the ultimate load canying capacity of the slab. The slab was simply
supported rvith a span of 4.90 meters and had double cantilever projections of i.80 meters

from each end. The load was applied at mid-span. To investigate different strengthening
techniques,

and to

it

r.r'as decided

not to test a control specimen for the simply supported span

rell'on the results obtained from non-linear finite element analysis. The finite
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element model was carefully calibrated to the behaviour of the unstrengthened cantilever
specimen as will be explained later in this chapter.

4.2.4.2 Deflection
The load-deflection behaviour of the simply supported specimens strengthened with near
surface mounted Leadline bars (SS1), near surface mounted CFRP strips (SS2) and
externally bonded CFRP sheets (SS3) is shown in Fig. 4.19.
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Fig. 4.I9 Load-deflection behaviour of simply supported specimens
Strengthening of the specimens slightly increased the cracking load. However, this could

be affected by the value of the tensile strength used for concrete in the finite element
analysis for the unstrengthened specimen. Test results indicated a considerable increase

in stiffnesses and ultimate loads withthe addition of the CFRP reinforcement. Fig.4.19
shows that CFRP reinforcement did not contribute greatly to an increase

in stiffness in

the elastic range of the slabs prior to cracking. However, the stiffnesses of
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the

ical Modelli

strengthened slabs were significantly enhanced in the post-cracking region compared to

the unstrengthened specimen. Identical behaviour was observed for all specimens until
cracking occurred.

The mid-span deflection curves showed traditional.non-linearities due to cracking of the

concrete and yielding

of the steel. Prior to yielding of the bottom tension steel

reinforcement, the stiffnesses of all strengthened slabs were almost the same and were 1.5

times higher than the stiffness of the unstrengthened slab. Specimens SSI and

SS2,

strengthened with near su¡face mounted Leadline bars and near surface mounted CFRP

strips, respectively, showed comparable stiffnesses up to failure. After yielding of the
tension steel reinforcement at a load level of 660 kN, the stiffnesses of specimens SS1
and SS2 were three times higher than that of the unstrengthened slab. Using externally
bonded CFRP sheets in specimen SS3 increased the stiffness by an extra25 percent. The

area

of the externally bonded sheets was calculated based on the manufacturer's

guaranteed strength and modulus of elasticity, which are conservative values and resulted

in a substantial increase ofstiffness

4.2.4.3 Failure Modes
Traditional flexural failure due to crushing of the concrete at the mid-span section was
observed for all three specimens. Failure occurred at the maximum moment zone at the

face of the applied load. The concrete compressive srrain, directly under the location of

the applied load, was monitored during the tests using strain gauges as shown in Fig.
4.20.
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Fig. 4'20 Load-compressive strain behaviour of concrete for simply supported specimens

The ultimate cohcrete compressive strain at failure reached a value of 0.003 to 0.0035 for
i'

all specimens. At the onset of failure, the top steel bars were exposed and buckled as
shown inFig.4.21'.

Fig.4.2l Buckling of the top steel reinforcement
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Typical failure due to crushing of concrete for the simply supported specimens is shown

inFig.4.22.

Fig.4.22 Typical failure due to crushing of concrete
for simply supported specimens

The unstrengthened slab exhibited classical failure due to crushing of the concrete at a

load level of 74I kN. Strengthening the slab using near surface mounted Leadline bars
increased the strengthby 34 percent

in comparison to the design value of 30 percent.

Using near surface mounted CFRP strips increased the strength by 38 percent. Using
externally bonded CFRP sheets, provided the highest increase in strength by 50 percent
fHassan and Rizkalla, 2002].

4.2.4.4 Tensile Strai ns

The maximum tensile strain

in the CFRP

reinforcement

at mid-span

monitored during testing using strain gauges as shown inFig.4.23.
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Fig..4.23 Load-tensile strain behaviour of simply supported specimens

Full composite action was achieved between the CFRP reinforcement and concrete up to
failure. This was evident by the considerable increase in the tensile strain of the CFRp
reinforcement with increasingly load levels. The maximum tensile strain in the Leadline
bars at failure was 0.9 percent, which is 67 percent of the ultimate strain of the bars. The

maximum tensile strain in the CFRP strips at failure was 0.8 percent, which is equivalent
to 60 percent of the rupture strain of the strips. No delamination was observed throughout

the test between the CFRP sheets and concrete or within the plies of the CFRP sheets.
The maximum tensile strain in the CFRP sheets at failure was 1.06 percent, which is 60
percent of the rupture strain of the sheets.

To evaluate the bond characteristics between the concrete and CFRP reinforcement,
closely spaced strain gauges were placed along the length of the CFRP reinforcement.
Figs. 4.24 to 4.26 show the strain distribution along the length of the Leadline bars,
CFRP strips and CFRP sheets used for specimens SS1, SS2, and SS3, respectively. The
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strain distributions are plotted at various levels of the applied load to illustrate the change

in the distribution with increasing load levels.
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Fig.4.24 Tensile strain distribution along the Leadline bars (specimen SS1)
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The shape of strain distribution was proportional to the moment diagram for all
specimens. A comparison among Figs 4.24,4.25 and 4.26 suggests that the strains in the

near surface mounted Leadline bars or CFRP strips are typically lower than those
measured in the externally bonded CFRP sheets. The Leadline bars and CFRP strips were

located closer to the neutral axis in comparison to the CFRP sheets, which were bonded

to the surface of the concrete. At the same load level, this arrangement resulted in lower
strains

in the near surface mounted reinforcement compared to

externally bonded

reinforcement.

A typical strain profile of the concrete, measured using PI gauges and demec points
both sides of the slab, is shown inFig.4.27.
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Fig.4.27 Typical strain profile for simply supported slabs
The solid lines in the f,rgure represent the measured values using PI gauges at one side

of

the slab. The dotted lines represent the measured values from the demec points on the
other side of the slab. The figure reveals comparable strain values using either pI gauges

or demec points. The neutral axis location was calculated based on the PI gauge readings
at different load levels after cracking. The location of the neutral axis versus the applied

load is shown in Fig. 4.28 for the simply supported specimens. It can be seen that the
neutral axis depth decreases rapidty after cracking with increasing the applied load. The
depth of the neutral axis tends to be stationary beyond a load level
increase

of 600 kò{.

The

of the internal moment resistance was achieved by an increase in the tensile

forces of the CFRP reinforcement and therefore, the neutral axis remains stationary up to

failure of the slab.
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4.2.4.5 Grack Patterns
Cracking behaviour of the simply supported specimens strengthened with FRp systems
was monitored within the maximum moment zone. The first crack was observed at load

levels ranging between 350-370

kN for

strengthened specimens. Cracks started

perpendicular to the centre of the slab at the mid-span section and extended to the top
surface. More than twenty cracks were observed throughout the length of the slab
shown inFig.4.29.
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Fig.4.29 Typical crack pattern for simply supported specimens
Test results indicated that stabilization of the flexural cracks occurred at a load
level of
600 kN, which is 4.3 times the AASHTO HSS30 truck design load. The average
crack

width, measured at the extreme tension fibres, is shown in Fig. 4.30.
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Fig. 4.30 Average crack width vs. applied load for simply supported specimens
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The crack width increased non-linearly with the increase in the applied load. A
comparable crack width was observed for specimens SS1 and SS2, strengthened with

near surface mounted Leadline bars and CFRP strips, respectively. The location of
extemally bonded CFRP sheets with respect to the neutral axis provided additional
constraints to the extreme fibre strains. Such a phenomenon was highly pronounced for

externally bonded sheets

in comparison to near surface

mounted reinforcement.

Consequently, strengthening using externally bonded CFRP sheets (SS3) reduced the
average crack width

by 25 percent compared to specimens SSl and SS2. Using

a

criterion of maximum allowable crack width of 0.5 mm, the corresponding lower bound

of the load for the strengthened simply supported specimens is 560 kN. This load is
equivalent to four times the AASHTO HSS30 truck design load. Fig. 4.31 depicts a

typical crack pattern development for strengthened slabs at three load levels.
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stabilized, are given inTable 4.4.
Table 4.4 Cracking behaviour of simply supported specimens
Specimen

No.

of

cracks

Average

crack

Stabilization

Spacing

(mm)

Load (kN), p",

Pr¡

/

P¡¡ssjs

Crack width at

failure (mm)

SS1

2t

144

6s0

4.6

2.30

S52

18

120

600

4.3

2,10

SS3

l8

150

650

4.6

)))

P¡7s53¿

is the AASHTO HSS30 truck design load.

The crack width of the main flexural cracks at mid-span increased significantly as the
curvature of the slab increased and plastic deformation took place at the central region

of

the slab. At the bottom of the slab, some of the small-width cracks above the level of the

longitudinal reinforcement merged into a few wider cracks. The main cracks bifurcated
near the neutral axis. At high load levels, cracks did not propagate vertically due to the

presence

of narrow and almost

constant compressioî zone depth. Consequently, the

cracks extended laterally in a forked configuration to release the tensile stresses at the tip

of the cracks with increasing of the applied load. Flexural shear cracks were observed at a

load level of 800 klrtr. These cracks remained small and did not affect the overall
response. Experimental results of simply supported specimens aïe suÍtmarized, in Table
4.5.
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Table 4.5 Experimental results of simply supported specimens
Specimen

P",

Strengthening

Pu

Á",

(kN) (mm) ßN)

technique

Áu

(mm)

%o

Increase

in ultimate
capacity

348 6.0 141

SSO*

N.A

SSI

Near surface mounted Leadline

S52

Near surface mounted CFRP

SS3

Externally bonded CFRP sheets

^;

*^
SS0 is the unstrengthened

52

gg3

62.6

34

ships 370 6.6 l0Z2

62.0

38

67 .2

50

bars 350 6.6

362 6.8

1

r

15

simply supported span based on nonlinear nnite etérnent an.açls

4.2.5 Deformability
Deformability is a key issue related to the safety of concrete members prestressed or
reinforced with FRP. Since FRP reinforcements do not exhibit ductility, care must be

taken

to ensure that suffrcient warning is exhibited prior to failure of

members

prestressed or reinforced with FRP. The measured moment-curvature behaviour of FRp
retrof,rtted concrete members is approximately linear up to failure and therefore cannot be
chatacteÅzed as ductile. Due to lack of ductility, the concept of deformability has been

introduced

by many researchers to quantify the performance of

prestressed/reinforced

concrete members

with FRP [Jaeger et à1., 1995; Naaman and Jeong, L995;

Abdelrahman T995; and ACI 440,20021.

Mufti et al. (1996) proposed a deformability index that could be quantified according to
Equation 4.3. Mufti et al. recommended that the deformability index, D, should be greater
than 4.0 for rectangular sections.
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D_

MuLu
(4.3)

Mrh

where Muis the maximum resisting moment at ultimate; Aris the curvature or deflection

at ultimate;

Mris the moment corresponding to a concrete

compressive strain of 0.00i;

and A, is the curvature or deflection corïesponding to a concrete compressive strain

of

0.001. The proposed equation was developed for reinforced concrete beams with
rectangular cross-sections.

The deformability index as proposed by Mufti et al. (1996) was calculated for the tested
specimens and given in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6 Deformability of large-scale slab specimens
Specimen

Strengthening technique

Deþrmabiliry index, D

C1

N.A (Control)

4.62

C2

Near surface mounted Leadline bars

7.10

C3

Externally bonded CFRP strips

C4

Near surface mounted CFRP strips

8.80

C5

Externally bonded CFRP sheets

9.60

C6

Near surface mounted C-BAR

8.00

SSO

N.A

3.60

SS1

Near surface mounted Leadline bars

6.10

SS2

Near surface mounted CFRP strips

5.90

S53

Externally bonded CFRP sheets

8.30

(;;ù' )<-

SS0 is the unstrengthened simply supported span based on nonlinear frnite eternent analysls.
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It

can be seen from the table that strengthening using extemally bonded CFRP strips

provided the least deformability index
premature delamination

(D:2.fl. This is

attributed

to the

possible

of the strips at a considerably small deflection value.

Near

surface mounting technique and externally bonded sheets yielded satisfactory
deformability indices in excess of the value recommended by Mufti et al. (1996).

4.3 Analytical Modelling
4.3.1 lntroduction
Since concrete repair and rehabilitation using FRP systems has become quite common

during the last decade, an understanding of the behaviour is urgently needed before
design guidelines can be developed. The existing knowledge in this field is normally
obtained from testing large-scale specimens in the laboratory and interpreting the results.

However, it is impractical and costly to base the design entirely upon testing. Therefore,

it is essential to develop anal¡ical models capable of predicting the behaviour based on
the measured data.

The analytical component of this thesis is mainly focusing on developing mathematical
models to describe failure mechanisms of various FRP strengthening techniques, as will
be discussed later in Chapter 5. This section discusses trvo different analytical approaches

including a rational approach based on strain compatibility and a non-linear finite
element approach to predict the behaviour of prestressed concrete members strengthened

with near surface mounted FRP reinforcement. A comparison between analytical

and

experimental results is presented. Special emphasis rvas given to the behaviour prior to
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package could not predict delamination failures and therefore

it

was used primarily to

predict the flexural behaviour of specimens strengthened with near surface mounted bars

or strips. The following section emphasizes the applicability of the first approach based

on strain compatibility in predicting the behaviour of FRP strengthened prestressed
concrete members.

4.3.2 Cracked-Section Analysis

The cantilever slabs tvere analyzed using strain compatibility and intemal force
equilibrium procedures to predict the flexural response up to failure. This method is
widely used for prestressed concrete members [Collins and Mitchell, 1991]. The concrete
was assumed to be subjected to uniform uniaxial strains over the entire width of the slab.

Strains were assumed to vary linearly over the depth of the section. The analysis was

performed using the computer program, RtseoNse, version 1.0 [Collins and Mitchell,
1991]. The cantilever and the adjacent span were divided into 16 sections as shown in

Fig.4.32.
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Fig.4.32 Numerical integration of the curvature for deflection calculation

The moment-curvature relationship was determined at each section according to the
following procedures:

a)

select a strain at the extreme compression fibre of the concrete.

b)

Assume a neutral axis depth.

c)

Determine the internal forces

in compression and tension zones based on the

tensile strains at every layer of the reinforcement as shown in Fig. 4.33.
CFRP
a

a

aa aa aa aa aa aa
a

a

a

bars

steelbars 7r!

o

a

a.

Prestressing

W,
'-si-rahlô-'-'V:;-'

CoTp.Steel
bars

¿f "'

J

Fig. 4.33 Stress and strain distribution in a cantilever section at the ultimate-limit state.
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account the initial strain in the prestressing reinforcement as given by Equation
4.5.

e)

Revise the assumption of the neutral axis until equilibrium is satisfied.

Ð

Calculate the intemal moment of the section according to Equation 4.6 and the
curvature using Equation 4.7

g)

Increase the concrete strain at the compression fibre and repeat steps b to f.

lfrdAr+ Ifpaeo+ IfTat¡+ IfsdAr+ I-fs,dAr,:g
Ac
Ap
Ay
As
As,
do-c
€p=tc-,
+,ce+€e
lrf

-

I

fc ydA,

Ac

+

(4.s)

I,fp tdAo+ I"f¡ tdAT + Ifs ydA,

Ap

A¡

As

+

I.fs, ldAs, (4.6)

As,

g =9t-

(4.7)

c

where

l"

(4.4)

is the area of concrete in compression; Ao,/

s,

s,âre the areas of prestressed,

CFRP, tension steel, and compression steel reinforcements respecfively;f" is the concrete
stress

in compression fo,¡ s,s,are the normal

stresses

and compression steel reinforcement respectively;
neutral axis;

ç

in prestressed, CFRP, tension steel,

y is the distance

is the total strain in the prestressing steel;

measured from the

a is the concrete strain at the

extreme compression fibre; e"" is the concrete strain at the level of the prestressing steel
due to the prestressing force;

a is the effective strain in the prestressing

steel after losses;

c is the neutral axis depth measured from the compression fibres; do is the depth of the
prestressing steel from the compression fibre; Tp,
I
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,

are the tensile forces

in the

prestressed, CFRP and tension steel reinforcement, respectivel;t; C is the force
r,

in

the

compression steel reinforcement; a1, B¡ are stress block parameters
[Collins and Mitchell,
1991];

f',

is the compressive strength of concrete after 28 d,ays; h,

width of the concrete section, respect'rvely; and

b

are fhe height and

/ is the curvature

at a given strain

increment.

The stress-strain relationship of the concrete was modelled using a parabolic relationship

in compression. The internal compression force in the concrete was evaluated using
stress-block parameters introduced

the

by Collins and Mitchell (1991). The stress-strain

behaviour of the CFRP reinforcement was assumed to be linearly elastic up to failure.

The modified Ramberg-Osgood function, given in Chapter 3, was used to model the
behaviour ofthe steel strands.
Th¡ee failure modes were considered in the analysis:

a)

crushing ofconcrete;

b) rupture of the CFRP reinforcement;

c)

and

simultaneous crushing of concrete and rupture of CFRP reinforcem ent
þalanced

failure).
The moment-curvature relationship was determined at different sections along the entire
length of the slab. The fypical curvature distribution along the length of the cantilever
slab at different load levels is shown in Fig. 4.34.
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Fig. 4.34 curvature distribution along the length of specimen c2

The deflection was calculated by integrating the curvature at each load increment. A
spread sheet program was adopted to perform the numerical integration of the curvature

along the span. The integration was performed
specimens'

A comparison between

at 16 sections for the cantilever

measured and predicted values

will be presented in

parallel with the results of the finite element analysis in section 4.3.4.

4.3.3 Finite Element Simulation
4.3.3.1 Background
The basic concept of the finite element method is described in Zienkiewicz (1967). The

rapid development of computer technology permitted using sophisticated constitutive
material models. The first introduction of a concrete material model into a finite element

program was proposed by Ngo and Scordelis (1961). The model included a cracking
capability so that the stress picture in the vicinity of cracking could be computed. This led
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approach was proposed to assist in the design of a containment structure for a gas cooled

nuclear reactor [Rashid, 1968]. Rashid's model addressed the problem in a more global
sense.

It was necessary to model a large segment of the concrete containment vessel and

its reinforcement in order to study the overall behaviour of the structure. Therefore, the
concrete model had to locate zones of cracking and investigate the influence of their
development on the overall behaviour of the structure.

The consequence of these demands led to the development of a smeared crack model.
Subsequent studies were undertaken predominantly

to study the overall behaviour of

special types of structures such as reinforced concrete plates and shells. In these studies,

special emphasis was directed to the development of the smeared crack model fHand et
a1.,1972; Darwin and Pecknold,l974; Lin and Scordelis, 19751. Over the past thirty five
years, the distributed smeared crack model has been used for plane stress, plain strain and
three dimensional solid systems [Scordelis, 1985].

4.3.3.2 Development of the Finite Element Model
Up-to-date, very limited research has been reported on the use of nonlinear finite element

techniques

to

simulate the overall behaviour

of

prestresseed concrete members

strengthened with FRPs. Some analyses have been reported on the normal and shear
stress distributions at the end zones of the FRP strip/sheet. Non-linear simulations on
strengthened concrete beams or slabs have been rarely' performed.
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Although canying out experiments as well as numerical simulations is time-demanding,

both studies are indispensable

to gain insight into the failure

mechanisms

of

a

strengthened concrete member. By performing numerical simulations complementary to

experiments, additional results were obtained and better-founded conclusions could be

drawn. The prime objective in developing a finite element model is to examine the

applicability

of the

non-linear finite element formulation

in the global analysis of

concrete members strengthened with FRP materials.

The finite element modelling described in this doctoral thesis was conducted using
commercially available program, ANACAp (Version 2.1). ANace¡
advanced non-linear capabilities

is known for

of the concrete material model fJames, 1997].

a

its

The

Axecap software employs the classical incremental theory of plasticity that relates the
increment of plastic strain to the state of stresses and stress increment. The formulation

of

the yield surfaces, loading, and failure surfaces takes into account the effect of a triaxial
stress state on the concrete behaviour. The concrete material model

is based on the

smeared cracking methodology developed by Rashid (1968). The cracking criterion
adopted is shoun in Fig. 4.35. Within the concrete constitutive model, cracking and all
other forms of material non-linearity are treated at the finite element integration points.
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Fig. 4.35 cracking criterion adopted in finite element analysis
Cracks are assumed

to form perpendicular to the principal tensile strain direction in

which the cracking criterion is exceeded. V/hen cracking occurs, the stress normal to the
crack direction is reduced to zero, which results in redistribution of stresses around the

crack. The ability

of cracked

to

concrete

share the tensile forces

with the steel/FRp

reinforcement between cracks is modelled in A¡¡ecap by means of a tension softening
model as illustrated in Fig. 4.36.

- - - - - - - zT"nsile strength
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Fig. 4.36 Concrete uniaxial tensile stress-strain relationship
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The descending branch of the tensile stress-strain curve

is

assumed

to follow

an

exponential function. Cracks are allowed to form in the three principal directions, and
once a crack forms

it may close or reopen; this crack memory feature is essential for

analysis involving load reversals. The"modelling
tension stiffness for the gradual transfer

of

concrete also includes residual

of load to the reinforcement during

crack

formation. The program also accounts for the reduction in shear stiffness due to cracking
and further decay as the crack opens [Gerstle, 1981].

The reinforcement is modelled as individual sub-elements within the concrete elements.

Rebar sub-element stiffnesses are superimposed on the concrete element stiffness in

which the rebar resides. The anchorage loss is modelled as an effective stiffness
degradation

of the rebar as a function of the concrete strain normal to the

Interfacial failures are not considered

in

rebar.

ANacap. Consequently, delamination-type

failures can not be predicted.

The non-linear relation between load and displacement requires an incremental-iterative
solution procedure, in which the load is incrementallf increased. Within each increment

equilibrium

is iteratively achieved.

Iterations are repeated until internal equilibrium

conditions are sufficiently fulfilled and convergence is obtained. In the ANecep program,
the regular Newton-Raphson iteration procedure is used, in which the tangential stiffness

matrix is set up before each iteration. The regular Nelrton-Raphson iteration is illustrated
graphically as shown inFig.4.37.
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Fig.4.37 Incremental-iterative solution using Regular Newton-Raphson method

At the end of each step, the ANacap program adjusts the stiffiress matrix to reflect
non-linear changes

in the slab

stiffness. Verification

of the ANacer program

the

using

independent experimental results can be found elsewhere (Megally and Ghali, 2000;
Hassan et al., 2000;

Mufti et al., 2001).

4.3.3.3 Modelling of the Cantilever Slabs
The cantilever slab and the adjacent panel were modelled to account for the continuity
effect. Taking advantage of the symmetry of the cantilever slab, only one half of the slab

in the longitudinal direction was modelled. The concrete was modelled using 20-node
isoparametric brick elements with a 2x2x2 reduced Gauss integration scheme. Each node
has three translational degrees of freedom. The slab was supported on elastic springs

having the same axial stiffness of the neoprene pads, placed between the concrete slab
and the supports during testing. The axial stiffness of the neoprene pads was determined

experimentally by testing the pads in compression as shown in Fig. 4.38.
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Fig. 4.38 Load-deformation response of neoprene pads
The load was applied as a uniform pressure acting on an area of 225x600 mm. The load
was applied gradually using a step-by-step analysis. The number of load steps and step
size were chosen based on the experience gained through different analytical simulations
conducted on bridge deck slabs. The influence of the step size at failure is performed and
reported elsewhere [Hassan, l9g9].

Three anal¡ical simulations were carried out by varying the size of the elements at the
anticipated failure zone and the number of layers within the slab thickness. The number

of elements varied from 324 elements in the first mesh to 924 elements in the third mesh
for the unstrengthened specimen. Mesh dimensions for the three cases are shown in Fig.
4.39. The variation in element size was employed to provide a fine mesh around the area
of maximum flexural and shear stresses.
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Fig.4.39Investigation of influence of mesh size
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Fig- 4.40, where the results are compared to the measured values for the unstrengthened
cantilever specimen, C1 .
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Fig. 4.40Influence of mesh size on load-deflection behaviour
The response was relatively brittle when small size elements were used. Deformation at

failure increased with the increase of the element size. As expected, the deformational
behaviour was quite similar for the various simulations. The influence of the mesh size

on the predicted failure loads was noticeable. The predicted failure load was 430 kN
when the coarse mesh was used. Refining the finite element mesh resulted in an increase

in the predicted failure loads. Compared to the test results, it emerged for the second
mesh that the flexural stiffness was predicted with sufficient accuracy up to failure. Table

4.7 summarizes the results of the three numerical simulations.
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I
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Cracking (kN)
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(kN)

Ultimate (kN)

476
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Deflection

Cracking (mm)

9.t

10.5

9.5

8.1

(mm)

Ultimate (mm)

92.5

99

83

75

A

comparison between flexural crack patterns at 350 kN (stabilization load

for

the

control specimen) for the three simulations is shown in Fig. 4.41. Using the first mesh
resulted in crack spacings wider than those observed in the laboratory. Identical crack
pattems were observed for the second and the third mesh.

MESH

1

(324 elements)

MESH 2
(435 elements)

MESH 3
(924 elements)

Fig.4.4I Influence of mesh dimensions on crack patterns

From the above discussion, it is concluded that using the second mesh in modelling the
cantilever specimens revealed sufficient accuracy.

It

should be mentioned that the

corresponding execution time was 50 percent less than that of the third mesh.
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4.3.3.4 Modelling of the Simply Supported Stabs
Taking advantage of the symmetry of the simply supported specimen, only one quarter of
the slab was modelled using 20-node brick elements. To focus on the slab behaviour and

to remain with a realistic computer execution time, the cantilevers were not included in
the model since they were not loaded. The specimen was discretized into 255 elements as

shown

in Fig. 4.42. The element size at the anticipated failure zoîe was set to

75x120x133 mm, the same dimensions that were previously described in the cantilever
model.
Plane of symmetry

Element size:7 5x I 2 0x I 3 3

Elevation

o
+

Spring support
9x204.2--1837.5

Plane of symmetryl

9v204.2=1837.5

All dimensions are in mm

Fig.4.42 Mesh dimensions for simply supported specimens

The slab was supported on spring elements in the vertical direction to simulate the
neoprene pads. The stiffness of the springs matched the axial stiffness of the pads in

compression. The springs did not have any stiffness
conditions. The load was applied

as

in tension to

simulate testing

a uniform pressure acting on an area

mm. The load was applied gradually using a step-by-step analysis.
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4.3.3.5 Material Modelling

Concrete: Three basic features were incorporated in the concrete model:

a)

a non-linear stress-strain relationship to allow for the softening of the material
under increasing compressive strè'sses;

b)

failure envelopes that define failure in tension and crushing in compression; and

c)

a strategy to model the post-cracking and crushing behaviour of the material.

A modulus of elasticity of

4500

^[fi

u¿

a Poisson's ratio of 0.2 were assumed for the

linear portion of the concrete model, where -f"' is the compressive strength of concrete
after 28 days. The tensile behaviour of the concrete lvas modelled through a smeared
crack continuum model. The stress-strain relationship accounts for stiffness degradation

that accompanies cracking. Tensile failure occurs
direction exceeds the tensile failure stress (0.60

if

the tensile stress in a principal

"[¡;>

Once this occurs, a plane of

failure develops perpendicular to the corresponding principal stress direction.

Steel: An elastoplastic model was used for the steel reinforcement. A modulus of
elasticity of 200 GPa and a Poisson's ratio of 0.3 were assumed for the linear portion of
the stress-strain relationship. A yield stress of 400 MPa rvas used in the analysis

CFRP: Linear stress-strain behaviour was assumed for CFRP reinforcement and
Poisson's ratio lvas set to 0.30.
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4.3.4 Results and Discussion
This section discusses the results of the two different analytical approaches undertaken to
predict the behaviour of the tested specimens. A comparison among experimental results,

the rational approach based on strain compatibility and the finite element analysis is
presented.

4.3.4.1 Cantilever Specimens
To validate the finite element model, the unstrengthened cantilever was modelled first.
Predicted load-deflection curves were compared to the experimental results as shown in

Fig.4.43.
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Fig.4.43 Comparison of predicted load-deflection behaviour with laboratory results
(Specimen

Cl)

Cracked section analysis using strain compatibility underestimated the initial stiffness

of

the slab by 15 percent. Nevertheless, the cracking load and the yielding load of the cross-
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section load agreed well with the measured values. The discrepancies could be attributed

to the assumption of a real hinged support at the end of the adjacent span to the cantilever

slab. Testing configurations suggested partial fixity conditions for this support. Other
assumptions such as neglecting the deformation of the neoprene pads, ignoring the width

of the supports and using limited number of sections along the cantilever span influenced

the integrated curvature and consequently, the deflections of the slab. However, the
overall predicted behaviour is satisfactory.

The predicted load-deflection behaviour using the finite element analysis compared very

well with the measured values. Comparison of cracking pattems, given in Fig. 4.44
shows similar patterns to those observed during testing.
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Fig. 4.44 Comparison of finite element cracking with laboratory results

Flexural cracks were initiated atthe tension zoneat the face of the support at a load level

of 200 lclr{. Cracks continued to propagate towards the end of the cantilever until failure
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observed during the test. The CFRP bars were assumed

to be fully bonded to the

concrete. The predicted load-deflection behaviour is shown inFig.4.46.

Specimen C2: strengthened with Leadline bars
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+oo
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Cantilever deflection (mm)

Fig. 4.46 Comparison of predicted load-deflection behaviour with laboratory results
(Specimen C2)
Compared to the test results, the flexural stiffness of the cantilever slab was simulated

with a very high accuracy using the finite element analysis. The cracked section analysis
using strain compatibility underestimated the initial stiffness prior to cracking

by 16

percent.

The maximum tensile strain in the CFRP reinforcement was predicted using the finite
element analysis. The predicted behaviour is compared to the measured values as shown

in Fig. 4.47. The predicted values are in a good agreement with the experimental results
up to yielding of the steel reinforcement at a load level of 440 kN. At higher loads, the
predicted strain is greater than the measured values. This is attributed to the assumption
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of elastoplastic behaviour of

steel reinforcement. Ignoring the increase

in stress within

the strain hardening zone resulted in higher strains at the steel reinforcement level and
consequently in the CFRP bars.
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Fig. 4.47 Comparison of predicted load-tensile strain behaviour with laboratory
(Specimen C2)

for
The strain was also predicted using strain compatibility with and without accounting
tension stiffening
extremes up

of the

concrete. The measured values lied

in between

these two

to a load level of 500 kN. At higher loads the predicted strains

were

concrete after
considerable greater than the measured values. The average tensile stress in

cracking,f¡, is evaluated by Equation 4.8'

tct )

€cr

(4.8)

of concrete; e",
whereJ"¡is the tensile strength of concrete; ft¡ is the average tensile strain

of
is the tensile strain at cracking) d1 is a factor accounting for the bond characteristics
the reinforcement and is equal to 0.7 for Leadline bars as proposed by Abdelrahman
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(1995); a2 is a factor accounting for the type of loading and is equal to 1.0 for short term
loading.

Failure was due to crushing of the concrete at the face of the support as observed in the
experimental program. The predicted failure loads using the finite element analysis and
strain compatibility approach underestimated the experimental value by 6 percent and l1
percent, respectively. Predicted loads and deflections at cracking and at failure compared

to the measured values are given in Table 4.8.

Table 4.8. Predicted results for Specimens

Specimen Method of analysis P*

Cl and C2

P,
",
(kN) (mm) (kN)

CI

,,

Pu

predicted / Pu experimental

(mm)

Experimental

180

9.r

476

92.5

Finite element

200

9.5

445

83

0.93

205

t2

447

49

0.94

Experimental

189

8.3

647

102

Finite element

205

9.2

609

102

0.94

Strain compatibility

210

l1

5',79

65

0.89

, Shain compatibility

C2

Á

A

Since the product of (EA)çppp was kept constant for all cantilevers, the predicted load-

deflection behaviour using either the finite element analysis

or strain compatibility

approach is anticipated to be identical for all strengthened specimens.
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4.3.4.2 Simply Supported Specimens
The predicted load-deflection behaviour of specimen SS1, strengthened with near surface
mounted Leadline bars is shown in Fig. 4.48, compared to the measured values.
1000

Experimental

Axecap:
800

ANAcep : Unstrengthened slab

z
g

600

CË

s

400

i 1800

i

i

Bsoo

010203040506070
Mid-span deflection (mm)
Fig. 4.48 Comparison of predicted load-deflection behaviour with laboratory results
(Specimen SS1)

Although, the predicted behaviour was very satisfactory, the predicted initial stiffness
overestimated the measured values

by 11 percent. Such a phenomenon is a direct

consequence of the previous bending tests conducted on the two cantilevers. In general,
the predicted behaviour was in a good agreement in terms of cracking load, ultimate load

and flexural stiffness after cracking of the concrete. Failure was due to crushing of the
concrete at the location of the applied load. The analysis predicted a failure load of 907

kN, which is 9 percent less than the measured value. Compared to the experimental
results, the overall behaviour is well simulated using the ANecAp program.

r9l
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Fig. 4.49 depicts atypical crack pattern development for strengthened simply supported
specimens using finite element analysis.

It

emerged that at a load

of 350 kN flexural

cracks were initiated under the location of the applied load. By increasing the applied
load, cracks continued to propagate towards the top surface until crushing of the concrete
occurred.

Plane of symmefry

Plane of symmefry

Plane of symm

rr¡t,rrlll I
rafirrr ll r f

Plane of symmetry

Fi9.4.49 Typical crack pattem development for simply supported slabs
Predicted loads and deflections at cracking and at failure compared to the measured
values are given in Table 4.9.
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Table 4.9 Observed and predicted loads and deflections for specimen SSl
Experimental

ANACAP

Load

Cracking (kN)

350

350

(klÐ

Ultimate (kN)

993

905

I)eflection

Cracking (mm)

6.6

6.0

(mm)

Ultimate (mm)

62.6

46

From the above discussion, it is concluded that non-linear finite element modelling is

a

powerful predictive tool for the analysis of concrete members strengthened with near
surface mounted FRP reinforcement. Failure loads as well as flexural failure mechanisms
can be simulated with sufficient accuracy using cracked section analysis as well as non-

linear finite element modelling. Various assumptions incorporated in the cracked section
analysis could greatly influence the predicted response

of FRP

strengthened concrete

members. However, the cracked section analysis is an excellent analysis tool and quite

adequate for typical design and analysis due

to its simplicity and validity for

engineers without the need for sophisticated finite element analysis.
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Ghapter 5
Experimental Results & Analytical Modelling:
Bond Specimens
This chapter presents both experimentql and analytical investigations undertaken to evaluate bond
characteristÌcs of various FRP strengthening techniques.
constructed and tested under monotonic static loading.
evaluate the development length needed

and externally bonded CFRP sheets.

þr

A

A total of 24
Dffirent

concrete bond specimens were

embedment lengths were studied to

an effective use of near surface mounted C-Bars, CFRP strips

bond

failure hypothesis for near surface mounted FRP bars is

presented. Closed-form analytical solutions øre proposed to predict the interfacial stresses

for near surface

mounted strips and externally bonded sheets. The proposed models are validated by comparÌng the

predicted values with test results as well qs non-linear finite element modelling. Quantitative criteria
governing debonding failure of near surface mounted FRP bars ønd strips as well as externally bonded
sheets are established.

5.1 lntroduct¡on
The bond of reinforcing FRP bars, strips and sheets to concrete is a critical factor that
controls the structural performance of FRP retrofitted concrete members. Deformational
capacity, cracking behaviour and tension stiffening are greatly influenced by the bond

5. Eto"r¡tental

Results & Analvtical Modellino: Bond Soecimens

characteristics of the FRP reinforcement. Up-to-date, limited research has been reported
on the bond behaviour of FRP reinforcement. Lack of experimental data, design tools and

analyical models concerning the bond characteristics of various FRP strengthening
techniques introduce serious obstacles"towards an efficient use

of these materials. In

general, debonding of the FRP reinforcement is a brittle phenomenon that, in most cases,
occurs in an abrupt manner. In addition, these premature failures are generally associated

with a considerable reduction in the deformability of the
Therefore,

a thorough

understanding

of the bond

strengthened member.

mechanisms

is

essential

for

the

characterization of failure and for the realistic prediction of ultimate loads.

The previous chapter presented the effectiveness and feasibility
strengthening schemes.

according

of

various FRP

A cost analysis was performed to rank various techniques

to their efficiencies. Test results of the large-scale specimens

provided

sufficient evidence and confidence in near surface mounted C-Bars, CFRP strips and

externally bonded CFRP sheets as innovative strengthening techniques. Excellent
performance

in terms of

strength enhancement and overall cost

of

construction was

observed. Nevertheless, fundamental understanding of the bond characteristics and load

transfer mechanisms of these techniques are still challenging issues and require further
investigation. Design guidelines are urgently needed to provide the current standards with
the necessarl-tools to implement the proposed strengthening techniques.
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To fully understand the behaviour of various FRP strengthening techniques, the research

included a second phase to investigate the bond characteristics and load transfer
mechanisms betrveen FRP reinforcement and concrete.

A total of 24 simply supported

T-beaniS with a span of 2.5 m and a depth of 300 mm

were tested. Th¡ee series of beam specimens designated as A, B and C were strengthened

using near surface mounted bars, strips and externally bonded sheets, respectively. The

bond length rvas varied for each strengthening technique to examine its effects on the

failure mode and the ultimate capacity

of the strengthened

beam. The T-section

configuration lvas selected to avoid compression failure due to crushing of the concrete.

The beams were adequately designed to avoid conventional shear failure. The selected
configuration of the specimens allowed the FRP reinforcement to be in an area of flexural
tension under a moment gradient and constant shear to simulate typical design stresses.

This chapter introduces three mathematical models for the interfacial shear stress and the

minimum anchorage length required for near surface mounted FRP bars, strips and
extemally bonded FRP sheets. The anal¡ical models are validated by comparing the
predicted values with test results as well as non-linear finite element modelling. The

influence of key parameters, believed

to affect the bond

strengthening techniques is discussed.
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5.2 Near Surface Mounted FRP Bars
5.2.1 Experimental Results (Series A)

A total of eight

beams were tested from series

A. One beam was tested as a control

specimen while the other seven beams were strengthened with near surface mounted CBars, produced by Marshall Industries, USA. Each beam was strengthened using one bar
inserted into a grove cut at the bottom surface of the beam. Complete details of the tested
specimens were given in Chapter 3, section 3.3.3.

The load-deflection behaviour of the tested specimens is shown in Figs. 5.1a and 5.lb for

two adhesives; Duralith-gel and Kemko040, respectively. In general, the behaviour for
the two sets indicated that as the embedment length increased, the ultimate load increased

up to a certain limit beyond which no significant increase in the ultimate load was
measured.
100

Adhesiv

e

W
A1: L=150

: Dur alith-gel

90

70

A2

A4
A3

z

60

mm

A2: L:550 mm
A3: L:800 mm
A4:L=1200 mm

80

AI

ð50

340
'-l

0 (control)

30
20

l0
0

0102030405060708090
Mid-span deflection (mm)
Fig. 5.1a Load-deflection behaviour of series A specimens using Duralith-gel as the bonding adhesive
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Adhesive: Kemko040

L:550 mm
A6: L:800 mm
A7: L:1200 mm
A5:
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60
50
40

A5
0 (control)

30
20

l0
0

0102030405060708090
Mid-span deflection (mm)
Fig. 5.lb Load-deflection behaviour of series A specimens using Kemko040 as the bonding adhesive

The control specimen, 40, failed due to crushing of concrete at a load level of 56 lò1.

Using an embedment length of 150 mm (beam A1) provided insignificant increase in
stiffness or strength due to early debonding of the bar. Failure of beams A2, A3, and A4

with embedment lengths of 550, 800, and 1200 mm, respectively was due to debonding

of the CFRP bar. The ultimate loads for these beams ranged between 67 kN to 79 kN,
with an increase of 20 to 41 percent in comparison to the control specimen. Figs. 5.2a and
5.2b compare the load-deflection behaviour of the bond specimens strengthened using the

two sets of adhesives with embedment lengths of 800 and 1200 mm, respectively.
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Fig' 5.2a Load-deflection behaviour of series A beams using different adhesives
[L:800 mm]
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Fig. 5.2b Load-deflection behaviour of series A beams using different adhesives
[L:1200 mm]
The comparison shown indicates identical behaviour for the beams strengthened with the

two sets of adhesives up to failure. Altering the type of the epoxy adhesive had a
negligible effect on the ultimate load carrying capacity of the strengthened beams. It
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should be mentioned that both adhesives were originally used for bonding steel bars to
concrete.

The observed mode of failure for all beams strengthened with CFRP C-Bars was due to

cracking of the concrete surrounding the epoxy in the groove followed by complete
debonding

of the bars. After

debonding failure, the beams behaved as conventional

concrete beams reinforced with steel bars. The load dropped to a load level equivalent to

the yielding moment of the cross-section and maintained until crushing of the concrete

occurred. Debonding occurred

at the location where the

secondary bottom steel

reinforcement was terminated due to high shear stress concentration
shown in Fig. 5.3

Bond specimen

Mid-span section

Fig. 5.3 Debonding of near surface mounted C-Bars
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in this zone as

in section 5.2.2.8. Such

a phenomenon indicates also that the

configuration of the original

steel reinforcement could influence the location where the debonding process can initiate.

Using an embedment length greater than 800 mm provided inconsiderable enhancement

in the ultimate load carrying capacity of the strengthened beams. Test results indicated
failure load of 73

lòl for an embedment

a

length of 800 mm. Increasing the embedment

length by 50 percent resulted in an increase in the ultimate load carrying capacity by only

8 percent. Flexural cracks were observed to be uniformly distributed within the bonded
zone. The cracks were narrower in the strengthened beams compared to the control beam
due to the presence of the CFRP bars. The maximum measured tensile strain in the Cbars was monitored during testing using electrical strain gauges as shown in Fig. 5.4.
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l

r.2

Maximum tensile strain in C-Bar (%)
Fig. 5.4 Load-tensile strain behaviour of series A specimens
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Debonding of the near surface mounted CFRP bar took place at a very early stage for
beam

41, where the bond length was set to i5 times the diameter of the

bar

(L:150 mm).

The composite action was completely lost at a strain level of 0.11 percent indicating that

only 6 percent of the rupture strain'^of the bars was utilized prior to debonding.
Consequently, the minimum embedment length recommended by the

ACI

440 (2002)

for

FRP bars bonded to concrete (L>4d), is not applicable for near surface mounted FRp

bars. This is primarily attributed
compared

to the distinct

surface characteristics

of the epoxy

to concrete. Generally, the surface of the epoxy is smoother and requires

relatively longer bond lengths to develop the same bond stresses as in the case of
concrete. Comparable strains and consequently crack widths were observed for beams
y'^z,y'^3, and

A4 up to failure.

Test results showed that the maximum measured tensile strain in the CFRP bars at failure

is in the range of 40 to 45 percent of the rupture strain of the bars, regardless of the
embedment length used. De Lorenzis and Nanni (2002) reported a limiting strain value

for near surface mounted C-Bars of 33 percent of the rupture strain. Such a limiting value
is highly dependent on the configuration of the steel reinforcement inside the beam in the
strengthenedzone as well as on the stress level at the concrete-epoxy interface as

will

be

emphasized later in this chapter (section 5.2.2.8).

Mathey and Watstein (1961) recorrunended using a free-end slip of 0.05 mm to define

bond failure

of

steel bars

correspondin*e to this value

in

concrete. Test results indicated that bond stresses

of slip u'ere considerably low and underestimating the bond
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strength of near surface mounted c-Bars. consequently,
such a criterion could not be
used for FRP bars' An examination of the bond
stress-slip relationships shown in Fig. 5.5

indicates that bond failure can be better described
in terms of bond strength rather than
end slip values. The average bond stresses,

î,

canbe evaluated using Equation 5.1

-_d.frnp

4L

where

d is the diameter of the bar (9.525 mm);

(s.1)

r

is the bond length

and fppp

is the

maximum tensile stress in the bar based on strain gauge
readings.
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È
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Fig. 5.5 Bond-slip relationship for near surface mounted
c-Bars
As the embedment length increased, the induced tensile
stresses in the bar increased up to
an embedment length of 550 mm. consequently,
higher bond stresses were developed in
beams

A2

and

A5 compared to beam 41. Further increase in the embedment
length

resulted in insignificant increase in the tensile stresses
in the bars and lower bond stresses
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were developed in beams A3 and A6 compared to beams A2 and 45. This behaviour was

confirmed by the findings of Tepfers (1998).

Test results sholved that bond stresses'up to 3 MPa between the CFRP bars and epoxy
could be developed prior to debonding of the C-Bars. No slip was observed for beams A4
and

A7 where the embedment length was set to 1200 mm. Altering the type of

the

bonding adhesive had a negligible effect on the ultimate bond stresses. This was evident

by comparing the ultimate bond

stresses developed

for beams A2

and,

A3 with

those

developed for beams A5 and 46, respectively.

Typical bond-slip relationship for near surface mounted C-Bars, shown in Fig.

5.5

suggested the following three main stages for the bond mechanism:

Stage 1: represents the initial bond provided by the chemical adhesion.

At this stage no

slip occurs.
Stage ,I1: represents break of the chemical adhesion and transfer of bond forces by the

mechanical friction provided by the lugs of the bars. At this stage, bearing stresses in the
concrete and epoxy are developed and induced transverse micro cracks at the tips of the
lugs allowing the bar to slip.

Stage 111: represents

a

significant increase of the bearing forces accompanied by

numerous internal cracks around the deformed C-Bars causing debonding failure.
Debonding could occur either at the FRP-epoxy interface or at the concrete-epoxy
interface.
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Modelling of the bond-slip relationship is of prime importance to conduct detailed
theoretical or non-linear finite element analysis. Based on statistical evaluation of test
results, a new model is proposed for the bond-slip relationship for near surface mounted
CFRP bars.

":0.20+0.80L
6f

(s.2)

UJ

where r¡ is the peak bond stress,
stress,

áy

is the slip at peak bond stress, r is the average bond

á is the slip at free end. The proposed model compared very well with

experimental results as shown

in Fig. 5.6. The model

represents a typical bond-slip

relationship for near surface mounted FRP bars bonded to epoxy.
I
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Fig. 5.6 Bond-slip model prediction compared to experimental results

Experimental results for the test specimens are summarized in Tabte 5.1.
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Table 5.1 Summary of test results for series A

Beam

L

No.

(mm)

AO

N.A

Al

150

A2

used Pu

Epoxy

Áu

s,

(o/o)

î¡

Failure

7o Increase in

mode

ultimate capacity

(kN)

(mm)

56

64

Duralith-gel

56

78

0.11

1.93

550

Duralith-gel

67

15.3

0.63

3.0

D

20

A3

800

Duralith-gel

73

21.2

0.73

2.40

D

3t

A4

l2OO Duralith-gel 78.g

24.2

0.78

1.72

D

4t

A5

550

Kemko

040 59

12

0.60

2.9

D

6

A6

800

Kemko

040 67

16.5

0.68

2.3

D

20

A7

1200

Kemko

040 76.8

25.8

0.73

1.61

D

37

N.A

(MPa)

c*
D

0.4

.Creferstocrushingofconcreteandsteelyieldine.rJ

fclsfs

ru ucDunulng

ol

ur¡tr

where Z is the bond length;

a

3¡r
Dars.

P,

i

2soo

T

is the ultimate failure load; A, is the deflection at failure;

is the maximum tensile strain in C-Bars at failure; and rlis the peak bond stress.

From the above discussion, it is concluded that the efficiency of using CFRP bars as near
surface mounted reinforcement is controlled primarily by the bond characteristics of the
bars as well as the bond between the adhesive material and the concrete. This behaviour
has been conf,irmed and reported recently by other researchers [De Lorenzis and Nanni,

20021.

Test results demonstrated that rupture of near surface mounted C-Bars was not likely to

occru regardless

of the embedment length or the type of the epoxy adhesive

used.

Furthermore, the maximum allowable tensile strain should be limited to 40 percent of the
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rupture strain of the bars. Test results suggested that the minimum development length

for near surface mounted C-Bars with the given dimensions used in this program should
not be less than 80 times the diameter of the bars.

5.2.2 Analytical Modelling
5.2.2.1 Significance of the Model
The following sections present a general methodology to evaluate the development length

of near surface mounted FRP bars of different configurations. The model is based on
equilibrium and displacement compatibility procedures using finite element analysis. The
currently adopted ACI approach for evaluating the development length of steel bars was
selected as a starting point for the proposed approach. The model accounts for distinct

characteristics of concrete, epoxy and FRP materials. Design charts for calculating the
development length of near surface mounted FRP bars are proposed. The influence of
various parameters, believed to affect the development length of near surface mounted
FRP bars, is discussed.

5.2.2.2 ACI Approach for Steel Bars
Thick-walled cylinder theory has been applied by many researchers
stresses

in

to

analyze the

a concrete cylinder surrounding a single bar [Orangun et al., 1977; Mahmoud

et al., 19991.

Ferguson and Briceno (1969) proposed

a

series

of

equations

for

calculating the

development length of deformed steel bars. The equations served as the basis for the
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theory was adopted as a basis for the approach. Considering an effective cylindrical prism

of concrete of diameter 2C, affected by a given a steel bar of diameter, d, fhe radial
components of the force on concrete cause a radial pressure on a portion of the crosssection of the prism as shown in Fig. 5.7.

Beam cross-section

Tensile stresses
in concrete

Fig. 5.7 Stresses in a concrete prism subjected to bond stresses

The radial pressure is equilibrated by the tensile stresses in concrete on either side of the
bar. The distribution of these tensile stresses is based on the thick-walled cylinder theory

and is approximated to a triangular shape as shown in Fig. 5.7. Equating the tensile
strength

of concrete to the splitting stresses, a relationship

geometrical properties

between material and

of the spliced section can be established and the basic

development length for steel bars can be determined.
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The transfer of stresses from a deformed near surface mounted FRP rod to the concrete is
assumed to be mainly through the mechanical interlocking of the lugs to the surrounding

adhesive. Due to the shape of the lugs, the resultant force exerted by the lug to the epoxy

is inclined with an angle Bwith respect to the axis of the bar as shown in Fig. 5.8, where

ll(tan p)isthe coefficient of friction between the bar and the adhesive, (p).

Intemal cracks

r/p

Adhesive

rl

NSM bar

Forces applied to
the adhesive

T*,

Adhesive

Y

"/F.

Fig. 5.8 Forces between near surface mounted FRP bar and epoxy

The radial component of the resultant force creates zones of high tensile stresses at the

FRP-adhesive interface

as well as at the

concrete-adhesive interface.

Lack of

confinement, uneven distribution of bond stresses, edge effects and composite interaction
between concrete, adhesive and FRP materials complicate the analysis of near surface
mounted FRP bars. Consequently, thick-walled cylinder theory is no longer valid.

In this section finite element analysis is employed to provide in-depth understanding of
the bond characteristics and load transfer mechanism between near surface mounted FRp
bars and concrete. The finite element modelling described in this section was conducted
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using ADINA program (Version 7.4). Fig. 5.9 shows the mesh dimensions used in
modelling a portion of a concrete beam strengthened with a near surface mounted FRP
bar using epoxy as an adhesive.

ADlNAr AUI version 2.4.0,
Concrclc-Epory lntc¡f ¿cc

2l

November 200 l; L¡censed hom ÄDINA ReD, Ir

ADINA

Radial pressure

All dimensions are in mm
40

Fig. 5.9 Mesh dimensions for a portion of a concrete beam strengthened with
anear surface mounted FRP bar

The concrete and the epoxy were modelled using eight-node plain strain elements with a

3x3 Gauss integration scheme. Groove dimensions, bar location and properties of
concrete and epoxy were set identical

to those used in the bond specimens. Radial

pressure was applied at the bar location to simulate the bond stresses transferred from the

bar to the surrounding epoxy. Typical principal tensile stress distribution around the FRP
bar is shown in Fig. 5.10.
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twi
Fig. 5.10 Typical stress distribution around near surface mounted bar

It should be noted that the elastic modulus of the adhesive is generally

less than that of

the concrete. Such a phenomenon results in a stress discontinuity at the concrete-epoxy
interface as shown in Fig. 5.10. High tensile stresses are observed at the concrete-epoxy
interface as well as at the FRP-epoxy interface. Two different types of debonding failures
can occur for near surface mounted FRP bars. The first mode of failure is due to splitting

of the epoxy cover as a result of high tensile stresses at the FRP-epoxy interface, and is
termed "epoxy split failure". Increasing the thickness of the epoxy cover reduces the
induced tensile stresses significantly. Furthermore, using adhesives

of high tensile

strength delays epoxy split failure. This type of debonding failure forms with longitudinal

cracking through the epoxy cover. The second mode of failure is due to cracking of the
concrete surrounding the epoxy adhesive and is termed "concrete split failure". This
mode of failure takes place when the tensile stresses at the concrete-epoxy interface reach

the tensile strength of the concrete. Widening the groove minimizes the induced tensile
stresses at the concrete-epoxy interface and increases the debonding loads

mounted bars. Concrete split failure was the governing mode

2tt

ofnear surface

of failure for the bond
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specimens reported in this investigation. Large epoxy cover and high tensile strength

of

the epoxy adhesive provided high resistance to epoxy split failure and shifted the failure
to occur at the concrete-epoxy interface [Rizkalla and Hassan,2002].

Measurements of bar strains along the embedment length of near surface mounted FRp

bars shows linear strain distribution at high load levels. Therefore, the tangential bond
stress, T, carl be estimated with an average value of:

--d frnp

(5.3)

4Ld

where d is the diameter of the bar, and La is the embedment length needed to develop a
stress of -frnp in the near surface mounted bar. The maximum tensile stress in near surface

mounted FRP bars,fa,",

will

be discussed

in detail in section 5.2.2.8.If the coefficient of

friction between the bar and the epoxy is ¡2, the radial stresses,

aradiat> can be expressed

AS:
.?

_T _d J FRP
" radt(rl
p +r pLd

()

1.

1=-

_

=:

(s.4)

.

The tensile stresses at the concrete-epoxy interface.
interface,

õFRp-epoxy,

acon-epoxy,

and at the FRP-epoxy

shown in Fig. 5.10 can be expressed in terms of the radial stress as

follows:

acon-epo*y =GI

d

frnp

(5.5)

4 ttLd

oFRP-epoxy=G2 or

G,.,lqlt*l
"la pL¿

)

)

1',)

(5.6)

5.
where Gt, Gz and

Gi
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are coefficients determined from the finite element analysis based

on a unit radial pressure applied at the bar location and using specif,red

groove

dimensions, concrete and adhesive properties. The maximum tensile stress at the FRpepoxy interface,

6FRp-epoxy, depends

onthe coefficients

as shown in Fig. 5.10. Equating the tensile strength

G2 and

G?, whichever is greater

of concrete to Equation 5.5,

the

minimum embedment length needed for near surface mounted FRP bars to prevent
concrete split failure can be expressed as:

Ld:GriH

(s.7)

Equating the tensile strength of the adhesive to Equation 5.6, the minimum embedment
length needed for near surface mounted FRP bars to avoid epoxy split failure shall not be
less than:

L,t=G2orG,2l+æl

(s.8)

wheref"¡ andf"ro* are the tensile strength of concrete and epoxy, respectively. Increasing
the stiffness of concrete by using high strength concrete increases the tensile stresses at
the concrete-epoxy interface. This is evident by the considerable increase in the value

of

Gt by increasing the modular ratio, z as shown in Fig. 5.11. Furtherïnore, increasing the
stiffness of the adhesive increases fhe tensile stresses at the FRP-epoxy interface. This is
evident by the increase in the values of Gz and G ! by decreasing the modular ratio as
shown in Fig. 5.12.
D

JJ^

n---(--

(s.e)
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where E" and Eo are the modulus of elastici ty of concrete and adhesive, respectively.
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Fig. 5.11 Influence of concrete and adhesive
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Fig. 5.12Influence of concrete and adhesive

properties on tensile stresses at

properties on tensile stresses at

concrete-epoxy interface

FRP-epoxy interface

should be noted that neighbouring steel bars have no adverse effect on the induced

tensile stresses in concrete and adhesive. Practical values of the modular ratio, n, can vary

between 5 and 40. This range covers various types of concrete and adhesives that are

commonly used in concrete structures. Fig. 5.13 shows a proposed design chart for the
development length of near surface mounted FRP bars. To simulate the most critical
conditions for design purposes, the coefficient Gl was evaluated for a modula¡ ratio of
40, which represents the case of high strength concrete and low stiffness adhesive. The
coefficients, Gz and G t2 warc evaluated for a modular ratio of 5 to simulate the case of

low strength concrete and high stiffness adhesive. The curves represent the greater ofthe
two coefñcients Gz and G5. The chart covers a wide range of possible epoxy covers, C/d,
and accounts for three different groove sizes, w.
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Design chart for the development length of near surface mounted FRP bars

The chart clearly indicates that increasing the thickness of the epoxy cover, C/d, rcduces
the tensile stresses in both concrete and adhesive as is evident by the reduction of G¡, G2

and G'2 with the increase

of C/d. Furthermore, using wider grooves, w,

increases the

tensile stresses at the FRP-epoxy interface (G2 and/or G'2) due to the substantial increase

in the area of adhesive and consequently in its stiffness. Therefore, the tensile stresses at
the concrete-epoxy interface (G7) decrease by increasing the groove width. Using the
proposed design chart, the coefficients Gr and the greater value of either G2 or G ? could

be evaluated for a given groove width, w, arrd using a specified clear cover to the bar
diameter ratio (C/d). The governing development length for near surface mounted FRP
bars could be predicted using the greater of Equations 5.7 and 5.8.
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5.2.2.4 Goefficient of Friction (p)
The coefficient of friction between the FRP reinforcement and adhesive is a critical
parameter in the theoretical analysis. Fig. 5.14 shows the test setup used to determine the
coefflrcient of friction between C-Bars and different adhesives used in this investigation.
Steel wire

I

Moving direction

5.14 Schematic of friction test setup

The coefficient of friction was determined according to the ASTM, G115-98. Both
smooth- and rough-surface adhesives \/ere examined as shown in Fig. 5.15. The roughsurface topography was accomplished by printing the lugs' pattern of the C-Bar in the
adhesive prior to hardening.

Smooth-surface epoxy

Rough-surface epoxy

Fig. 5.15 Friction test setup IASTM Gl15-98]
2r6

lvas applied through a horizontal steel wire attached to the adhesive block at the level

of

the FRP-epoxy interface. The relative movement betrveen the reinforcement and the
adhesive was monitored using a mechanical dial gauge. Force was applied to the steel

wire by gradual movement of the steel base in the direction shown in Fig.5.l5. The
maximum load was measured by an electronic scale at impending motion and was equal
to the friction force. The test was repeated twelve times. The static coefficient of friction
was calculated by dividing the friction force by the known weight, placed on the top

of

the adhesive. Test results showed that the coefficient of friction between C-bars and
different epoxy adhesives used in this investigation has lower and upper bound values of
0.33 and 0.66, respectively with an average value of 0.5.

5.2.2.5 Comparison w¡th Experimental Results
Using a groove width equal to twice the diameter of the bar (w=2d), a coefficient of
friction of 0.33 and a clear cover to bar diameter ratio of
Gt

and the greater

of Gz

and

one

(C/d:L 0), the coefficients

G'2for the bond specimens reported in this investigation are

0.65 and 1'1, respectively. The diameter of the bar is 9.525 mm. The average tensile
strength of the concrete and epoxy used in the bond specimens are 4.3 MPa and 48 Mpa,

respectively. Using Equations 5.7 and 5.8, the minimum embedment length needed to
develop 40 percent of the ultimate strength of the bars shall not be less than 834 mm,

which coincides with the measured value of 800 mm lRizkalla and Hassan, 2002).
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The draft report of the ACI-440 (2002) suggests the following expression for

the

development length, Z¿ of FRP reinforcing bars:

La

=o.oza4þ
4^l

(s.10)

f '"

where, d is the diameter of the bar; f,, is the tensile strength of the bar and

f'" is

the

concrete compressive strength after 28 days. Using the stress limit of 40 percent
of the
tensile strength of the C-Bars as observed in the experimental program, d:9.525 mm,-fL

:48 MPa, the development length according to the ACI-440, Equation
5.10, is equal to
227 mm. This value is equivalent to 28 percent of the value measured when the same
bars
were used for strengthening the beam in near surface mounted configuration. The results
suggest that the

ACI expression is not adequate for near surface mounted FRp bars. The

significant discrepancy could be attributed to the follorving reasons:

a)

The ACI expression is developed to characterize the bond

of FRp bars to

concrete' In near surface mounted FRP bars, the bond is primarily governed by

the surface characteristics of the adhesive, which is considerably smoother than
concrete and requires longer development length to achieve the same bond stress
compared to concrete.

b)

The ACI expression assumes a coefficient
concrete equal

to

1.0. This value

of friction between FRp bars and

is typically used for steel bars bonded to

concrete and has been confirmed

by manl'

researchers

[Goto |g7ll.

The

coefficient of friction between FRP bars and epoxf is lower and ranges between
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30 to 60 percent of the value used by the ACI. consequently, a

longer

development length is needed for near surface mounted FRp bars.
c) The ACl-expression is designed for concrete structures reinforced with FRP bars

where large concrete covers

arè-

typically used. For near surface mounted FRP

bars, the thickness of the clear epoxy cover is greatly influenced by the location

of

the internal steel reinforcement. Therefore, the thickness of the epoxy cover is
always limited. This type of configuration induces high tensile stresses at both the
concrete-epoxy and the FRP-epoxy interface and consequently requires a longer
development length.
d) The

ACI expression

assumes

full confinement of the FRP bars by steel and/or

FRP stim:ps. Lack of such confinement in near surface mounted FRP bars results

in higher bond stresses and consequently,

Replacing

a

longer development length is needed.

f,,with the limited stress level observed in the experimental results,fpnp,in

Equation 5.10 and using/¡

:0.6.,17i , d=g.525 mm, Equation 5.10 can be rewritten

La=0.502rW

as:

(s.11)

Using a typical coefficient of friction between FRP bars and adhesives of 0.5, Equation
5.1 1 can be expressed by:

L," = g.25 d'f pnp

(s.t2)

4lt .fr,

Equation 5.12 modifies the

ACI

expression

to account for the distinct material

characteristics of adhesives compared to concrete. Comparing Equations 5.7 and 5.I2, it
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can be concluded that the coefficient G¡ is constant and equal to 0.25 regardless of the
clear cover to bar diameter ratio, C/d as shown in Fig. 5.16.
1.4

Groove

1.2

width:2d

1

0.8
rh

\-,

0.6
0.4
0.2
0

0.5

I

1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
c/d

4

Fig. 5.16 Comparison of proposed approach with Equation 5.12

The constant value of G7 compares well only for the case of relatively large clear cover to

bar diameter ratios (C/d

> 4.0). From the above discussion, it is obvious that the

influence of the C/d ntio affects the development length for near surface mounted FRP
bars and should be considered in future design guidelines.

5.2.2.7 Detaili ng

G

uidelines

The previous sections have demonstrated the applicability of the proposed approach to
evaluate the development length of near surface mounted FRP bars. Detailing provisions
are urgently needed to ensure uniform distribution of stresses among the bars. Closely
spaced arrangement of near surface mounted bars could magnify the tensile stresses at the

concrete-epoxy interface and expedite concrete split failure. In this section, the finite
element model was used to investigate the influence of the clear groove spacing, s, as
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well as the edge distance, e, oÍr interfacial

in Fig. 5.17. The clear

stresses as shown

spacing between the grooves of near surface mounted bars was varied from 0.25d to 2.0d,
where d is the diameter of the bar. The groove width was also varied from 1 .5d to 2.5d to
examine its effect on the induced stresses.

Strengthened concrete

r-

---- --:

-

-:.- -

I

t:l
.b,poxy '.>

bpoxy

edge

eam

/l

I Concrete,
Free

b

al

¡,,,.'j,i:,,:

__.1_q-l
w !l

Fig. 5.17 Detailing parameters
The maximum tensile stress at the concrete-epoxy interface due to a unit radial pressure
applied at the location of FRP bars (coefficient G7) is shown in Fig. 5.18 for various clear

groove spacing to bar diameter ratios (s/d). The modular ratio, n, was set to 40 to
simulate the most critical conditions

interface.

for the tensile stresses at the concrete-epoxy

2
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Fig. 5.18 Influence of groove spacing on tensile stresses at the concrete-epoxy interface
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The analysis indicates that the tensile stress at the concrete-epoxy interface is greatly
influenced by the clear spacing between the grooves of near surface mounted FRP bars.
Increasing the clear groove spacing

to bar

diameter ratio reduces the tensile stress

considerably up to a clear groove spacing of 2.0d, where d is the diameter of the bars.
Increasing the clear groove spacing beyond this

limit has a negligible effect on

the

induced tensile stresses. The limiting value of the clear spacing of 2d is independent of
the groove width.

Fig. 5.19 shows the tensile stress at the FRP-epoxy interface, (coefficient Gz and/or G5)
due to a unit radial pressure applied at the locations of FRP bars. The modular ratio, n,

was set to 5 to simulate the most critical conditions for the tensile stresses at the FRPepoxy interface. The figure clearly indicates that the clear spacing between the grooves

of

near surface mounted bars has a negligible effect on the induced tensile stresses at the
FRP-epoxy interface. These stresses are influenced by the groove width rather than the
clear spacing between the grooves as shown in Fig. 5.19.
2
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Fig. 5.19 Influence of groove spacing on tensile stresses at the FRP-epoxy interface
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grooves of near surface mounted
FRP bars should not be less
that two times the diameter
of the bars regardless of the groove
width. using a creargroove spacing
to bar diameter

ratio less than the proposed value
results in overrapping of the
tens¡e stresses at the
concrete-epoxy interface and
shourd be accounted for in
design.

Placing a near surface mounted
FRP bar close to the edge of
a concrete beam introduces
additional tensile stresses at the
concrete-epoxy interface. such
a phenomenon is termed

"edge effect"' To determine the
minimum edge distance required
for near surface
mounted FRp bars, the edge
distance, e, was varied from
2d b 6d, where d is the
diameter of the bar as shown
in Fig. 5.21.
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The maximum tensile stress at the concrete-epoxy interface due to a unit radial pressure
applied at the location of FRP bars (coefficient G7) is shown in Fig. 5.22 for various edge
distances.

In general, increasing the edge distance reduces the induced tensile

considerably regardless

of the groove width. The analysis

stresses

suggests a minimum edge

distance of four times the diameter of the bars to minimize the edge effect and permit
using the proposed design chart, shown in Fig. 5.13.
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Fig. 5.22Influence of edge distance on tensile stresses at the concrete-epoxy interface

5.2.2.8 Maximum Stresses in NSM Bars (fepp)
Test results showed that the maximum tensile stress in near surface mounted CFRP bars

at the onset of debonding did not exceed 43 percent of the tensile strength of the bars
regardless

of the embedment

length used. Initiation

of the

debonding failure was

observed at the concrete section where the secondary bottom steel reinforcement was
terminated as shown in Fig. 5.3.
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This section investigates the influence of various configurations of the bottom
reinforcement on the behaviour based

steel

on a non-linear finite element modelling.

Termination of the bottom steel reinforcement in the maximum moment region simulates
cases where the bottom steel reinforcement

is

corroded

or damaged.

Consequently,

evaluation of the existing concrete structure and identifying the conditions as well as the
configuration of the intemal steel reinforcement is essential prior to strengthening using

near surface mounted FRP bars. Taking advantage

of the

symmetry

of the bond

specimens, only one quarter of the beams was modelled by ANACAP using 20-node

brick element. Full description of the finite element model as well as the analysis
procedures using ANACAP were reported in Chapter 4, section 4.3.3.2.In the analysis,

the embedment length of near surface mounted C-Bars was set to 550 mm to develop the
maximum bond stresses as observed in the experimental program for beams A2 and A5.
Four different configurations for the bottom steel reinforcement were examined as shown

in Fig. 5.23a.

0.

lA.

0.14,

0.25A"

0.254.

0.5A.

0.54,

-n,

-ns

A.

A,

-ng

Fig.5.23a Various configurations for the bottom steel reinforcement
-ns

Using Equations 5.3 and 5.7 and rearranging, the bond strength of near surface mounted
FRP bars,

Tmæb

can be expressed as:

-

'tmax

=

lt

frt

(s. 1 3)

GI
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the tensile strength of concrete and Gr is a coefficient determined using the proposed
design chart given

coefficient

in Fig.5.l3 for

specified groove dimensions. Using an average

of friction betrveen C-Bari' and the adhesive of 0.5, tensile

strength of

concrete of 4.3 MPa and Gt of 0.65 for the bond specimens reported in this investigation,
the bond strength was calculated and is equal to 3.3 MPa, which is l0 percent higher than

the measured value, reported in Table 5.1. Equation 5.13 was adopted in the finite
element analysis as a criterion for debonding failure at the concrete-epoxy interface.

A

typical bond stress distribution, at failure, is shorvn in Fig. 5.23b.

In

general,

terminating the bottom steel reinforcement at the maximum moment region c¡eates zones

of high

stresses and therefore, accelerates debonding failure. Increasing the area

of

the

terminated steel reinforcement results in a proportional increase in the axial stiffness

of

the bars and consequently, high tensile stresses are developed in the bars. Equilibrium

and compatibility provisions require

full

transmission

of the tensile stresses in

the

terminated steel bars to neighbouring steel and FRP bars. Such a phenomenon results in a

significant increase in the bond stress and a corresponding decrease in the loads initiating
debonding of the FRP bars.

))1

mounted C-Bars at the onset of debonding and e¡, is the rupture
strain of the bars. The
analysis indicated that terminating 10 percent

of the main bottom steel reinforcement

allowed the CFRP bars to utilize 60 peicent of its tensile strength prior
to debonding. It

should be noted that terminating 50 percent

or more of the main bottom

steel

reinforcement had a negligible effect on the tensile strain of the
CFRP bars at debonding

failure' In these cases' extremely high bond stresses were developed and
the maximum
induced tensile stresses in CFRP bars did not exceed 40 percent
of the tensile strength
the bars, which coincided with the measured values as reported
in section

of

5.2.I.It should

be noted that the numerical simulations were conducted using
a steel reinforcement ratio

at mid-span section of 1.0 percent, which simulates most of the commonly

used

reinforcement ratios for flexural members. High bond stresses in
near surface mounted

FRP bars are developed due to transfer

of tensile

stresses from the terminated steel

reinforcement to the FRP reinforcement. Such a phenomenon
noffnally takes place after

yielding of the main bottom steel reinforcement. Therefore, doubling
the reinforcement
ratio has no effect on the maximum utilized strain in the near surface
mounted bars. This

behaviour was conf,trmed through

a set of

numerical simulations using

a

steel

reinforcement ratio of 2.0 percent at the mid-span section.

Using GFRP as near surface mounted bars is likely to alter the maximum
allowable
tensile stresses in the bars due to distinct mechanical properties of
both CFRP and GFRp
materials. To determine the maximum tensile stresses in near
surface mounted GFRP
bars, fppp,

the same analysis procedures as outlined above were conducted. The
GFRp
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bars were assumed to have a typical modulus of elasticity of 40 GPa and an ultimate
tensile strength of 700 MPa. A typical coefficient of friction of 0.5 was assumed in the
analysis. The ultimate bond strength, given by Equation 5.13 was set to 3.3 MPa and was
used as a failure criterion in the

finite element modelling. The analysis suggested that the

full tensile strength of GFRP bars could be utilized prior to debonding. Rupture of the
GFRP bars was the governing mode of failure for all the numerical simulations regardless

of the configuration of the bottom steel reinforcement. This is primarily attributed to the
relatively low modulus of elasticity of GFRP compared to CFRP bars.

Based on the reported experimental and analytical investigations, typical procedures to
evaluate the development length of any configuration of near surface mounted FRP bars
can be summarized as follows:

a) Determine
b)

the material characteristics of FRP bars, concrete and adhesive.

Determine the coefficient

of friction

between the FRP bar and the bonding

adhesive according to the ASTM G115-98 or based on information provided by
the manufacturer.

c)

Select groove dimensions, thickness

of the clear epoxy cover and use

the

proposed design chart, given in Fig. 5.13 to determine the coefficients G7 and the
greater of coefficients G2 andlor G'2.
d) Determine the maximum allo'*'able tensile st¡ess in near surface mounted FRP
bars in light of the outlined
e)

anal¡ical approach or based on laboratory testing.

Calculate the development length using the greater of Equations 5.7 and 5.8.

Ð Reselect groove dimensions if necessary and repeat steps (c) to (e).
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5.3.1 Experimental Results (Series B)

A total of nine

beams were tested from series

B. One beam was tested as a control

specimen while the other eight beams were strengthened using near surface mounted
CFRP strips. Each beam was strengthened using one strip (25

x L2 mm) inserted into a

groove cut at the bottom surface of the beam. Complete details of the tested specimens
were reported in Chapter 3, section 3.3.3.

The sequence of testing started by testing specimens
embedment lengths

of 150, 250,500,

Bl, Bz, 83, and B4 with

and 750 mm, respectively. Based on the results

these tests, specimens B5 to 88 with embedment lengths ranged from 850 mm

to

of

1200

mm were tested. The load-deflection behaviour of the control specimen, 80, and the eight
strengthened specimens is shown inFig.5.24.
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Fig. 5.24 Load-deflection behaviour of series B specimens
The control specimen, B0, failed due to crushing of concrete at a load level of 52 kN. The

figure clearly indicates that using embedment lengths up

to

250 mm provided

insignificant improvement in strengfh. This is attributed to the early debonding of the
CFRP strips.

A

considerable enhancement

in strength was observed for embedment lengths

greater

than 250 mm. Specimens 83 and B4 with embedment lengths of 500 mm and 750 mm,
respectively failed also due to debonding of the CFRP strips. Debonding was observed at

both ends of the strips as well as at mid-span. This is attributed to high shear stress
concentrations at cutoff point as well as at the vicinity of flexural cracks. Debonding was
observed to occur at the concrete-epoxy interface with failure in the concrete in all cases.

The failure loads for both beams were 60 kN and74 kN, respectively. This indicates that

full composite action

has not yet been developed and therefore, the measured ultimate

load was increasing with the increase of the embedment length.
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88 were strengthened using embedment lengths ranging from

to 1200 mm. The failure of these beams was due to rupture of the CFRP strips

as

shown in Fig. 5.25.

Fig. 5.25 Rupture of near surface mounted strips

The maximum measured tensile strain in the CFRP strips used for specimens 85, B,6,87

and 88 was approximately 1.3 percent. The measured failure loads for the four beams
were almost identical and ranged from 75 kN to 80 kN. Shear cracks were observed to
appear at relatively high load levels, but they did not extend to the compression face.

At

the onset of rupture of the strips, the load dropped to the yielding load of the crosssection until crushing

of

concrete occurred. Test results suggest that the minimum

embedment length needed to rupture the near surface mounted CFRP strips, with the
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given dimensions used in this program is 850 mm. Experimental results for the test
specimens are summarized in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3 Summary of test results for series B

Beam I (mm)

P,

(klÐ

A,(mm)

e, (yo\

No.

*

Failure

7o Increase

mode

in ultimate

capacity

BO

N.A

52

66.6

B1

150

53

76.8

0.049

D

B2

250

54

s6

0.17

D

3.8

B3

500

60

14.4

0.71

D

15.4

B4 , 750

74

2l

1.18

D

42.3

B5

850

79

29

1.27

Rn

52

86 ,

950

7s

2s

1.28

R

44

B7

1050

80

30

1.29

R

54

B7'

1200

80

29

1.31

R

54

C
1.9

C refers to crushing of concrete with steel yielding

' D refers

to debonding of CFRP strips.

tr R refers to rupture of near
surface mounted strips

where

I

is the bond length;

P, is the ultimate failure Ioad; Au is the deflection

and €u is the maximum tensile strain in the CFRP strips at failure.

It should

at failure

be noted that

rupture of near surface mounted CFRP strips can be achieved provided that the bond
length is greater than the development length. However, rupture of near surface mounted
CFRP bars is not likely to occur regardless of the bond length. This is primarily attributed

to the distinct nature of the bond stresses at the concrete-adhesive interface as well as to
the differences in shape and configuration of the FRP reinforcement.
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5.3.2.1General
The proposed model is based on the combined shear-bending model introduced
by Malek

et al. (1998) for externally bonded FRP'þlates. The model is modified to account
for the

double bonded area of near surface mounted strips. The model accounts also
for the
continuous reduction in flexural stiffness due to cracking of the concrete. The
derivation

of the model is

based on the assumption that shear and bending stresses can be

investigated separately. Debonding of near surface mounted strips is assumed
to occur as
a

result of the high shear stress concentration at the cutoff point.

5.3.2.2 Derivation of the Model

5.3.2.2.1simp|y supported Beam subjected to a concentrated Load
Considering the equilibrium

of an infinitesimal portion of the strengthened

beam, shown in Fig. 5.26, the shear stress,

ø

concrete

along a length of dx canbe derived in terms

of the incremental normal stress in the CFRP strip, do¡ and the thickness of the CFRP
strip,

t¡

as follows:

t-- Idof" t¡J
2dx

(s.14)

Assuming a linear shear stress-strain relationship for the adhesive:

T=Gaï

(s.15)

where Go and y are the shear modulus and shear strain of the adhesive, respectively.
Assuming linear strain-displacement relationships for the adhesive:

ôu ôw
T=-,t'-:oz dx

(s.16)
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are the longitudinal and transverse displacements

do,
o"+-ã; o'

or+fi-

of the adhesive,

do^
oc+-ã: ax
1

dx

T

T
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/
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Fig.5.26Infinitesimal portion of the test specimen
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-A=

lu*'.;7)

ry

â2u/&&can

617)

be expressed as:

,)'
ô'u:ô(ôu\-a(
\ t/^ -",^l_ r("[__g.l
-t')=
-- |
arar: ôrla.)= ar\t.f
hltf ): hl
"\ Ef u')

(s'18)

where €¡ and €c ate the interfacial strain of the CFRP strip and concrete, respectively; E7
and

E, are the modulus of elasticity of the CFRP strip and concrete, respectively; /o is the

thickness of the adhesive layer;

o¡

and oc are the normal stress in the CFRP strip and

concrete, respectively.

From symmetry:
.)

ow
1dx-, =u
_

lì

(5.19)

The governing differential equation for the tensile stress in near surface mounted CFRP
strips can be expressed as:

t2 ()r
U
--

J

.n
/Lia

-;f-;6o.f

2G"
=-,oÇ6o,

(5.20)

Rewriting Equation 5.20:

d2o

^

dxo
-+-r2o

(5.21)

'=-cù2no,

J
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where,

u)¡ =- 2G^
tot¡E¡

n=

(s.22)

Ef-

(5.23)

Ec

For simply supported beams subjected to a concentrated load at mid-span, the normal
stress in the concrete, oc, can be expressed in terms of the effective moment
as

of inefüa,

I"X

follows:
P

-

v/1

--T-,!

loteff

P

yeff
(s.24)

2lrff 2lrff

where P is the applied concentrated load; /o is the unbonded length of the CFRp strip; x is
the longitudinal coordinate starting from the cutoff point; and y,ÍÍis the distance from the

CFRP strip to the neutral axis of the section. The above expression is conditioned by the
loading configuration and can be easily formulated for other load cases as will be given

in the next sections. To account for the continuous reduction in flexural stiffness due to
the cracking of concrete,I"¡canbe expressed as:

I çrr
^rr =(

w\t

\Mo)

r

.1, -Wf)r *
1 (rransformed )
E
(.

(

rransformed

)

fBranson and Trost,

where

M*

respectively;

and Mo are the cracking and applied moments on

I,

and 1", are the gross and cracked moment

strengthened section, respectively.
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concrete section,

of inertia of the transformed

The corresponding neutral axis depth can be expressed as:

c"r =(w)"

,,.(, (w)"),",
[Branson and Trost,

where

cr

and ccr are the neutral axis depth

19g2]

(5.26)

for the gross and cracked transformed

strengthened sections, respectively.

Yrf=d.f-rrff

(s.27)

where d¡isthe depth of near surface mounted strips from the compression
fibre.

Rewriting Equation

dtor

-*

-@-or

5.2 I

:

,(ptolerr,Iq")
=.,'"li;*)r*

)

(s.28)

The general solution for Equation 5.2g can be expressed as:

of :cre*

+c2e-M

*'!!_ú
' z t* **'Plo!"î
^t

r*

(5'29)

where C1 and Cz are constants' The solution represents a characteristic
solution for ø¡ as:

o f^,-_._^a ..:_2. = CIeM
r cnracterßttc.
and a particular solution

^-Jparticular

+C2e-ffi

(5.30)

for o¡ as:

nPyeff nPIo!eff
2IeÍJ, 2Irff

(5.31)

The shear stress can be expressed as:

,

Jll2 , ,,', e* - c-z-'e-on +:P'"rr
zr"n l
|
2

a)

(s.32)

1
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of =o

atx=0

(s.33)

t=0

atx:

(s.34)

L

Z is the embedment

where

length

oi the CFRP strip. Using the above boundary

conditions, the following expressions for C¡
c/-I =

ra
v7

-nPfeff
4,
/-

--v

I

r

+

ato'-"

"fl;ofuÐP

and,

Cz

are

derived:

-'l
(5.3s)

)

nPI^t
u'' e[f

(s.36)

2l"f

Using practical values for a¡ and L, cosh (atL) is always a very large number compared to

other terms. Therefore, the constant Ct can be ignored. Rewriting Equation 5.32, the
shear stress can be expressed as:

f ln P loY"tr a e-* *"Pr"rrf
,:t 2L
2r"î
zrø)

(s.37)

Debonding rvill occur when the shear stress reaches a maximum value, which depends on
the concrete properties [Hassan and Rizkalla,2002b].

5.3.2.2.2 simply supported Beam subjected to a uniform Load
Using the same procedures as outlined above, the induced shear stress, r, in a simply
supported beam of a span z', subjected to a uniform load,

c1,

can be expressed as:

t¡

I
-rtf
f,=-tox+D+c(ùe
2L

(5.3 8)

J

where,
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'

(s.3e)

rî

AnV^s

b

=?(r'-zto);una
¿Ieff

, : -o

n-'*

,'Itff

*'"!{

ttrff

(5.40)

'o (t,-to)

(5.41)

5.3.2.2.3 Simply Supported Beam Subjected to Two Concentrated Loads

For a simply supported beam subjected to two equal concentrated loads, 2P, placed
symmetrically about the centre line of the beam, the induced shear stress,

4

can be

expressed as:

l:-l

,¡l"rrrff nP!rffto -r.1

tl,rtr

where,

,"tr

(s.42)

I

l

--r-wY
the thickness of the strip; n is defined by Equation 5.23; P is the concentrated

¡is

load; lo is the unbonded length of the strip;

øis

defined by Equation 5.22; yen,isthe

distance from the strip to the neutral axis of the section and l"¡is the effective moment

of

inertia of the transformed section.

5.3.2.3 Failure Criterion
Premature debonding

of near surface mounted CFRP strips is governed by the shear

strength of the concrete. Test results showed that other components of the system such as

the epoxy adhesive and the CFRP strips have superior strength and adhesion properties
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compared to concrete. Knowing the compressive and tensile strength of concrete, the

Mohr-Coulomb line, which is tangential to both Mohr's circles for pure tension and pure
compression, can be represented as shown inFig. 5.27.

Shear stress

Mohr-Coulomb line

,Pure

compression circle

'-.1
Pure tension circle

Normal stress
ure shear circle

Mohr-Coulomb line

Fig. 5.27 Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion

All

circles tangential to the Mohr-Coulomb line represent a critical stress combination.

The maximum critical shear stress for the pure shear circle is given by:

- max

where

f'" f "t

(s.43)

f'"t f"t

f, is the compressive strength of concrete after 28 days and f"¡ is the tensile

strength of concrete. Equating the shear strength proposed in Equation 5.43 to the shear
stress given

in Equations 5.37,5.38 and 5.42, debonding loads for near surface mounted

CFRP strips can be determined for various loading cases and embedment lengths fHassan
and Rizkalla,2002bl.
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The anal¡ical model is verified by comparing the calculated shear stress from Equation
5-37

to that obtained from the finite element analysis at the cutoff point. The finite

element modelling described in this secìion was conducted using the ANACAp program

(Version 2.1).Itis well established by many researchers that mesh size is a key parameter

that influences the shear stress distribution in externally bonded FRP reinforcement
especially at cutoff points [Malek et al., 1998]. Consequently, the first step towards
developing a reliable finite element model is to determine the optimum size of elements
that should be used in the analysis.

5.3.2.4.1 Modelling of Test Specimens

Two test specimens, 83 and 84, were selected from the experimental program to

be

modelled using finite element analysis. Failure of both beams was due to debonding

of

the near surface mounted CFRP strips at the cutoff points. Taking advantage of the
symmetry of the specimens, only one quarter of the beams was modelled. The concrete,

epoxy and the CFRP strip were modelled using 2O-node isoparametric brick elements

with a 2x2x2 reduced Gauss integration scheme. Each node has th¡ee translational
degrees

of freedom. The load was applied as a uniform pressure acting on an area of

100x150 mm.

Various numerical simulations were conducted by varying the size of the brick elements
around the strip cutoff point in the longitudinal as s'ell as in the vertical directions. One
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Fig.5.28.

i't
Strip cutoff point

-]
Rl Height of the CFRP strip

All dimensions are in

mm

Strip

I

,40t
Longitudinal

Adhesiv

direction

Fig. 5.28 General mesh
-> dimensions of the test specimens

The influence of the mesh size on the predicted shear stress at the cutoff points was
noticeable.

In

general, increasing the size

of the elements results in a proportional

increase in the distances among the integration points within the element. Therefore, the

induced shear stresses at the strip cutoff points arc averaged over alarge distance and are
considerably less than the true values. Decreasing the size of the elements results in a
substantial increase in the maximum shear stress up to a certain limit beyond which no

fi.nther increase

in the shear stresses is

observed. The size

of the

elements at this

transition stage is termed the "optimum size".

The optimum size of the elements in the longitudinal as well as in the vertical directions
was determined as shown in Fig. 5.29 and 5.30, respectively. Further refinement of the
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mesh around the cutoff points increased the predicted shear stress by less than 0.5
percent.
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Fig.5.29Influence of element size in the longitudinal direction on maximum shear stress
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The final mesh dimensions used for test specimens 83 and 84 with embedment lengths

of 500 mm and 750 mm, respectively are shown in Fig. 5.31.
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Fig. 5.31 Mesh dimensions used in finite element analysis
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5.3.2.4.2 Comparison w¡th Finite Element Analysis
The interfacial shear stress distributions for specimens B3 and 84 are calculated at two

different load levels and compared to those predicted using finite element analysis. The

first selected load level was less than the cracking load of the test specimens to validate
the analytical model at the elastic stage. The second selected load level matched the
cracking load at cutoff points for specimens B3 and 84. The shear modulus of the epoxy
adhesive was set to 1230 MPa as reported by the manufacturer. Based on a groove width

of 5 mm, the thickness of the epoxy adhesive used in the analysis was

set

to 1.9 mm. The

results of the finite element analysis together with the proposed analytical model are
shown in Fig. 5.32 at the elastic stage. The results, at the onset of cracking are shown in

Fig. 5.33.

Proposed model (83)

Finite element method (83)

0.2

ê
Ê<

ô

o.ts

þ
(D

V)
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L

ã

0.1

tr
(Ë
()
(t)

Finite element method (84)
0.05

0

l0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

100

Distance from cutoff point (mm)

Fig.5.32 Comparison of the proposed model to finite element method
before cracking ofthe concrete at cutoffpoint
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The interfacial shear stress distribution, predicted using the analytical model, is in a good
agreement with the results of the finite element analysis before cracking of the concrete.
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þ
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V)
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Fig. 5.33 Comparison of the proposed model to finite element method
at the onset

ofcracking ofthe concrete at cutoffpoint

At the onset of cracking of the concrete at the cutoff points, the calculated shear stress
distribution deviates from the finite element results. This behaviour is attributed to the
possible redistribution

of

shear stresses around the cracks. Such

a

phenomenon is

accounted for in the finite element analysis and not considered in the proposed model.

However, the maximum shear stress calculated using the analytical model is in a good
agreement with the finite element results. Using the proposed model for the effective

transformed moment

of inertia

showed good agreement

interfacial shear stresses at the cutoffpoints.
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5.3.2.4.3 Comparison with Experimental Results
Debonding loads are predicted using the proposed anal¡ical model (Equations 5.37 and
5.43) for different embedment lengths of the CFRP strips as shown in Fig. 5.34.
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(Equation 5.43)
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Shear stress at cutoff point (MPa)

Fig. 5.34 Maximum shear stress at cutoff point vs. applied load
The measured debonding loads for different embedment lengths are also shown in Fig.

5.34.In general, the predicted loads at the maximum shear stress for each length are in

a

good agreement with the measured debonding loads. The predicted debonding loads for
specimens B.2, B3 and

84 underestimated the measured values by less fhan 7 percent.

The mid-span section of the test specimen was analyzed using a strain compatibility
approach to predict the flexural behaviour up to failure. The predicted failure load due to
rupture of the CFRP strip is 76 kN. Failure of specimen 85, with an embedment length of
850 mm was due to rupture of the CFRP strip at a load level of 79 kN, which is 4 percent

higher than the predicted value. Fig. 5.34 shows also that the minimum embedment
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length needed to rupture the CFRP strips used in this program is greater than 750 mm and
less than 850 mm, which coincides with the experimental results.

The development length is highly dependent on the dimensions of the strips, concrete

properties, adhesive properties, intemal steel reinforcement ratio, reinforcement
configuration, type of loading, and groove width. The proposed model in Equations 5.37
and 5.43, can be used to estimate the development length of near surface mounted strips

of any configuration as follows:

1.

Use the proposed Equations 5.37 and 5.43 to determine the debonding load of the

strip for different embedment lengths as shown in Fig. 5.35. The resulting curve
represents a failure envelope due to debonding of the strip at cutoff point.

Near surface mounted strip

È,
aü

o
C)

Development length

Embedment length, Z

Fig. 5.35 General procedures to calculate the development length for near surface mounted strips
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determine the ultimate load required to rupture the strip as shown in Fig. 5.35.

3.

Determine the development length at the intersection of the line corresponding to

flexural failure of the strip

'uvith the

ìurve representing debonding failure

at the

cutoff

point.

The calculated development length

will preclude brittle failure

due to debonding of the

strips and rvill ensure full composite action between the strip and concrete up to failure.

5.3.2.5 Parametric Study
Based on the confidence established in the analytical model, the analysis was extended to

investigate the influence of various parameters, believed to affect the development length

of near surface mounted CFRP strips. The key parameters considered in this section are
the internal steel reinforcement ratio, concrete compressive strength and groove width. In

the following analysis, tension stiffening of the concrete was not considered to simplify
the procedure. Fig. 5.36 shows the influence of the internal steel reinforcement ratio on

the development of near surface mounted CFRP strips. Trvo different sizes of the CFRP

strip were considered in the analysis. The first strip had a height of 25 mm. The strip
could be easily inserted in typical concrete covers. The height of the second strip was 50

mm and was selected to accommodate typical bridge members normally provided with
large concrete covers. The thickness of the CFRP strips rvas set to i .2 mmin both cases.
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Fig. 5.36Influence of internal steel reinforcement ratio

In general, for the given flexural member, increasing the internal steel reinforcement ratio
results in a significant increase in the development length of near surface mounted CFRP

strips. The ultimate moment capacity of the concrete section at mid-span due to rupture
of near surface mounted CFRP strips can be expressed by:

M, = A¡.fu(a,
where A¡

-ry)+

p,bd, fy(a,

-y)

(s.44)

is the area of the CFRP strip; J) is the tensile strength of the CFRP

reinforcement;f, is the yield stress of the steel reinforcement; d¡and d,are the depths of
the CFRP and steel reinforcement from the extreme compression fibres, respectively; p"

is the reinforcement ratio of the steel reinforcement; å is the width of the concrete
section; c is the neutral axis depth from the extreme compression fibres; and

stress block parameter.
reinforcement ratio, pr,

For plain concrete

is zero, doubiing the
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strips doubles the ultimate moment needed to rupture the strips. Consequently, the
development length required to rupture the CFRP strips is longer as shown in Fig. 5.36.

It

should be noted that the intemal steel reinforcement ratio has a negligible effect on the
debonding loads of the strips.

At high internal steel reinforcement ratios, the second term in Equation 5.44 becomes the
dominant factor for the ultimate moment capacity of the strengthened member and the

contribution
influence

of

of the CFRP reinforcement
doubling the area

becomes less pronounced. Therefore, the

of the CFRP strip

becomes less dominant on the

development length by increasing the internal steel reinforcement ratio as shown in Fig.

s.36.

The influence of the concrete compressive strength and the groove width is illustrated in
Figs. 5.37a and 5.37b, respectively.
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Fig. 5.37b Influence of groove width

The analysis was performed using two different internal steel reinforcement ratios. The

first reinforcement ratio was

set

to 0.57 percent to match the steel reinforcement ratio at

mid-span section of the test specimens. The second reinforcement ratio was set

to

1

percent to simulate the most commonly used reinforcement ratio in flexural members.

Generally, increasing the concrete compressive strength and/or the groove width reduces

the development length required to rupture the CFRP strips. The development length
depends primarily on the predicted debonding load using Equations 5.37 and 5.43 as well
as on the rupture load

of the CFRP strips as shown in Fig. 5.35. The analysis indicated

that failure loads due to rupture of the CFRP strips were trivially changed with the
variation of either the concrete compressive strength or the groove width. However,
increasing the concrete compressive strength results in a significant increase in the shear

strength,

r,n* given by Equation 5.43.

Consequently, the failure envelope due to
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of the CFRP strips is shifted as shown in Fig. 5.38 and the development

lengths needed to rupture the CFRP strips is reduced.

Increasing the thickness

of the adhesive

reduces the shear deformation within the

adhesive layer. Such a phenomenon results in a significant increase in debonding loads

and consequently reduces the development length as shown

in Figs. 5.37b and 5.38

[Hassan and Rizkalla, 2002b).

\
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)

Embedment length, L

Fig. 5.38 Influence of concrete compressive strength and/or groove width on development length
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5.4 Externally Bonded CFRP sheets
5.4.1 Exper¡mental Results (Series C)

A total of

seven beams were tested from series C. One beam was tested as a control

specimen, while the other six beams were strengthened with various lengths of externally
bonded CFRP sheets. The bond length of the sheets was varied from 150 mm to 750 mm.

Complete details of the tested specimens were given in Chapter 3, section 3.3.3. The
objectives of this experimental program were to isolate and monitor the development of
the delamination process and also to investigate the influence of the bond length on the
behaviour. The load-deflection behaviour of series C beams is shown in Figs. 5.39a and
5.39b.
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Fig. 5.39 Load-deflection behaviour of series C specimens

The strengthened beams exhibited a higher concrete cracking load level than the control
specimen. The control specimen, C0, showed traditional non-linear behaviour after
cracking of the concrete and yielding of the internal steel reinforcement. The failure of
the control specimen was due to crushing of the concrete at the top surface at a load level

of 52 lò{. Specimens C1 and C2,withbond lengths of 150 mm and 250 mm, respectively
showed identical behaviour

to the control

specimen. The beams experienced no

enhancement in either stiffness or strength as was evident by the failure loads of both

specimens, which were almost identical

to the control

specimen. For these two

specimens, delamination initiated well before yielding of the internal steel reinforcement

at the end of the sheet and propagated toward the mid-span of the beam. This process
continued until the tensile strains in the CFRP sheet were reduced to zero and failure
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occurred when complete delamination took place resulting

in peeling of the sheet,

adhesive and the concrete cover as sho\iln in Fig. 5.40.

Fig. 5.40 Typical delamination failure of CFRP sheets
Beams with longer sheets demonstrated more brittle failure with sudden delamination
along the entire span. Test resulted showed that beams with longer sheets had less delay
between the first signs of delamination and ultimate loads. Shorter sheets were observed

to peel at lower loads with less brittleness characteristics.

ln

general, delamination loads for the tested specimens were found

to

increase by

increasing the bond length. For specimens C3, C4, C5 and C6, cracking in the concrete
substrate was typically observed after yielding

of the internal steel reinforcement.

Consequently, Significant improvement in strength and stiffness were observed for these
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often accompanied by audible noises. Changes in the stiffness were also observed in the
mid-span defl ection curves.

The maximum measured tensile strain in the CFRP sheets used for specimen C6, was
approximately 1.96 percent, indicating that the full tensile strength of the CFRP sheets
was utilized prior to delamination of the sheets. Shear cracks were observed to appear at

relatively high load levels, but they did not extend to the compression face. At the onset

of delamination of the sheets, the load dropped to the yielding load of the cross-section
until crushing of concrete occurred. Test results
needed to utilize the

suggest that the minimum bond length

full strength of externally bonded CFRP

sheets used in this program

is 750 mm. Extending the CFRP sheets beyond this value would not provide extra
strength

for the retrofitted

beam. Experimental results

summarized in Table 5.4.
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for the test

specimens are
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Table 5.4 Summary of test results for series C

Beam l, (mm)

P,

(klÐ

P,,(kI$

No.

Mode

of

failure

(mm)

7o Increase in

ultimate capacity

c0

N.A

52

N.A

52

CI

150

51

35

74.5

0.042

P*

0

C2

250

52

42

66.0

0.44

P

0

c3

33s

54

52

8.4

0.67

P

4

C4

420

55.2

54

9.5

1.00

P

6

c5

500

66

6l

12.3

1.30

P

48

c6

750

79

79

23

1.96

P

52

'C
*

e" ("/o)

au

C+

refers to crushing of concrete with stéél yielding

P refers to Peeling of CFRP sheets

where

Z is the bond length;

Pu is the ultimate failure load;

P¿ is load at which

delamination process started (delamination load); A, is the deflection at failure and

q

is

the maximum tensile strain in the CFRP sheets at failure.

5.4.2 Analytical Modellin g

5.4.2.1 Background
Malek et al. (1998) developed a closed form anal¡ical solution for calculating the shear
and normal (peeling) stresses at the ends of externally bonded FRP reinforcement. The

predicted stresses showed good agreement with the results of the finite element analysis.

A

gross moment of inertia for the transformed section, Igrr, wàs assumed in the derivation

of the model for the concrete section at the sheet/strip cutoff points. Therefore, the model

is applicable only prior to cracking of the concrete at the cutoff points. Brosens and Van
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Gemert (2001) modified Malek's approach and proposed using the cracked moment of
inertia,

I*y,

after cracking of the concrete at cutoff points as shown in Fig. 5.41. Brosens

and Van Gemert's model showed satisfactory agreement with test results. However, the

modified model did not account for the continuous reduction in flexural stiffness due to
cracking of the concrete. For concrete beams with slight cracking intensities at cutoff
points, the modified model is too conservative.
P/2

Strengthened
concrete beam

Fig. 5.41 Different approaches for predicting interfacial stresses at cutoff points

This section examines the applicability of both approaches to predict delamination failure
loads of the tested specimens and proposes a new approach that accounts for the state
stresses as

well

as the cracking

of

intensity of the concrete at cutoff points.

5.4.2.2 Proposed Approach for Externally Bonded FRP Reinforcement
The proposed approach modifies Malek's model by introducing new expressions for the
moment of inertia and the neutral axis depth of the concrete section at cutoff points. An
effective moment of inertia, I"¡(Equation 5.25), and an effective neutral axis depth, y"¡¡
(Equations 5.26 and 5.27), are proposed to account for the continuous degradation in
stiffness as cracking progresses. Both expressions were originally developed by Brosens
and Trost (1982) to predict the deflections of concrete members after cracking. Fig. 5.42
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shows the shear and normal stresses acting on an infinitesimal portion of a concrete beam
strengthened with extemally bonded FRP reinforcement. Derivation

of Malek's model

including various loading cases can be found in Malek et al. (1998).

J-*'

T/M"l

v
-+dø

\

)'"**"

ll I I I I

T+
Adhesive

!o"
;.-

111 1 111

"( +i+1.'+ ++;Ð

.dx

M,+dMt

,dx
r-l

Fig. 5.42 Shear and normal stress distribution on an
- infinitesimal portion of a
strengthened concrete beam fMalek et al., 1998]

For simply supported beams subjected to a concentrated load at mid-span, the
stress, T, and the normal stress, an, at the ends

of the externally

shear

bonded FRP

reinforcement can be expressed by:

t

=t

''1"'1"'"n
| 2r"ff
kn( vf
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o
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o,u,

)o'tt

(s.4e)

l+trt, )

v,=vo-b¡t"¡r,(ry,-+i)

(5.s0)

t ^
,r=-Iut,"lffr.?i)

(5.51)

(nF

where r¡is the thickness of the FRP sheets; /o is the thickness of the
adhesive; n is defined

by Equation 5.23;P is the applied concentrated load; /o is the unbonded
length of the FRp
sheets;

y"ait the effective

distance from the sheet to the neutral axis

the effective moment of inertia of the transformed section;

1¡

of the section;

I"¡is

is the moment of inertia of

the FRP sheets; Eo, 8", E¡and are the modulus of elasticity of the adhesive,
concrete and
FRP, respectively; G" is the shear modulus of the adhesive; b¡is the
width of the FRp
reinforcement; Mo is the applied moment on the concrete section at cutoff points;

and, Vo

is the shear force in the concrete beam at the sheet cutoffpoint.

5.4.2.3

Fa ilu

re Criterion

Delamination of externally bonded FRP reinforcement can be determined
using a critical
combination of both normal and shear stresses at cutoff points. The critical
combination

of these two

stresses was established

by Brosens and Van Gemert (2001) using a

delamination circle shown in Fig. 5.43.
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Shear stress

Mohr-coulomb line
on

Pure compression circle

1 <-l-

I

T
-Ð

J

+

at

Normal stress

Pure tension

Delamination circle

Mohr-coulomb line

Fig. 5.43 Failure criterion for delamination of extemally bonded FRP reinforcement
lBrosens and Van Gemert. 20011

The delamination circle provides a relationship between the shear strength, r,no*, and, the

normal strength,

anmax.

This relationship can be expressed in terms of the concrete

compressive strenglh,f'" and the concrete tensile strength,/¡ as follows:

/

t

'r2

r2max=l f,t fr, | - .f' , f"¡ (r'" - fr,)on*o* -) ' t"
tr2
!
co2 rmo,
lfc+f'¡) (r' ,*frr)
lf c+fct)
(5.s2)
The delamination circle is always located between the pure shear and pure tension circles.

The following section examines the applicability of the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion
in light of the proposed modifications to Malek's model.
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5.4.2.4 Gomparison w¡th Experimental Results

ln this section, the maximum normal and shear

c2, c3, c4, c5

and

c6

stresses are evaluated

for specimens Cl,

using the proposed approach (Equations 5.45 and 5.46).

Delamination failure loads are predicted using Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion developed

by Brosens and Van Gemert,200l (Equation 5.52). The analysis is extended further to
include specimens FI, C2 and

Gl

tested by Brosens et al. (2001) as well as specimens

51.0, 51 .2 and S1.4 tested by Hearing and Buyukozturk (2000) to examine the validity of

the proposed approach.

All the selected specimens

experienced concrete cracking with

various intensities at the sheets' cutoff points prior to delamination.

Fig. 5.44 shows the predicted delamination loads using the proposed approach compared

with the experimental results. The predicted delamination loads using Malek's model

as

well as those predicted using Brosens and Van Gemert's model are also shown for
comparison.
.l Experimental results
.:,'

250

z

-v

;

Proposed Approach

+ Malek's Model
A Brosens and Van Gemert's Model

2oo

(g

o

c

.Þ
+J

1s0

a

(B

Þ
â

o
100

+

CÚ

C)

.+¿

+8

A'

^aa
CI

C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 F1 C2 Gl

S1.0

\-------y----l

Series C

Brosens et al. 200

I

Sl.2 Sl.4

\__.\/-----______J

Hearing and Buyukozfurk, 2000

Test specimen

Fig.5.44 Experimental results compared with the proposed approach
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The figure clearly indicates that delamination loads can be predicted with a suff,rcient
accuracy using the proposed approach. Assuming uncracked concrete sections at the

sheets' cutoff points (Malek's model) overestimated the strength

of the beams

considerably and led to huge errors. Furthermore, using fully cracked concrete sections at

cutoff points (Brosens and Van Gemert's model) provided very

conservative

delamination loads.

The average thickness of the epoxy adhesive was measured after delamination of the
CFRP sheets as shown in Fig. 5.45 and was set in the analysis to 0.77 mm. Calculation
results are suÍrmarized in Table 5.5.

Fig. 5.45 Peeling of CFRP sheets
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Table 5.5 Experimental results compared to the proposed approach
Test

Reference

lo

.f '"

E"

specimen

(mm)

(MPa)

(GPa)

CI

I 100

57

33.97

C2

1000

57

915

T^^

o.*

Pqp*

P¿¿

Pqp

(kN.m)

(MPa)

(MPa)

(kN)

(kN)

tP¿ot

10.9

3.74

1.0

35

10.9

3.74

1.0

42

10.9

3.74

1.0

52

10.9

3.74

1.0

54

r0.9

3.74

1.0

6l

10.9

3.74

1.0

79

0.334

4.7

3.09

t.t2

104.8

tt3.2

0.93

0.t7

0.334

4.7

3.09

t.t2

1

18.1

114.2

1.03

0.93

0.77

0.334

4.7

3.09

t.t2

140.1

ll8.l

1.19

2.70

1.0

1.0

1.0

6.0

1.98

0.94

3

t.l

32.6

0.9s

155

2.70

1.0

1.0

1.0

6.0

1.98

0.95

39.6

43.5

0.91

155

2.70

1.0

1.0

1.0

6.0

1.98

0.95

60

64.9

0.92

Avg-:

1.01

,S.D =

9V"

to

(GPa)

(GPa)

(mm)

228

1.85

0.64

33.97

228

l

85

0.64

57

33.97

228

1.85

0.64

830

57

33.97

228

1.85

0.64

C5

750

57

33.97

228

1.85

0.64

C6

500

57

33.97

228

1.85

0.64

0.77 0.16s
0.77 0.165
0.77 0.165
0.77 0.165
0.77 0.165
0.77 0.165

43

32.49

23s

3.16

0.93

0.77

43

32.49

235

3.16

0.93

43

32.49

235

3.t6

20.s

25.4

155

20.s

25.4

20.5

25.4

Bond specimens
Series C

F1

C2

-J

M",

Go

C4

o\

trnp
(mm)

Eo

C3

N)

Ernp
(GPu)

Brosens

etal.200l

GI
s1.0

S1.2
Sl.4

Hearing

&

Buyukozturk,2000

* Failure of all specimens was

100
100
100

400
300
200

due to delamination of the externally bonded FRP reinforcement at the concrete-epoxy interface.

Concrete beam

f'r, E"

Interfacial shear stress distributíon

,,^W

37.7 0.93
41.5 i.01
45.3 l.l5
49.9 1.08
55.3 1.10
82.7 0.96
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5.4.2.5 Parametric Study
In this section

a parametric study is performed using the proposed model. The influence

of the number of plies of extemally bonded FRP sheets, thickness of the adhesive, and
concrete compressive strength on the development length is investigated.

A

standard

concrete beam having the same dimensions and the same loading configuration as the
tested specimens was selected to perform the analysis.

Fíg.5.46 shows the influence of the number of plies of the CFRP sheets as well as the
bond length on the maximum predicted tensile strain in the CFRP sheets prior to
delamination.
2

G
3()
-g
U)

þ,
ç\
OI
d

1.8

r.6

D: Delamination of CFRP sheets
R: Rupture of CFRP sheets

1.4
1.2

0.8

Development

Ë
(/)

0.6

#

lengths for 1,2
and 3 plies

0.4

.õ
F

0.2

(g

v)

0

0

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900

1000 1100 1200

Bond length,I (mm)
Fig. 5.46 Influence of number of plies of externally bonded FRP reinforcement

The mid-span section of the concrete beam was analyzed using a strain compatibility
approach to predict the flexural behaviour up to failure. The predicted failure loads due to

rupture of the CFRP sheets ranged from 80 kN to 164 kN depending on the number of
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plies considered in Fig' 5.46. Increasing
the bond length of the FRp sheets increases
in
the maximum tensile stresses developed
in the FRP reinforcement prior to delamination.

Therefore' the effectiveness

of using externally

bonded

FRp reinforcement

is

substantially improved by the increasing^ihe
bond length. The analysis indicated that
the
minimum bond length needed to utilize the full
strength of one ply of cFRp sheets used

in this program is 730 mm which is 3 percent
Iess than the measured value. Increasing
the
thickness of the sheets results in an increase
in the development length. Nevertheless, the
increase

in the development

is not directly proportional to the increase

in

of the sheets by a factor of three resulted in

an

length

thickness' Increasing the thickness

increase in the development length by 33 percent.

For the same bond length, increasing the thickness
of the cFRp sheets results in a
proportional increase in the interfacial shear
stress (Equation 5.45). Therefore, the
predicted delamination loads as well as
the tensile strains in the cFRp sheets at
the onset

of delamination are decreased.

Fig' 5'47 shows the influence of the adhesive thickness
on the development length of
externally bonded FRP sheets. The development
len,eth decreases by increasing the
thickness

of the adhesive. Increasing the thickness of the adhesive
reduces the

shear

deformation within the adhesive layer. consequentl.v*,
the interfacial shear stresses as well
as the development lengths are reduced.
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Fig.5.47 Influence of adhesive thickness

The influence of the concrete compressive stTength on the development length of
externally bonded FRP sheets is shown in Fig. 5.48.
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Fig. 5.48 Influence of concrete compressive strength
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The development length decreases by increasing the concrete
compressive strength.
Equation 5'52 demonstrates that increasing the concrete
compressive strength results in a

significant increase in the shear stren gth, r^o,. Consequently,
the delamination loads are
increased and the development lengths âie reduced.
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Chapter 6
Summary & Conclusions
This last chapter summarizes the research performed in this thesis. The mainfindings of the various phases

considered

in this investigøtion are outlined. Recommendations for practical design and strengthening

procedures using FRP are highlighted. Finally, some suggestions for future research topics are made.

6.1 General
Understanding of the fundamental behaviour of various strengthening schemes using FRp

materials is essential to performing successful repairs of concrete structures and bridges.

This thesis investigates the flexural performance of five different FRP strengthening
systems. The research focuses on the bond characteristics of the FRP reinforcement to
concrete. The study provides a significant contribution to the current knowledge towards
feasible restorative procedures of concrete structures to prevent their replacement and to
ensure public safety. The information presented

in this thesis is applicable to repair

damaged or deteriorated concrete structures, to overcome design or structural deficiencies
as

well as to increase the capability of structures to accommodate new uses beyond the

original design. In principle, the findings of this research program will enable engineers
to make more informative decisions regarding the repair andlor strengthening of flexural

members and

will assist in developing reliable design procedures for concrete structures

strengthened with near surface mounted FRP reinforcement.

6.2 Summary

6.2.1 Experimental lnvestigation

To understand the fundamental flexural performance of reinforced and/or

prestressed

concrete structures strengtheired with various FRP systems, a two-phase experimental
program was conducted. In Phase I, three half-scale models of a typical concrete bridge
slab were constructed and tested to failure. The model consisted of one simple span and

two overhanging cantilevers. Each specimen was tested at three different locations. The
first and second tests were performed on the two cantilevers with the load applied at the
edge of each cantilever, while the third test was conduced on the mid-span. Therefore, a

total of nine tests were conducted in this phase. Five different strengthening techniques
were investigated including nea¡ surface mounted Leadline bars, C-Bars, CFRP strips and

externally bonded CFRP sheets and strips. The structural performance of each technique

was examined using the test results

of the experimental

program.

To study

the

effectiveness of the various s1'stems, a cost analysis of each of the FRP strengthening
techniques considered in this study rvas performed.

Phase

II of the experimental program

was conducted to study the bond characteristics and

load transfer mechanisms of the FRP systems to the concrete surfaces.

A total of

24

concrete bond specimens were constructed and tested to characterize the bond of various

FRP strengthening systems. Based on the test results, different failure modes of concrete
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members rrr.nrrn.

the FRP and concrete for different bond lengths was investigated and development
lengths for various FRP strengthening techniques were proposed.

6.2.2 Analytical Phase

The applicability of a cracked section analysis to predict the behaviour of concrete
structures strengthened with FRP reinforcement is examined. A smeared crack model has

been developed using non-linear finite element analysis. The model was applied to
analyze conc¡ete members strengthened with near surface mounted FRP reinforcement.

Predictions according

to the modelling

techniques confirmed

the

experimental

observation in terms of strength, stiffness and crack pattern. Through cracked section

analysis and finite element modelling,

it

was concluded that the global behaviour of

concrete members strengthened with near surface mounted FRP reinforcement could be
predicted with suffi cient accuracy.

Three different anal¡ical models were developed

to

predict debonding andlor

delamination of near surface mounted FRP bars, strips and externally bonded FRP sheets,
respectively. The anal¡ical models were verifìed by comparing the predicted behaviour

with test results as well

as

with non-linear finite element modelling. The mathematical

models were used to investigate the influence of key parameters believed to affect the

behaviour of FRP strengthened concrete structures. Design guidelines are provided to

assist

in

establishing specifications

on the use of near surface

reinforcement for strengthening concrete structures.
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mounted FRP

6.3 Conclusions
6.3.1 Effectiveness of FRp systems
Based on the experimental program and analysis of the test results
of the large-scale slab
specimens, the following conclusions côuld be drawn:

1'

Failure modes of reinforced and/or prestressed concrete structures
strengthened with
FRP materials are brittle and include possible separation of the FRp
material from the
concrete substrate.

2'

Strengthening of concrete structures using near surface mounted FRp
reinforcement

is

effective, fast, feasible and cost effective. Nevertheless, caution should

be

exercised in view of the possible brittle failure modes.

3'

Preliminary analysis

of FRP strengthened concrete members using strain

compatibility and equilibrium of intemal forces provides good estimation of the
ultimate load carrying capacity of the strengthened system.

4.

Both the stiffness and strength of concrete slabs strengthened with CFRp materials
can be substantially increased. The ultimate load carrying capacity of the
slabs tested

in this research program increased by as much as 50 percent in comparison to the
control specimens.

5. The strength

increase

is influenced by the type and configuration of the

CFRp

materials. In general, near surface mounted CFRP strips and externally bonded
CFRp
sheets provide the highest strength increase

for the same axial stiffness. The cost of

strengthening flexural members using extemally bonded CFRP sheets could be as
low
as 25 percent of the cost of strengthening using near surface mounted CFRp
strips to

achieve the same nominal strength increase.
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6.

Serviceability could not be used as a criterion to compare the efficiency of the various
strengthening schemes used

in this investigation since negligible differences

were

observed among the various techniques at the elastic stage.

7.

For the same axial stiffness of CFRP reinforcement, strengthening using either near
surface mounted Leadline bars or C-Bars provides approximately the same increase

in strength' With respect to cost, strengthening using C-Bars is about 50 percent less.

8.

Reducing the spacing between near surface mounted CFRP reinforcement results in a

more uniform distribution of stresses, provides additional constraints to opening of
the cracks and increases the stiffness of the strengthened member considerably.

9.

Strengthening using externally bonded CFRP strips provided the least increase in
strength by 1 1 percent due to peeling of the strips from the concrete surface. Using

the same amount of strips but as near surface mounted reinforcement enhanced the
ultimate load carrying capacity by about 40 percent.
10. Delamination

of extemally bonded CFRP strips occurs at a tensile strain of 0.5 to

0.55 percent, which is equivalent to 40 percent of the rupture strain of the strips as
reported by the manufacturer. The delamination strain is about 20 percent less than
the value recommended by the draft of the ACI-comminee 440 (2002).
11. The number

of cracks in a concrete slab strengthened with externally bonded CFRP

strips is less than that in a comparable slab stren-ethened with near surface mounted
CFRP strips with the same axial stiffness due to the lower flexural bond strength of
the extemally bonded strips. Consequently, the crack rvidth and the crack spacing are

typically larger at any given load level.
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flexural strengthening reduces the cracks rvidth by 50 to 70 percent compared to the
unstrengthened specimen. The crack width

is directly proportional to the elastic

modulus and bond characteristics ofthe cFRp reinforcement
13. Using epoxy adhesives that are commonly used

for bonding steel rebars into concrete

is very efficient in bonding near surface mounted CFRP bars to the surrounding
concrete.
14.

Full composite action between near surface mounted CFRP reinforcement

and

concrete was achieved throughout the tests since no slip was observed

the

for

different cases examined in this investigation.
15' Using a maximum allowable crack

width of 0.5 ûrm as a criterion for serviceability

requirements, the upgraded service load of the strengthened specimens is equivalent
to at least three times the ASSHTO HSS 30 truck design load.
16. Strengthening using externally bonded CFRP strips provides the ieast deformability

index among the investigated techniques. Near surface mounted bars and strips
well as externally bonded sheets provide satisfactory deformability indices in

as

excess

of the minimum value recommended by other researchers.
17.

Various assumptions incorporated in the cracked section analysis can influence the

predicted response

of FRP strengthened

concrete structures. However, cracked

section analysis is an excellent analysis tool and quite adequate for typical design and

analysis due to its simplicity and validity for most engineers without the need for
sophisticated hnite element anal_vsis.
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agreement \¡/ith the experimental results. The error
involved in the analysis was less

than 10 percent.

6.3.2 Bond characteristics of FRp strengthening systems
Based on the second phase of the experimental program and
analysis of test results of the
bond specimens, the following conclusions could be drar,vn:

6.3.2.1 General Conclusions
19' The test procedure used to evaluate bond characteristics
of various FRp strengthening

techniques is simple, easy to perform and provides reliable data
while maintaining a
manageable specimen size.

It is recommended to adopt this procedure as an ASTM

Standard test method. The configuration

of the specimens allowed the FRp

reinforcement to be in an area of flexural tension under a
moment gradient and
constant shear to simulate typical design stresses.

20' Debonding/delamination loads increase by increasing
the bond length. For every
strengthening technique, there

is a certain bond length beyond which no further

increase in the ultimate capacity of the strengthened beam
can be obtained.
stage,

full composite action

At this

between the FRp and concrete is achieved.

21'The development length of near surface mounted FRp reinforcement
is highly
dependent on the dimensions

of the

bars/strips, concrete properties, adhesive

properties, internal steel reinforcement ratio, reinforcement configuration,
type of
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structures is compursory prior
to any strengthening apprication.

6.3.2.2 Near Surface Mounted
CFRP Bars
22' The mode of failure for
all beams strengthened ivith
near surface mounted
c-Bars and
tested in this program was
due to cracking of the
concrete surrounding the
epoxy
paste followed by complete
debonding of the bars.
The failure mode is greatry
influenced by the groove
dimensions as well as by
the mechanical characteristics
of
the materials.

23' Rupture

of near surface mounted c-Bars
is not likely to occur regardless
of

the
embedment length used'
The efficiency of using
cFRp bars as near surface mounted
reinforcement is cont¡olled
primarily by the bond characteristics
of the bars
as

by the bond

we,

as

between the adhesive material
and the concrete. Adhesion
and
mechanical friction a¡e the
main factors that contror the
bond strength of near surface
mounted FRp bars.

24'The development lenglh
of near surface mounted c-Bars

tested in this investigation
should not be less than 80
times the diameter of the
ba¡s. The minimum embedment
length recommended by
the ACI 440 (2002) for
FRp bars bonded to concrere
is not
applicable for near surface
mounted FRP bars due to distinct
surface characteristics of
concrete compared to adhesives.

25' An anal¡ical model
is developed fo¡ the bond-srip
behaviour of near surface
mounted
CFRP bars' The model can
be easily incorporated to commercìalry
ava'abre finite
element programs to perform
detaired theoreticar anarysis.
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26.The maximum measured tensile strain in the CFRP bars at failure is in the range of 40
to 45 percent of the rupture strain of bars, regardless of the embedment length used.
Such a limiting value is highly dependent on the configuration of the bottom steel

reinforcement inside the beam as well as on the stress level at the concrete-epoxy
interface.
27 .

The slip failure hypothesis used for reinforcing steel bars bonded to concrete can not
be adopted as a failure criterion for near surface mounted FRP bars. An examination

of the bond stress-slip relationships for the tested specimens indicates that debonding
failure can be better described in terms of bond strength rather than end slip values.
28. The proposed design chart in this thesis can be used to determine the development

length of near surface mounted FRP bars accurately. The chart is also easy to use and
provides excellent cor¡elation to experimental results.

29.Two different types of debonding failures can occur for near surface mounted FRP
bars. The first mode of failure is due to splitting of the epoxy cover as a result of high

tensile stresses at the FRP-epoxy interface, and is termed "epoxy split failure". The
second mode

of failure is due to cracking of the concrete sunounding the epoxy

adhesive and is termed "concrete split failure".
30. Increasing

the groove width and./or using high strength concrete, increases the

resistance to concrete split failure. Using high strength adhesives and/or increasing
the epoxy cover layer delays epoxy split failure for near surface mounted FRP bars.
31. The recommended minimum clear spacing betrveen the grooves

of near

surface

mounted FRP bars is twice the diameter of the bars regardless of the groove width.
Using a clear groove spacing to bar diameter ratio less than the proposed value results
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in overlapping of the tensile

stresses at the concrete-epoxy interface and should be

accounted for in design.
32.

A minimum edge distance of four times the diameter of the bars is recommended to
diminish edge effect for near rurfá.. mounted FRP bars and permit using

the

proposed design chart.
33. Termination or damage of the internal steel reinforcement creates zones of high bond
stresses and accelerates debonding failure. Increasing the reinforcement

ratio of the

terminated and/or damaged steel reinforcement results in a proportional increase in
the bond stress and a corresponding decrease in debonding loads.
34. Using GFRP as near surface mounted bars increases the maximum allowable tensile
stresses

in the bars prior to debonding. The full tensile strength of GFRP bars could

be utilized prior to debonding due to the relatively low modulus of elasticity

of GFRP

compared to CFRP bars.

6.3.2.3 Near Surface Mounted CFRP Strips
35. Use

of near surface mounted CFRP strips substantially increases both the stiffness

and strength of concrete beams. The ultimate load canying capacity of the beams can

be increased by as much as 55 percent for the specimens used in this program. The

minimum embedment length needed to rupfure the near surface mounted CFRP strips,

with the given dimensions used in this program is 850 mm.
36. The proposed anal¡ical model is capable

of predicting the interfacial

shear stress

distribution, ultimate load carrying capacity and mode of failure of concrete beams
strengthened

with near surface mounted CFRP strips. Excellent agreement

28t

was

6.

Summarv & conclus¡ons

established between the calculated values using the proposed model and those
predicted using finite element analysis.

37.The proposed failure criterion for debonding of near surface mounted CFRP strips
provides sufficient evidence and conhdence in predicting debonding loads.
38. Debonding loads increase

by increasing the embedment length of CFRP strips,

concrete compressive strength and/or groove width.
39. The development length of near surface mounted CFRP strips increases by increasing

the intemal steel reinforcement ratio. The development length decreases with

the

increase of either the concrete compressive strength and/or the groove width.

6.3.2.4 Externally Bonded CFRP Sheets
40. Failure of all concrete beams strengthened with externally bonded CFRP sheets is due

to delamination of the sheets at cutoff points. The bond length of the CFRP sheets has
a significant effect on the load at which the delamination process is initiated. Beams

with longer

sheets had less delay between the

fi¡st signs of delamination and ultimate

loads. Shorter sheets were observed to peel at lorver loads with less brittleness.

4i. The minimum bond lengh needed to fully utilize the strength of the externally
bonded CFRP sheets used in this investigation is 750 mm. Extending the CFRP
sheets beyond this value rvould not provide additional strength to the retrofitted beam.

42. Using the proposed approach for the effective transformed moment of inertia showed
good agreement in predicting delamination loads u ithin a range of 20 percent.
43. Increasing the thickness

of externally bonded sheets results in an increase in the

development length. Nevertheless, the increase
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in the development

length is not

6.

Summarv & conclus¡ons

directly proportional to the increase in thickness. Furthermore, the development
length decreases by increasing the thickness of the adhesive and/or the concrete
compressive strength.

6.4 Recommendations for Future Research Areas
V/hile the objectives of this research study are achieved, it is recognized that much more

work is still needed to fully

characterize

the behaviour

of FRP retrof,rtted concrete

structures. Future research should concentrate on the following topics:

1.

Evaluation of the effectiveness of different mechanical anchorage systems and

their design procedures, for both near surface mounted and externally bonded
FRP reinforcement.

2.

Durability of various FRP strengthening techniques under harsh environmental
conditions with or rvithout sustained stress levels.

3.

Prestressing of near surface mounted CFRP bars to fully utitize the strength of the
materials.

4.

Fire resistance of various FRP strengthening techniques as well as fire protective
measures that should be accounted for.

5.

Development of an internationally accepted standard regarding the design of FRP
retrofitted concrete structures including various FRP strengthening techniques.
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